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RÉSUMÉ 
Cette étude vise à explorer les facteurs qui influencent les di spos iti fs de formation et de 
perfectionnement profess ionnel pour les employés locaux en Chine des sociétés 
multinationales. Deux questions de recherche ont guidé l'étude. La première ayant pour 
objectif d'identifier les facteurs potentiels de rejet et la seconde, à l' opposé, de reconnaître· 
les facteurs qui peuvent influencer positivement la dotation des di spositifs de form ation 
et de perfectionnement professionnel pour les employés chinois locaux au sein des 
entreprises multinationales. Basé sur une analyse de la revue de littérature systémique de 
la formation et du perfectionnement profess ionnel en Chine, 14 facteurs ont été proposés 
pour mesurer les questions de recherche. Un questionnaire auto-administré a été utilisé 
pour la collecte des données de l'échantillon de personnes travaillant dans des entreprises 
multinationales. Un total de 74 réponses a été finalement utili sé pour l'analyse de 
données. 
Les conclusions essentielles de cette étude indiquent que trois facteurs parmi les 14 
proposés n'étaient pas associés à la dotation de formation et de développement 
profess ionnel. Il s'agit de l'expérience et des compétences lingui stiques pour la 
communication internationale, du renouvellement du personnel et des exigences li ées aux 
promotions ou aux augmentations de salaire. Les résultats ont éga lement montré que les 
dirigeants et les employés des multinationales possèdent une vi sion similaire quant aux 
facteurs guidant les di spositifs de formation et de développement profess ionnel. La 
dernière conclusion marquante indique que les facteurs décisionnels de dotation en 
matière 'de formation et de développement profess ionnel vari ent en fo nction des années 
d'expérience de ces sociétés multinationales en Chine. La plupart des études réa lisées sur 
la gestion des ressources hum aines internation ales portent sur la form ation des expatri és, 
cependant peu de recherches ont été entreprises sur les besoins de formation pour les 
ressortissants du pays d'accueil au sein des entreprises multinationales. Cette étude vient 
ainsi contribuer à la littérature existante par l'adjonction de connaissances pertinentes 
dans le domaine. Les résultats de cette étude peuvent aider les déc ideurs ainsi que les 
prescripteurs des entreprises étrangères à jouer un rôle proactif dans le processus de 
décision lors de la mise en place de la form ation et du perfectionnement profess ionnel à 
l'attention des employés locaux en Chine,- ainsi que de donner des informations de va leur 
pour les employés q!Ji veul ent développer une meilleure connaissance de la gestion des 
décisions au sein de leur entreprise et à être plus actifs lors de perfecti onnements futurs. 
Mots-clés: formation et développement profess ionnel, sociétés mu ltinationa les, nationaux 
du pays hôte, expatr iés 
ABSTRACT 
This study aims to explore factors that influence multinational corporations' provisions 
of training and development to local employees in China. Two research questions guided 
the study, by asking both the se lection and rejection factors that may influence the 
provision of training and development to Chinese local empl oyees within multinational 
corporations . Based on a systemic review of training and development literature 
associated with the Chinese setting, 14 factors were proposed to measure the research 
questions. A self-completion questionnaire was used for collecting data from the sample 
of people who work in multinational corporations. A total of 74 responses were fin ally 
used for data analys is. 
Significant findings from this study indicated that 3 among the 14 proposed factors were 
not associated with the provision of training and deve lopment, which were employees ' 
experi ence and language sk ills fo r internat ional communication , staff turnover and 
employees' requirement for a promotion or a pay ri se. Results also fo und that leadershi ps 
and employees hold similar perspecti ves in perceiving the factors guiding multinationals' 
provisions of training and development. The last striking findin g indicated th at decisional 
factors to provision of training and development vary depending on years of 
multinational corporations' experi ence in Chi na. Most studies about international human 
resource management are biased towards the trai ning issue of expatri ation while Jess 
emphas is has been laid in expl oring the training needs for host-count1y nationals within 
multinational corporations. This study just contributed a body of know ledge to the 
development of re levant literature. Findings from this study can help training decision 
makers or providers within multinational corporations to pl ay a proacti ve role in deci ding 
the provision of training and development to local staff, and may also provide va luable 
information for empl oyees who have been always seeking to the access of training 
opportunities in developing a better understanding of finns' manageri al decisions and 
thus to be more active for future improvements. 
Keywords: training and development,. Multinational Corporation, host-count1y national, 
expatri at 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
In global competitiveness , human potential within an organ ization has undoubted ly 
become a major competitive factor referring to its mid - to long - term advantages for 
companies: today's investment in the workforce secures the innovati on and 
competitiveness (Mühlemeyer and Clarke, 1997). A Il firm s w ith g loba l amb itions are 
inev itably facing the cha ll enge of_ attract ing and retaining talents. Fo r long aga , the 
significance of training and development (T&D) w ithin an organi zation has been 
highlighted by a lot of researchers, practitioners and business leaders; the potential 
benefits ofT&D have been also we il acknow ledged . . 
As AI-Khayyat and Elgamal ( 1 997) noted in their report of Macro Mode! of Training and 
Development Validation: . 
1 
With the new emerging organizational rea lity where change, competition, 
workforce demographie changes and business upheava ls are em inent, training 
and development is becoming ever more an important method that equ ips 
organ izations with the f1exibility , adaptabili ty and durability requ ired for survival. 
Michael McCourt, CEO of D&D Automation 1, stated in Canadian HR Reporter (2008): 
In the high-tech manufacturing industry , if emp loyees aren 't up to date on al i the 
latest technologies, the company is doomed to fai l. That's why training and 
development is pm1 of the culture at D&D Automation in Stratford, Ont. ... To 
keep employees and the company as a whole ,. up to date on new technologies, the 
company invites technology suppl iers to weekly lunch-and-learn sess ions. The 
suppl ier provides the lunch and three to 10 employees attend to learn about the 
new technology . 
2 
Since China implemented its reform and opening policy to the outside world , the whole 
Chinese society and economy have been changing with each pass ing day. The most 
striking change must be the appearance of foreign-capital corporations, which now, has 
become a prominent growth point of the national economy in China. As of 2005, over 
450 of the top 500 multinational corporations (MNCs) had invested in China and more 
than 530 000 foreign enterprises from over 190 countries had established offices in China 
(Breitenstein, 2005). The registrations of Chinese-forei gn equi ty joint ventures, Chinese-
foreign contractual joint ventures and foreign-capita l enterpri ses have made countless 
positive contributions to boast the development of national economy and Chinese society. 
Statement of the Problem 
With the growing demand for global business skills in Ch ina, management models show 
more and more concerns at vocational training projects within MNCs, by attaching a 
great importance to the resettlement of employees and providing short-term or medium-
term training courses for helping employees to better adapt themselves to the new 
business and working environment. However, compared with the stated-owned 
enterprises (SOEs), MNCs in China are inevitably hav ing their own inherent inferior 
1 D&D Automation is a specialty-engineering firm, founded in 1992, having 40 employees and 
manufactu res industrial automation control systems. The company is a lead ing provider of discrete 
and process controls technology based in Stratford, Ontario, Canada. Company's webs ite: 
http://www.ddauto.com. Consulted on 21 May 2012. 
~------~--------~---~ 
3 
positions in dealing w ith their Chinese empl oyees in terms of the cultural diversity and 
their unfamili arity with the bus iness environment. 
Indeed, ~'Chinese nationals place high value on training opportuniti es" (Breitenstein , 
2005). "Continuous learning and self-deve lopment has for centuri es been regarded as a 
virtue in Chinese culture which has inspired people to undertake learning activities after 
they have completed their formai education and beyond their workplace requirements" 
(Cooke, 201 2, p. 56). Even so, it is surpri s ing to fi nd th at most international firm s in 
China prefer ass igning expatri ates to the foreign subsid iari es instead of promoting their 
local employees by providing T&;. D opportunities (Dowling and Welch , 2004; Shen and 
' Darby, 2006); and this has attracted the attention of most International Human Resource 
Management (IHRM) researches by. primaril y focusi ng on expatriation tra ining issues 
(Banai and Reisel, 1993; Lee, 2007; McDonald, 1993; Tung, 1987; Zakaria, 2000) . So far 
little is known yet about the T&D activities for those host-country nationals (HCNs) 
within MNCs in China. However, congruent w ith the insomniac pace of China's market 
shifts, there is a pronounced tendency for MNCs in China to develop their loca l Chinese 
talents instead of ass igning expatria tes or Chinese returnees who have experiences abroad 
(Caldwe ll and X iong, 20 Il ). 
Identification of the training needs is undoubtedly the first step before MNCs carry ing out 
their T& D plans for employees. The nature of an organizati on covers ali as pects that 
affect the context of T&D, in cluding the peo pl e who work in them, the conditions 
surrounding the need fo r hurnan expertise and the process of learning (Swanson and 
Holton III , 2009). lt is no wonder that "determining traini ng needs" has been 
energetically advocat d, as it reflects th mission, philosophy and strategy of train ing 
function, not only referring to a trai ning process issue, but also a training management 
issue (Cra ig, 1987). Balancing the priorities is therefore a prerequisite before the 
provis ion ofT&D. 
4 
Purpose of the Study 
This study focused on, the subj ect of MNCs' T&D fo r local employees in China. The fïrst 
pur pose of this study is to review the practi ca l and theoreti cal knowledge of T &D in 
Chinese settings and IHRM literatures. Then thi s study seeks to investi gate the factors 
that guide MNCs' T&D decisions for their local employees in China, especially from the 
perspectives of people who have rel evant experi ences of MNCs' T&D in Chinese market. 
By studying, exploring and gulping dawn more and more knowledge concerning the 
enterprise training project from re!ated theoretical arti cles and books, and the meanwhile, 
by learning the practical information from both leadershi ps and employees w ithin MNCs 
in China, the researcher was expecting to explore the facto rs th at guide MN Cs' dec is ion 
making of T&D for local employees in China, and find out the poss ible di fference of 
perceptions between leaderships and employees on enterpri ses' managerial dec isions of 
T&D. 
Significance of the Study 
Given that more and more MNCs are continually entering the Chinese market and that 
China has naturally a large potential talent pool with a popul ati on of over 1.3 billion, and 
also cons idering that little empirical research has been devoted to ex ploring T &D within 
MNCs in China, a study to explore MNCs' T&D activ it ies for Chinese employees is 
therefore worth very much, whi ch will undoubtedly contribute to the deve lopment of 
IHRM research bath from a practical and theoretical leve!. 
The research results are original s ince most IHRM literatures are biased toward T&D of 
expatriation and few studies about T&D for HCNs have been fo und in prev ious 
researches (Banai and Reise l, 1993; Lee, 2007; McDonald , 1993; Tung, 1987; Zakaria, 
2000), the contributions of thi s paper to the knowledge deve lopment of IHRM research, 
then , become pre-ord inate. 
5 
From a pradical perspective, the results of the study are significant to the fie ld of hu man 
resources management (HRM) within MNCs, especial ly for HR leaderships to practice . 
T&D programs. Findings of this s tudy may help encourage HR mangers or training 
providers to play a proactive role in making decisions of T&D provisions for local staff 
than the previous literature suggests. Moreover, the results of this study may also provide 
va luable information for employees who have been always seeking to the access of 
training opportunities in developing a better understanding of firms ' managerial decisions 
and thus to be more active for future improvements. 
Research Questions 
As Banks et al. (1987) proposed in the study, both se lection factors and rejection factors 
contribute to the criteria of leaderships ' T&D decision-making. Indeed, it is always a 
matter of weighing the advantages and disadvantages before making a decision. With the 
pm·pose of finding possible factors that may explain MNCs T&D decisions for HCNs in 
China, this study is therefore simply guided by two main research questions: 
RQl. What factors may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China? 
RQ2. What factors may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China? 
Definition of Tenns 
Training and Development (T&D): "Training" refers to the acquisition of knowledge, 
skills, and abilities to improve performance in one 's current job; "Development" re fers to 
the acquisition of knowledge, skills, and abilities required to perform future job 
responsibilities (Saks and Haccoun, 2009). 
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Multinational Corporation (MNC): A single entity that faces a global environment, 
which means that it simultaneous ly confronts differing national environments (Dowling 
and Welch, 2004). 
Expatriate: An employee who is working and temporari ly residing in a foreign country 
(Dowling and Welch, 2004). 
Host-country National (HCN): Citizens or residents of a country that "hosts," or 
provides local property and facilities, for MNC operations abroad (Vance and Paik, 
2006). 
Limitation 
The major limitation of this research was the sampling setting and the size of sample. A 
method of convenience sampling was used to select respondents in this study. The use of 
conven ient sample indicates that the data co llected were not statistically representative. 
Since the online survey was distributed via e-mai l and some other social media platforms, 
lacking fo llow-up invitations, the responses rate was re lative ly low with 107 of 450 
questionnaires were returned and only 74 were fina lly used for this study. This has al so 
led to an unequal distribution of some demographie data. To cope with such an uneven 
distribution, data were recorded for the measurement in the process of data analys is. 
Another limitation in thi s study was embodied in the instrumentation of the se lf-
completed questionnaire. Closed questions were mainly approached in this survey, which, 
to sorne extent, reduced the poss ibilities to receive furth er opinions from the respondents 
that were not covered in the forceà-choice answers. Reasons for this design was due to 
the consideration of that most respondents are not willing to spend more time in 
providing detailed descriptions of their opinions and abundant reviews of literature 
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regarding T&D provisions in multinational contexts were already provided in Chapter II 
to support the research variables . Even so, the limitation of closed questions may 
inevitably miss the opportunities for obtaining fUiiher detailed information. 
Assumptions 
For the purpose of this study, the assumptions are identified as followed: 
1. The study sample truly represented the population of this study. 
2. Participants of this study fully understand that their responses were held m 
confidence. 
3. Respondents of this study share a common knowledge and are trustful in answering 
the survey questionnaire. 
4. The research methodology, survey instrument and data analysis are apjxopriate to 
answer the research questions in this study. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 
LITERA TURE REVIEW 
1.1 Overview 
This chapter begins with a hi storical review of the research background, which refers to 
four main parts. First1y, it talks about the historical development of China' s la bor market, 
including the major evolutions of Chinese employment during China' s different political 
periods and the ciment problems that the whole Chinese labor market is facin g. Secondly, 
a general situation of T &D in China is presented by introducing the changing role of 
enterprise training along with the evo lution of the society; and three major problems of 
T&D in Ch ina have been also followed up. Subsequently , the role of MNCs in China is 
introduced in the third part, referring to the developmental history of MNCs after the 
implementation of China's opening policy and the entry to World Tracte Organization 
(WTO). Th en, the working attitude and career.satisfaction of Ch inese employees have 
been also mentioned as an important consideration for MNCs to carry out their T&D 
programs for Chihese emp loyees. Based on a thorough understanding of the research 
context that helps to rai se the supportive points for the research problems, the necessity of 
this study is therefore fully explained. 
The second sub-chapter then deals with the historical background and theoretica l rev iews 
of T&D from previous researches, which illustrates the crucial rot e of T&D in global 
business. Drawing on the past study and T &D mode!, the researcher not only highl ighted 
the significance of identifying the T&D needs, but also pointed out the general reasons 
that may guide companies' decision-making ofT&D provision to employees. 
Subsequently, the third sub-chapter takes a look at T&D from an international levet. By 
comparing the theoretical reviews and empirical findings of expatriations and HCNs, the 
importance for MNCs to pr?vide T&D programs to their HCNs in foreign subsidiaries is 
-------------------------------, 
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further emphasized, and poss ible reasons concerning MN Cs ' decision of T&D provision 
to HCNs are also explained. 
Based on ali those foundations, the review concludes with a theoretical framework that 
identifies and estab lishes the research propositions for exam ining the MNCs' decision-
making of providing T &D to local employees in Ch ina 
1.2 Historical Review of Research Context 
1.2. 1 Labor Market in Ch ina 
Since the adoption of reform and opening-up policy in late 1978, China's economy has 
successfully moved from a centra lly planned economy to a "socialist market economy", 
and such great achievements of China's socialist construction is inseparable from the 
active contribution oftheir labor market. 
Historical Development 
China has the largest labor forces in the world with a population of over 1,3 billion. The 
rapid rise in population during th.e ear ly years of People 's Repub lic has resulted in a sharp 
increase of tabor force, which placed great pressure upon the job market. To solve such a 
huge employment problem, the Chinese labor market bears the bUJ·den that beyond any 
other countries. 
China's urban employment policy started from the founding of new China in 1949. 
During that time, the whole country was facing a severe period of unemployment peak 
that left over from the old China. To overcome this unprecedented trial , Chinese 
government decided to practice a highly centralized personnel management system, 
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which was under the state planned economy regime (Cooke, 201 2). This means that the 
who1e emp1oyment system, inc luding the number of people to be emp loyed, the source of 
recruitment and the pay scales, was strict1y controlled by the state through their regional 
or local labor departments (Cooke, 20 12). Und er this old centrally planned structure, 
private enterprises or foreign invested firms can barely obtain the permiss ion of market 
entry and State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) have undoubtedly become the backbone of the 
urban economy in China. Workers in SOEs were not only provided housing and health 
care, but were also guaranteed · lifetime employment which bas ically resolved the 
unemp loyment problems then; but they were not free to switch jobs and the ir wages were 
relatively law and fi xed that can only help most emp loyees in urban areas to make a bas ic 
living. Due to this unchangeable salary system and secured jobs, Chinese people started 
to call the job in SOEs as an " iron rice bowl", which means hav ing the food for a li fetime 
to eat. Affected by the effect of " iron ri ce bowl" system, workers !ost moti vat ion fo r the ir 
jobs, and this resulted in the consequence of over-staff, ineffi ciency and even corrupti ons 
within SOEs (Kennedy and Marquis, 2002) . 
The whole domestic market remained mired in a deep malaise until Deng Xiaoping, the 
chief architect of China's reform and opening-up, inherited it in 19,78. In arder to 
revitalize the nation 's economy, Deng initiated a structural transformation, switching 
from a centrally planned economy to a "socialist market economy" that based on the 
open-door policy. And on the ' other band, as beli ev ing that ti ghtening contra is on 
popu lation growth was a precond ition for economie development in Chi na, Deng 
launched a one-child policy at the same time (Kennedy and Marquis, 2002). ln addi tion, 
with the promotion of employment in the job market and the purpose for culti vating 
talents to me(;!t social needs, great headway has been also made in Chi na's educational 
reform by resuming the National Higher Education Entrance Examination (Gao Kao) , 
which enabled more Chinese peop le to have the chance to receive higher education by the 
entry of universities or col leges. Under thi s unprecedented range of reforms, significant 
changes have taken place in China's labor market, which, according to Cooke (2005), 
were manly embodied in three dimensions. 
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The first aspect refers to the we11-known reform of SOEs, which has brought a large 
number of worker layoffs and early retirement fro m the mid-1990s to the early 2000s. 
Along with the economie reforms that have contributed tremendous investments and trade 
opportunities for Chinese market, the . compu lsions of globalization and 
internationalization also gradually increased the pressure on SOEs. Chinese government 
was very much aware that their previous adm inistrati ve mode would not work anymore 
for SOEs to gain effic iency and international competiti veness under the new situation. 
The past employment system within SOEs was hence quickly abandoned, changing from 
being employed by the state to being employed by enterprises themselves . And a series of 
subsequent reforms including workforce management, ·fa ir competition and promotion 
policies, as weil as the establishment of new effic iency-based wage system has rapidly 
followed. With the deepening refonn of SOEs, workers who were low in competiti veness 
were inevitably threatened by the problems of unempl oyment and labor di splacement. As 
noted above, since SOEs had been nurtured under the central plan ning economy, and 
accounted for 78,3% of total urban employment in 1978, given by the statistics from 
China Statistical Yearbook in 201 2 (p. 126), the restructuring of SOEs undoubtedly 
exerted a mass ive impact on the labor market. Till the end of 1999, about 65 ,2 million 
employees were laid-off from SOEs, comprised 69,6% of the total numbers of laid-off 
workers2 ; and the majority were women and older people with a lower educati on leve! 
(International Labour Organization, 20 Il , p. 10-11) 
Secondly, with the promoting of the refo rm th at were designed towards moderni zation 
and economie restructuring, Ch ina has been constantly attracted various fonns of 
international transactions, technology transfers, inflows of foreign investments and 
advanced management experience. There has been a rap id growth in the emergence of 
enterprises in diversified ownership forms , including the multinational corporations 
(MNCs), joint ventures , domestic private firms, vi ll age enterprises and the privatization 
of SOEs (Cooke, 2005). With the magical transformations of enterprises ownership, the 
2 Ministry of Hu man Resources and Social Security (MoHRSS), 2009. Series of !hematie group 
research reports on Chinese employment during the international financial cri sis (Beijing), Sep; 
Quoted by International Labour Organization (20 Il ). China: From an Active Employment Po licy 
to Employment Promotion Law. Coping with economie restructuring and labour market 
·adjustments. Switzerland, Internat ional Labour Office, Employment Pol icy Department .- Geneva: 
p. 10-11 , On li ne. <http ://www. i lo .org/wcmsp5/groups/publ ic/--- dgreports/---dcom m/---
publ/documents/publication/wcms_ l66905.pdf>. Consu lted on 8 October 2012. 
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employment structure in Ch ina was also undergo ing a profound change in which a large 
share of employment shi fted from public-ownership sector to indi vidual, private, fo reign-
invested and other ownership forms. 
Table 1.1 
Employment Statistics by ownership in urban areas in China 
(Figures in million persons) 
woersbip State-own ed Coll ective! y- Shareholding Indhi dual Foreign- Inves ted 
Enterpri ses own ed Corporati on s & Private Ente rpri ses (including 
Year Enterpri ses Ltd . Enterprises Honk Kon g, 1\.facao & 
Tai wan) 
1978 74 ,5 1 20 ,48 0 ,15 
1980 80 ,19 24 ,25 0, 8 1 
1985 89 ,90 33 ,24 4 ,5 0 0 ,06 
1990 103, 46 35,49 6, 7 1 0,66 
1991 106,64 36 ,28 7, 60 1,6 5 
1992 108,89 36 ,2 1 8,38 2 ,2 1 
1993 109,2 0 33 ,93 1,64 11 , 16 2 ,88 
1994 11 2,14 32,85 2,92 15,5 7 4 ,06 
1995 11 2,6 1 31,47 3, 17 20,4 5 5, 13 
1996 11 2,44 30, 16 3,63 23,29 5,40 
1997 11 0,44 28,83 4 ,68 26,69 5,8 1 
1998 90 .5 8 19 ,63 4 ,10 32,32 5,87 
1999 85,7 2 17, 12 4 ,20 34,6 7 6, 12 
2000 81 ,02 14 ,99 4 ,5 7 34,04 6 ,4 2 
2001 76,40 12, 9 1 4 ,83 36,5 8 6 ,7 1 
2002 7 1,63 11 ,22 5,3 8 42, 68 7,5 8 
2003 68 ,76 10,00 5,92 49,22 8,6 3 
2004 67 ,10 89 ,70 6,25 55, 15 10,33 
2005 64 ,88 81,00 6,99 62,36 12,4 5 
2006 64,30 76 ,40 7,4 1 69 ,66 14 ,07 
2007 64 ,24 71,80 7,88 78, 9 1 15,83 
2008 64 ,4 7 66 ,20 8,40 87,33 16,22 
2009 64,20 6 1,80 9,56 97,89 16,99 
2010 6 5, 16 59,70 10,24 105,3 8 18,23 
20 11 67,04 60,3 0 11 ,83 12 1,39 2 1,49 
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The remarkable achievement can be the advent of private and individual enterprises, 
especially s ince the year of 1990, which has become a major source of job opportunities 
in today 's China. Accord ing to statistics, the number of emp loyees in private and 
individual enterprises in urban areas has increased fro m 6,7 1 million in 1990 to 121,39 
million in 2011 , in parti cu !ar with a sharp growth rate of 41 ,9% yearly from 1991 to 1997 
(see Table 1.1 ). Similarly, the number of people employed in fore ign-funded enterprises, 
including the investment from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, was increas ing at a 
para lie! rate, from 0,66 mill ion in 1990 to 21 ,49 million in 20 Il (see Table 1.1 ) . 
Figure 1.1 
- Nmnber of Urban Employees .....- Number of Rural Employees 
Years (th e end of theyear) 
':t 1() '<) .... 00 0\ 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 - -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Employment Changes in Urban and Rural Areas in China. 
Source: adapted from China Statistical Yearbook 20 J 2: p. 126- 127 
0 
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The last tremendous change in Chinese labor structure concerns the rural-urban migration 
that contributes many rural migrant workers to the urban job market with relatively low 
payment and few la bor rights. Statistics from China Statistical Yearbook in 2012 (see 
Figure 1.1) show that the number of rural employed workers dropped by 16,4% during 
1978 to 2011, wh ile the employment in urban a reas increased by the same proportion. 
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This is intimately associated with the transformation of the country' s economie structure 
from the agricultural and heavy industry sectors towards the light manufacturing and 
service sectors (Cooke, 2012). Indeed, the economie reform played a critical role for the 
prosperous and development in urban areas, especially for those eastern coastal cities, 
which have enjoyed fàvorable government policies and foreign and domestic investments. 
The rapid acceleration of city growth no wonder brought a boast in labor demand, and 
along with the appeal of urbanization itse lf, the influx of rural labor into the cities is 
therefore easy imagined . 
lt is apparent that China's economie reform has had demonstrable implications for its 
employment structure, lighting on severa! contradictory problems for the co-existent 
situation of large working-age population and unemployment of low-educated workforce; 
the increasing pressure on urban employment accompanying with the grow ing diversity 
of ownership fonns and the simultaneous occurrence of the shi ft from rural surplus labor; 
as weil as in the intertwining of the new labor entrants and that of the reemployment for 
those redundant or laid-off workers from SOEs and other sectors. China's labor market 
was continually strained with these difficulties for nearly three decades ; wh il e at the 
same, a new leaf is gradually turned over with the deepening of the reform by coming up 
with new challenges and opportunities. 
Current Employment Situation 
Indeed, as fueled by the family planning policy and economie and social development, 
China has taken 30 years to achieve a historie transition in its population reproduction 
pattern with low birth rate, low mortality and low natural growth rate. It is estimated that 
China's labor supply will achieve a gradua! transition from a low population growth rate 
to zero growth after reaching its peak figure in the year of 20 15 (Liu , Qiu and Wang, 
2011, p. 4). In the meanwhile, as along with other various corresponding policies and 
measures being carried out· by Chinese government, the remaining problems in China's 
labor market that left over from the drastic reformation have been gradually solved and 
altered, which were instead, replaced by new worries. 
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According to the report from Samsung Economie Research Institute China (SERI China)3 
in February 2011, after the outbreak of the Asian financial crisis in the year of 2008, 
China's labor market is currently facing a serious problem of low-educated labor shortage 
and the ri sing of labor force cost. As China's economie development is still dependent 
upon manufacturing and export industr ies, the labor demands are heav ily concentrated on 
people with young age and low education. However, the rea lity is that China's birth rate 
has largely decreased from 2,33% in 1987 to 1,21% in 20094 ; the fall in young population 
will sure ly exert a significant influence on the future of Chinese economy and society. 
And on the other band, as higher education expands fUiiher, the number of college and 
university graduates continues to ri se ever higher and higher, which bas led to a pervas ive 
phenomenon of diploma inflation 5 ; instead, the resource of low-educated labor is · 
correspondingly low (L iu , Qiu and Wang, 20 Il). As repo1ied by China Statistical 
Yearbook in 2010 and The Economist in 2009, and quoted by Cooke (20 12), there have 
been around 6,1 million university graduates entered the labor market in China, while 
on ly about 70% of th ose graduated in 2008 were fou nd employed within in one year (p. 
22-23). Given by the rep01i from Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security 
(MoHRSS), the number of new graduates in Ch ina hit a hi storical high of 6,8 million in 
2012, compared with 6,6 million in 2011 and 6,3 million in 2010 (Chui, 2012); and 
indeed, since the year of 2001 ti ll 2011, the figure was clîmbing by around 0,6 million 
each year, which perplex the employment problem of graduates in China (Window of 
3 Samsung Economie Research Institute (SERI), founded in 1986 and headquartered in South 
Korea, is a leading think-tank for research on economy, management, industry and policy in Korea 
and As ia. SERI China prov ides the up-to-date information about the development in China's 
economy, industry, finance and business management. Official site: http://www.serichina.org/. 
Consu lted on 19 September 2012. 
4 Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2008; quoted by Liu, S-Y; Qiu, .J and Wang, X-Y (20 Il ), The 
Change and Influence ofChina's Labor Market (ln Chinese); Samsung Econom ie Research 
Institute China (SERI Chin a); ()(U BY$, li~ tllft , .:E~ )(, (( rp ŒJ JfrJ.J::i:HrHtb~')f.~Jll~ n[ti] )) , >P !'ill 
=Jêj~jJHJT~IIJf. . ). p. 5-6; On line. <http ://ww 
w.xcf.cn/qwyj/tt/20 Il 02/P02011 0222349065552434.pdf> . Consulted on 22 September 20 12. 
5 In today 's China, holding a coll ege diploma has become a basic requirement for people who want 
to find a job. More and more diplomas from no matter wh~t kind of industri es are therefore issued 
in Ch ina, wh ich results in the phenomenon of wh at we cali the "'dip loma inflation". Like the 
depreciation of currency during intlationary times, as hav ing a co li ege diploma is becoming more 
commonplace, th e overall academie competi tiveness of the degree holders is correspondingly 
fa lling. 
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Chinese Colleges, 20 11 ) 6 That is why China's 1abor market is now trapped in an 
embarrassing situation, fac ing bath the problems of graduate unemployment and labor 
shortage of low-educated work fo rce (L iu , Qiu and Wang, 2011 ). 
Furthennore, in seeking the universal improvement of people's overall living standard, 
the Chinese government recognizes the emp loyment issue as a fundamental prerequisite 
to en sure the bas ic interests of the ir people. Fo llowed by the formulation and implantation 
of key labor laws and regulations, the Chinese government has also explored and drawn 
on various employment po licies and a seri es of measures to furnish important legal 
guarantees and democratie ri ghts for Chinese workers, as weil as to enhance the 
employment abilities. And as Liu, Qiu and Wang (20 11 ) further pointed out on the other 
hand, along with the emergence of ri ghts protection movements and stri kes as weil as the 
improvement of people' s li ving standard; the wage leve! of Chinese workers is certainly 
pushed up. A good example can be the Foxconn factory in Shenzhen, Chi na7 In June 
2010, un der the pressure of continuing suic ides reports, Foxconn has announced the wage 
raise for their workers in Shenzhen by at !east 30%, and it was increased fo r the second 
ti me by 66% (Hays, 20 12). The ra i se of labor cost is also inseparable from the efforts of 
government in strengtheni ng the administrati ve legis lat ion of Labor Laws. Ti ll February 
201 2, due to the new Shenzhen Labor Law that increased the statutory minimum wage on 
1st February 201 2 by about 13 percent to 1,500 RMB per month, Foxconn had to claim 
again to lift wages fo r their worke~s by up to 25% (China Labour Bulletin , 2012). 
Meanwhile as the society develops, people's sense of workers' ri ghts improves gradually. 
In June 2010, because of the pa y disputes, 1850 workers at an auto parts factory from a 
subsidiary of Honda in Guangzhou Province went on stri ke. After a long confrontation, 
the employers and workers have reached a settl ement by increasing 35% of workers' 
salary and the conflict was fi nally calmed down (Hays, 2012). At the same time, a sim ilar 
strike, being lasted for three days, occurred at a Toyota plastic patis plant in Tianjin, 
6 Source: Reports from MoHRSS in 20 I l, quoted by Window of Chi nese Col leges. 20 Il. «Related 
Statistics Show a Number of 67. 1 University Stu dents wi ll Graduate in201 1 (ln Chin ese) » (cp [il 
~f2Z.'OO , ((1§:1-JJhHHiJ ,~~ 20 11 f!::fï 67 1 7J::k$*~1:J) ). On line. 
<http://www.gx2ll .com/news/20 11 516/n44494995 2. html>. Consu lted on 20 October 2012. 
7 Foxconn Technology Group, headquartered in Taiwan, is the world 's larges! contact 
manufacturer of electronic components. The company assembles dev iees for many world 's well-
known electronic compani es including Apple, Dell , Microsoft , Hew lett-Packard, Samsung and 
other maj or technologie compani es. Company's website: http://www.foxconn.com/; Consulted on 
23 September 20 12. 
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China; and it was ended by a pay increase promise of from $30 to $69 a month (Hays, 
2012). 
These series of significant changes in China's labor market symbolize that low labor cast 
is no longer a main comparative advantage for its national economy, and the whole 
market structure is undergoing a historical reversai in the supply-demand re lâtionship, in 
which the demand for employees exceeding. supply takes a precedent problem over the 
old dominant phenomenon of labor supplies greatly exceeding the job demands. And this 
also indicated a strong structural transformation of labor from physical efforts to 
inte llectua1 ones, which in turn provided sufficient resources of knowledge-based labor 
for enterprises in Ch ina. 
1.2.2 Role ofT&D in China 
ln spite of the implementation of birth control , China still has an immense population 
base that provides buge labor resources, which continually make their labor export a great 
advantage for China's participation in international economie activities. However, by 
fac ing a looming shortage of hometown ta lents, it was found that on1y few Chinese 
university graduates are capable of working not on ly for MN Cs but also for the Chinese 
companies (Kundu, 2006). In arder to have a highl y qualified and productive workfOJ .. ce, 
providing such a huge amou nt of manpower bas ic education and vocational skills is 
therefore both inevitab le and necessary for ali enterprise in China. 
According to Cooke (2005), the initial period of enterpr ise training in China has 
historically followed three phrases. The first stage, from 1949 to 1955, wâs aimed at those 
illiterate workers. At the end of this phrase, more than 1,7 million of them could read at 
!east 2000 Chinese characters. The second period, from 1980 to 1985, was aimed at 
workers who did not receive genera l education during the Cultural Revolution. As Wu 
(1999) claimed and quoted by Cooke (2005), around 23 million workers out of 30 million 
have passed the general education ex am in the year of 1985 . The last phrase sta1ied from 
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the mid-1990s. As The Head Project Team (1998) recorded, in order to hold down a job 
for long, job holders were requ ired to take positional training as weil as vocational 
competency tests during that period (Cooke, 2005). 
These three phrases of T &D were naturally reflecting a response to the initial stage of 
Chinese economie reform, but cannat really relieve the present tensions in China's labor 
market any more. As mentioned above, both the graduate unemployment problems and 
labor shortage of low-educated work force have currently put the whole market in an 
awkward predicament. In fact, the heavy investment in education following by the 
opening-up policy in China that helps Chinese students to obtain good · paper 
qualifications and English- language skill s, does not really guarantee the yields of 
necessary talent pool for the deve lopment of Chinese economy; contrarily, the result is 
that more and more compan ies are facing the challenges of ski li shortage and workforce 
retention, while . at the same ti me, the sem i-skilled or unskilled workers are unemployed 
or poorly pa id (Cooke, 2012, p. 21 ). This may pa1tly due to the Confucian heritage th at 
left form Chinese history , which emphasizes rote learning and hierarchy (Kundu, 2006) . 
lndeed, now failure to develop and retain talent has been considered as one of the most 
severe HR problems that must be addressed urgently for those enterpri ses in China to 
enhance their competitive advantage and to sustain in a global market. With the purpose 
of achieving a highly qualified and productive work force, it is therefore imperative to 
introduce new effective T&D programs. 
Confronted with immense pressure from the ski li shortage problems, Chinese government 
has announced a slew of training regulations and initiatives in the 2000s, and prioritized 
the human resource development as a key issue in China's El even th Five-Year Plan, 
which including the phases of !ife-long lem·ning, lem·ning organization and innovation, 
human capital and other action plans. Examples can be the "500 000 Senior Technicians 
in Three Years" plan in 2004 and the · "HR professional qualification accred itation 
system" in 2005 . These two initiatives were both launched by the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Security in China; the former training pl an aim ed to rai se 500 000 new technicians 
at the senior leve!, especially for manufacturing and service industry ; while the later 
project mainly focused on the knowledge renewal and the development of competence in 
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arder to professionalize the occupations and raise the standard of profess ion. (Cooke, 
2012) 
The role of the state is undoubtedly cri ti cal for developing human resources management 
(HRM) in China, while commensurate effort is also required from local state agencies, as 
weil as other related institutional actors and enterprises. ln the end of 2003, Chinese 
government launched a new state-driven learning and innovation program, whicn is 
known as the chuangzheng initiat ive. This new nationwide program borrowed the concept 
of " learning organization" from western management literatu re as a platform for Ch inese 
companies to exercise traditional practices. Various forms of practices are encouraged in 
the " learning organization" such as se lf-study, technological innovation, skill and 
performance contests, and on-the-job training. Through this platform, employees are 
expected to acquire new knowledge and skill s for improving their productivity and 
competitiveness in workplace. (Cooke, 2012) 
Learning Organization 
Since Peter Senge popularized the concept of " learning organization" in hi s book cal led 
The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization in 1990, an 
abundant similar definition of " learning organization" regarding this concept have been 
presented by various researchers. Saks and Haccoun (2009) define the learning 
. organization as : 
"An organization that creates, acquires, organizes, shares, and retains information and 
knowledge, and uses new information and knowledge to change and modify its pehavior 
in order to achieve its pbjectives and improve its effectiveness" (p. 36). 
Western prescriptions generally differentiate the learning organization from the 
traditional authoritarian organization by its ability to master certain basic disciplines. 
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According to Watkins and Marsick (1993) and quoted by Cooke (2012, p. 53), these basic 
disciplines are identified as: 1) continuous learning; 2) dialogue and inquiry; 3) team 
learning; 4) empowerment; 5) embedded system ; 6) system connection; and 7) strategie 
leadership. These seven disciplines reflect the general western notion of a learning 
organization that aims to acquire, create and transfer knowledge within the whole 
organization for helping people to adapt to a new environment and overcome challenges. 
"Learning organizations" in China, however, do not share the common characteristics like 
a western way. Cooke (20 1 2) borrowed ÜI1enblad (2002)'s four typologies of " learning 
organization" in support of this argument. According to Ortenblad (2002), the " learning 
organization" can be classified into four types: 1) to store knowledge in the minds of 
organizations; 2) to enable individuals learn at work; 3) to encourage employees to learn 
through a supportive environment; and 4) to treat " learning organi:t.ation" as an organic 
and fl exible " learning structure" 8 Wh ile as Cooke (20 12) pointed out, the " learning 
organizations" under traditional Chinese management style and culture are more inclined 
to the second and third typologies, which especially, are reflected by maintaining 
. supp011ive T&D environment. The implantation of chuangzheng initiative undoubtedly 
introduced the concept of "learning organization" into Chinese market, but the 
understanding of the notion of learning organization is stiJl insufficient and blurred for 
most enterprises in China. The only remarkable achievements have been made as rep011ed 
were through the approach which is cal led award winning mode! of learning orga~ization. 
One be~ t example can be the well-known "role models" promoting po licy within SOEs in 
China, which .aims to inspire employees ' learning enthusiasm and workforce morale 
throug~ the convey of ideology and behavioral nonns . This has been the most favorite 
strategie method for Chinese learning organizations. Those who perform weil during the 
learn ing process have also the chance to become the "ro le mode!" or to be promoted in 
. his or her career, and as a result, employees are motivated to raise their skill leve! and 
productivity and the organizational performance are therefore enhanced. (Cooke, 20 12) 
8 Ortenblad, A. (2002) 'A typo logy of the id ea of learn ing organ ization ', Management Learning, 
33, 2: 213-30; quoted by Cooke, Fang Lee. 2012. Hu man Resource Management in Chin a: New 
Trends and Practices. London: Routl edge, p. 53 -54. 
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The existing problems with T&D in China 
Compan ies' indifference and ph ilosophica l deviat ion ofT&D 
Even T&D is weil acknow ledged as an important HR practice fo r he lping enterprises to 
gain competitiveness, it is still surpri sing to fi nd that most companies in China never 
provide T&D for their employees or they prefer to adopt a less expensive way of training. 
The question wi ll "have to be squarely faced: why do companies limit the ir in vestment in 
trai ning and development? 
Two main reasons may help answer thi s question. First ly, most firms view T&D as a cost 
rather than an investment. As the present condition of China's labor market is supply 
exceeds demand in human resource. Companies would prefer to recruit a qualified 
employee rather than spend ing more money and time to train new peop le. Cooke (2 01 2)'s 
study has also showed th at companies provide insufficient T &0 for the ir employees due 
to the ir fear of staff turnover. One research conducted by the· HR consulting finn Hewitt 
Associates in 2004 showed th at one in 10 executives changed jobs in the southern city of 
Shenzhen and one in 12 in Beijing, and the tota l nat ionwide employee turnover rate has 
reached Il ,3% in 2004 from 8, 1% in 200 1 (Kundu, 2006). Employees who have received 
the opportun ities of T & D usually demand a promoti on and pa y ri se, or they w i Il consider 
the job-hopping fo r a better occupation. The high staff turnover rate acts as a disincenti ve 
to companies that makes them prefer to keep a less competent employee rather than 
investing in T& D for their competitors . Secondly, T&D is usually not considered as a 
high priority (Saks and Haccoun, 2009). Most companies in China make only a 
perfunctory effort in T &D practice in arder to add a value for the ir management review 
within the organization. An inadequate understanding of what training really means for 
makes T&D more like a management fash ion. Mangers j ust fo llow this fashio n and carry 
out some superficial practices as another "great addition for the ir firms. 
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Lack pe11inence and divorce from reality 
Due to the insufficient understanding of T&D, some managers just blindly follow the 
trend without a clear mind of the real training needs for each organization. Most 
companies usually implement T&D programs in much the same way that other~ do, either 
mirror the western strategy or approach the traditional mode. Companies who pUl·ely 
follow the lead of western way without considering the ir proper situations wi ll certainly 
make their training plan full of subjectivity and blindness. However, those who are sti ll 
carrying on the traditional way of training, especially the training mode under the former 
planned economie system in China, will probably limit the innovation of business and fai l 
to catch up quickly with the dramatic changes. in modern science and technology. 
One survey conducted by Hutchings et al. (2009) and quoted by Cooke (20 12, P. 59) 
shows that most sem i-skilled and skilled employees in China have on ly received a simple 
and preliminary training during their first week of employment, and the content of 
training usually refers to a rough introduction of enterpri ses and their occupations; wh il e 
only few of them had received continuous training that provided by the ir organizations. 
Firms fail to connect T&D plan with real needs of organizations and employees and 
hence their objectives of train ing are usually vague. This apparently became another HR 
problem in China, which wi ll on ly result in an unnecessary waste ofresources. 
Disconnection with corporate culture 
A ki nd of conventional viewpoints of enterpri se training only laid emphas is on the 
function of ski ll and knowledge improvement in the workplace, which is partiaL Proper 
training shou ld also un ify the corporate cu lture to enhance employees' sense of 
participation and identity. 
Corporate culture stands for the shared beliefs and values of a company and it determines 
the nonns and expected behaviors within the company (Saks and Haccoun, 2009). 
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However, it is fou nd th at most provisions of T &D u.nder Chinese context stiJl rest on the 
technical leve!, and soft skill s such as the managerial aspects and ethics training are 
barely valued (Cooke, 20 12). Indeed, T&D plays an impo1iant role to communicate the 
culture to employees. Many enterprises in China have faced the same problem of staff 
turnover after a provision of advanced training programs; and as mentioned above, this 
has a iso even tu ally discouraged most firms from providing continuing T &D for the ir 
staff. Separating training fro m corporate culture may help improve employees' 
profess ional skills but it will not fos ter their organi zational cohes ion. In the long haul, a 
proper T &D program should be consistent with company's core value. To in grain the 
corporate culture in training practices, to some degree, can help enhance employees' 
sense of responsib ility and loyalty to the companies, and most Chinese managers, 
unfortunately, have usually ignored thi s. 
1.2.3 Multinational corporations (MNCs) in China 
Indeed, globalization in China is gradually affecting the trad itional cultural va lues and 
socialist ideology, especially for those younger generations of the Chinese workforce, 
which has resul ted in the brain drain of homegrown talent fro m Chinese-owned fï nns 
(such as SOEs) to foreign-owned mul ti national corporations (Cooke, 20 12, p. 20-2 1 ). 
The proèess allowing MNCs to set up subsidiaries in China 
A ti me of confinement 
In 1949 when Mao Zedong established the Peop le's Republic of China, the country has to 
face lots of internai problems and frustrations. The Great Helmsman in accordance with 
the communist ideology reunited the state and reduced its relationships with countries 
overseas (Roux, 20 10). Until Mao's death in 1978, the economy was centrally planned 
and there were neither private finns nor MNCs (Thompson, 1998). In 1977, China was 
al most completely closed from the rest of the world and its share in the world trade was 
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only 0,6 %. At that time, only a few public companies were in charge of dealing with 
foreign firms (Lardy, 2002). 
The opening up and the first joint ventures 
When Deng started opening up the country in 1978, four spec ia'! trade areas were created 
in order to reestablish exchanges with western countries. Those areas had smaller taxes 
and bureaucracy was simplified , allowing Foreign Direct lnvestment (FOI) to come in. 
Although FOI does not on ly come from MNCs but also from other smaller firm s, the 
result is astonishing. Within 30 years, FOl literally skyrocketed from nothing in 1978 to 
114 700 millions in 2010 (See Figure 1.2). Thi s marked the beg inning of the 
liberalization of the country , which aimed at increasing its economie development. 
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A period of further liberal ization 
In 1992, Deng declared that Chinese people should not be afraid of getting richer. It was 
also a start of a new era of economie reforms that would lead to the socialist market 
economy. According to Ding (2009), the socialist market economy can actually be 
understood as a macroeconomie mechanism for the Communist party to achieve its 
socialist goals. At that ti me, International Joint-Venture (IJV) was the only way for a 
foreign company to legally set up a subsidiary in China. Therefore MNCs had to share 
control over their branches with local Chinese firms. 
China's entry to World Trade Organization (WTO) 
By accessing to the WTO in December 2001, China s~ttled its position as a serious and 
trustful partner. It is also a sign ofconformism to internationa l business ru les, it is having 
deep consequences" in China's national laws and MN Cs were ex pected to take advantage 
from this changing institutional environment (Rudman, 2006). According to Brecher 
(2000) and quoted by Rudman (2006), the main changes for MNCs fol lowing China's 
entry to WTO are: 
Tariff reduction or outright elimination, especially with regard to 
information technology (IT) products; 
Elimination of mandatory technology transfer and trade-related investment 
requirements for approval of direct investment; 
Opening the Chinese services sector to forei gn direct investment; 
• Promotion of the rule of law, especially with regard to protection of 
intellectual prope1ty rights (IPR); 
Expansion of the rights of FIE to engage in tradi ng and distribution within 
China. 
The new form of establishing a subsid iary in China 
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Following China's entry to WTO, a new form of ownersh ip was created allowing MNCs 
to set up limited liab ili ty companies with fu ll control called Wholly Foreign-Owned 
Enterprise (WFOE). Since 1997, this form is largely preferred by MNCs to enter the 
Chinese market (Puck et al., 2009). According to the Canadian Trade Comm iss ioner 
Service (20 12), WFOE have many advantages over IJV as followed: 
WFOE allows for complete contro l over business decision mak ing, w ithout 
considering a Chinese partner. 
Can formally engage in business act ivities; issuing RMB invoices to clients 
and receiving RM revenues 
Profits can be converted to fore ign currency for repatriation . 
Can engage in product sa les both domestically and internat ionally. 
More effective means of protecting technical information and trade secrets. 
A llows for full authority over staffing. 
In many cases, requires on ly one director (there may be additional directors 
required in some cases) , who can be of any nationa li ty and reside anywhere 
outside of China. 
Requires on.ly one investor, can be of any nationality and res ide anywhere 
outs ide of China. Corporate in vestors are also permitted. 
Reasons why MNCs want to have subsidiaries in China 
According to the Chinese Embassy in France, MNCs believe that Chi na has become a 
place where they should have subs idiaries. Indeed, lots of key factors are gathered there, 
especially political stabi lity , huge work force with allleve l of qualification, the rise of the 
economy, people's safety and investments conditions granted to foreign firm s. -I n add ition 
to that, China has developed good infrastructures 111 terms of transport, 
te lecommunication, water access, as weil as stable gas and electricity supply. Moreover, 
its national market is getting the biggest one in lots of different sectors such as mobile 
telecommunication equipment (Ch inese Embassy in France, 2004). 
China's market sizefor MNCs 
----------------------------------------------------
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China is definitely a fast growi ng market for MNCs but according to The Economie 
Intelligence Unit (2011), China still represents an undersized market. Indeed, only 18 
companies out of 70 made more than 20% of the ir total · revenue from China and the 
majority still makes Jess than ten percent. Nevertheless, comparing those MNCs' revenue 
in 2005 and in 2010, it is strongly rising for most of them. Seventeen percent of the 
survey respondents beli eve that China will be their first market in Jess than five years and 
21 % of them think th at China will be the first market of the ir company within five to ten 
years (See Figure 1.3). 
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1.2.4 Key charactei"istics of Chinese employees 
Historical evolution 
During the communist era 
Mao's· political reforms had strong impacts on Chinese workers. Within SOEs as 
mentioned above, production was planned, resources were allocated where it was needed 
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and products' priees were set according to plan. Indeed, according to Lin and Germain 
(2003) and quoted by Chen et al. (20 12), employees were not really motivated to improve 
their work mostly due to the fact that there were no space for individual initiatives but 
only directives and guidelines to follow. On the other hand, employees in SOEs were 
granted a job for !ife with fixed sa laries and perquisites (Chen et al., 20 12), which is 
call ed "iron rice bowl" as mentioned above . As a consequence, production and 
productivity decreased in the agricu ltural and industrial sector (Walter, 2007; Roux, 
2010). 
After 1978 
According to Chen (1995) and quoted by Chen et al. (20 12), wh en Ch ina started to open 
up, a few incentives were brought in again and the system of premium for good 
performance at work was reused wise ly in arder to generate motivation among 
employees. ln addition to that, as Tenev et al. (2002) pointed and quoted by Chen et al. 
(20 12), lifetime employment was not conceded any more and shorter-term con tracts 
appeared instead. Since foreign firms started to set up subsidiari es in China, a new kind of 
competition for employ ment appeared with SOEs. According to Shao (2000), foreign 
firms offer very different working conditions from SOEs. Indeed, those fi rms have a 
special environment where it is poss ible to experience other cu ltural aspects, 
management, people interactions and atmosphere. Therefore, many Chinese felt attracted 
by this form of intercultural exchange and were wi lling to join foreign finns operating in 
China. By doing so, employees wou ld geta higher sa la1y and also face working rivalries 
as well as greater challenges. 
Perspectives/rom MNCs 
With an increasing tendency toward working for MNCs, SOEs and local employers are 
no more attractive for those younger job seekers , and instead, fo re ign companies in China 
tend to be the first goal ofthe new graduates in China (Parkinson, 20 12). 
1 
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In spite of the great enthusiasm for the work in MNCs, Chinese employees' ability to 
compete on a global basis is likely to encounter doubts. "Multinationals praise Chinese 
employees for excelling in execution and implementation, possess ing a strong and 
efficient work ethic. But the missing link is most often a strategie global perspective" 
(Caldwell and Xiong, 20 1 1 ). Indeed, most MN Cs in China are facing the challenges in 
developing Chinese talents from a global leve!. The Jack of global mindset makes most 
Chinese leaders narrowly focu s on the regional market and ignore the international 
development of a company, which will usually lead to a di sconnection between a MNC's 
global strategy and local operations (Caldwell and Xiong, 20 Il) . 
Cultural dimensions 
According to Hofstede (20 13), a country's cu lture can be analyzed by assessing fïve main 
dimensions. These are Power distance index (POl), Individualism (!DY), Uncertainty 
avoidance index (UAI), Masculinity (MAS), Long tenn orientation (L TO), which used to 
be called « Confucian dynamism ». Figure 1.4 represents Hofstede's cultural dimensions 
for China. In China, POl is high which rneans that inequal it ies are rather we il to lerated in 
inside businesses. On the contrary, IDV is low which indicates that employees act fïrst in 
favo r of the group than in their persona! interest. UA! is a iso low and tends to show that 
workers can easily adapt to unexpected situations and are flexible. MAS is high, which 
means that employees want to achieve success in their career. L TO is also high and attest 
th at Chinese employees expect durable labor relations (Hofstede, 20 13). The re lationships 
between Hofstede's cultural dimensions and enterpri ses ' attitudes towards the practice of 
T&D were also we il explained in the following sections, especially in terms of the PD! 
and UAI index. 
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Working attitudes 
For the past three decades, employees' att itudes towards work have been changed a lot in 
China. It was found that employees are generally more satisfied with their job than before 
but Jess committed to their organization (Wang, 2008). This is linked to the decreased of 
traditional Confucianism and soc ia list culture in the work ing environment. As a matter of 
fact, both employees and employers have more freedom for estab li sh ing a labor relation. 
On the other hand, emp loyees are no longer tied to their organ ization and are able to quit 
it if they are not satisfied anymore (Wang, 2008) and this actually corresponds with the 
high staff turnover rate in today ' s Chinese labor market that has mentioned as above. 
Nevertheless, a distinction can be made. Older people and Jess educated employees are 
usually more committed to their organization than younger generation and employees 
with higher degree. Fmthermore, younger people and employees with higher education 
are often Jess satisfied w ith their job than o lder people and employees Jess educated 
(Wang, 2008). 
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Career satisfaction 
ln Chinese organizations like in other western firms, procedural justice and perceived 
organizational support (POS) play a key ro le on employees' evaluation of career success 
(Loi and Ngo, 20 1 0) (see Figure 1.5). lndeed, procedural justice and perceived 
organizational support are determinant for one's career satisfaction . Therefore, companies 
in China should make sure that they integrate fair procedures in their organi zational 
treatments. In add ition to that, trainings and skill deve lopment programs can help 
employees to fee! support from their organization and increase career satisfaction (Loi 
and Ngo, 201 0) . As Lindholm (2000) argued and quoted by Shen and Darby (2006), 
employees perceived their persona! development opportunities as positive ly re lated to job 
satisfaction in subsidiaries of MNCs. 
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1.3 Review of Training and Development (T&D) 
1.3 .1 Historical Literature 
Training and development has a unique role in the hi story of the human resource 
development (HRD) profess ion (Swanson and Holton III , 2009). The philosophical 
foundation of training cornes from the concept of change by learning (AI-Khayyat and 
Elgamal , 1997), while the driving force of development was ail about man's instinctual 
need to survive (Swanson and Holton III, 2009) . 
The Early History ofT&D 
God confused the language to stop human beings from building the tower of Babel, but 
he cannot stop the progress of human civ ili zation . Discovery - applicati on -
communication - improvement - and more di scoveries, contributes an early cycle of 
inventions in human history and makes iearning take place (Craig, 1987). The hi story of 
communication is usually traced back to the early cave wall drawings, which have s imply 
witnessed the transfer of skill s and knowledge of the crafts. For the basic needs of 
survival , people started to rely on practical tools. A conscious process of learning 
therefore occurred, without any educational theory or system, but simply through the 
imitation of someone who had achieved mastery of a pa1ticular ski ll (Swanson and 
Holton III, 2009). 
The modern western education took its rise from the ancient Greeks and Romans, as far 
back as from 100 B.C. to A.D. 300. According to Moore ( 1936) and quoted by Swan son 
and Holton III (2009), "the Greeks were the first to see education as providing an 
opportunity for indi vidual deve lopment" (p. 34). Dimensions, such as human !i fe, ethical 
ri ghts and persona] .responsibi lity , contributed to the philosophy of Greek education , 
which have a persistent influence in human hi story and are still highly valued today 
(Swanson and Holton III, 2009). While during that slavery times, most Greeks, especially 
,-----~-
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among the upper classes, still kept a contemptuous attitude towards handwork, and 
train ing in manual arts could thus not be held in high esteem (Swanson and Ho Iton III, 
2009). Unlike the Greek, the development of ancient Romans did not pi"oduce such a far-
reaching influence on education. But it should be mentioned that the establishment of 
their educational infrastructure and laws, which symbo lize the great achievements of the 
Romans, stiJl persist weil, even after the corrupt of the Roman Empire (Swanson and 
Holton III, 2009). · 
With the fall of the Roman Empire, Christianity begun to take over the dominance in the 
Middle Ages, which in turn , has gradually replaced the Greco-Roman cultural and 
educational system in both substance and spirit (Swanson and Holton III, 2009). Christian 
discipline set academie learning at a high value; training took place in the church and 
those who participated in monastic !ife could be taught basic reading and writing skill s, as 
weil as the academie and artistic training (Swanson and Ho Iton III , 2009). 
Sin ce 1800 B.C., a new system ca lied apprenticesh ip has be en instituted for pass ing 
knowledge from one person to another, covering the domain of medicine, law and many 
other profess ions where we could still find in today's educational system (Craig, .1987). 
Depend on the sophistication of expertise, apprenticeship comprised three stages: 
apprentice, journeyman and master (Swanson and Holton III , 2009) . And later, this 
apprenticeship training was gradually brought to the American colonies from Western 
Europe (Craig, 1987). As Swanson and Holton Ill (2009) notes, "apprenticeship has been 
a basic and persistent influence on the deve lopment of workplace and is probably the 
most important non-school institution around which training has grown" (p. 37); and it 
also "served a critical role in advancing individuals and the economy in the United 
States" (Swanson and Holton III, 2009, p. 42). Till the late half of the Middle Ages, 
another type of organization in form of guilds9 has developed, which can be seen as the 
9 To be detailed, according to Miller (1987), there are three classes of membership in the gu i ids: 
"the master worker, who owned the raw materials and the tools, and directed the work; the 
apprentices, who usually lived with the master and who received practically no pay, expect 
maintenance and training; and tbe journeymen, who worked und er a rn aster and received fixed 
wages for thei r labor (Craig, 1987, p. 5)". 
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forermmers of labor unions in the modern world (Craig, 1987Y 0 The major goal of this 
organization was to protect those craftsmen and arti sans from substandard workmanship 
and low wages by setting new regu lations for working hours and quality standards for 
products (Swanson and Holton III , 2009). 
Along with the industrialization in the nineteenth century, it sprang up severa! early 
schools of business administration in the main form of evening courses at the beginning 
and the full -time colleges afterwards (Craig, 1987). Education was more and more 
required to suit sorne specifie tasks under the influence of Industri al Revolution, which 
boomed the development of training in the hi story. In the year of 1809, the Masonic 
Grand Lodge of New York 11 establi shed vocational training facilities , and then was 
followed later by manual training in the United States in 1825 (Craig, 1987). Not 
surprisingly, with this ad vent of public and private instituti ons for work-related training, 
the system of apprenticeship training was declining (Swanson and Holton III , 2009). In 
addition, accompanied by the increasing demands from labor markets and great success 
of early training schools, government of the United States had also proposed 
corresponding state legislation for supporting technical training and vocational education 
(Swanson and Holton III, 2009). 
Therefore, it is no exaggeration to say that form a! training and development within 
companies derives from the ti me of Industrial Revolution (Hark ins, 199 1 ). Indeed, the 
earl y 1990s marked a clear tendency for organ izations in terms of the need to offer wo rk-
related training (Swan son and Ho iton III , 2009). According to Craig ( 1987), the re have 
been two training techniques were introduced during the emerging industrial era: the fi rst 
technique called "Gaming Simulation" 12, wh ich was wide ly adopted for military tra ining 
10 Here the forerunners or labor unions refer in particular to the yeomanry gu ilds. As the 
journeymen had few opportunities to become a master craftsman, so they decided to band together 
and formed yeomanry gui lds (Craig, 1987). 
11 The Grand Lodge of New York was organized on December 15, 1782, as the governing body of 
Freemasonry in the State of New York for electing leaders li ke many organizations Masons. 
Official si te: http://www.nymasons.org/. Consulted on 17 May 20 12. 
12 Accord ing to Mil ler (1987), Gaming Simulation is a wargame teaching method for milita1y 
training, firstly adopted by Prussians in the earl y 1800s: "They used games consisting of highly 
detailed maps, and color-coded blacks to represent troops. Players determined troop movements 
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use, and now, is considered as "a nondirective training technique for helping students 
think for themselves s lowly won acceptance in law, medicine, business , etc." (p. 7); the 
second technique is " Role Play ing" 13 , which reflects the "concepts of group play, ro le 
theory, and the use of creativity and spontaneity in therapeutic and educational contexts" 
(p. 7). These two training techniques are weil known and wide ly adopted by many 
trainers in today's many organizations (Craig, 1987). While it has to be recognized , even 
though managers became aware of that ski ll s improvement for employees can help 
enhance business productivity , there was still no single non-school-based corporate 
educational pro gram within American companies for the next 50 years (Harkins, 1991 ). 
Till August 1940, the National Defense Advisory estab lished the Training within lndustry 
Service (TWI) Commission and it has become a pa11 of the War Man power Commission 
in 1942 (Craig, 1987). ln order to help contractors to achieve production w ith high 
efficiency, low cost and high quality, TWI formulated four programs: Job Instruction , Job 
Methods, Job Relations and Program Development; each program had a related system to 
support for obtaining certifications (Swanson and Holton III , 2009). By 1945 , around 23 
000 persans have been trained through TWI programs in more than 16 000 plants , 
services and unions (Craig, 1987). Another thing that is worth mentioning in the 1940s is 
the formation of American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) 14 : the first 
organization that put the idea of having a national training society across ali industries 
into practice (Craig, 1987). But it was also observed that most emphas is from 
organizations during that time was put on the industrial training (Craig, 1987). As Peter 
Drucker stated in the 1940s, there were only two companies he cou ld found that had 
and appropriate armaments (Craig, 1987, p. 7)". And Chri stopher Langdell at the Harvard Law 
School has deve1oped thi s case method in the 1880s (Craig, 1987). 
13 This technique was originated in 1910 by Dr. J.L. Moreno in Vienna, Austria and developed by 
Dr. Moreno in the ear1y 1930 in United States (Craig, 1987). 
14 American Society for Training and Development (ASTO), started in 1944 (with the name of 
American Society of Training Directors at the beginning) and headquartered in Alexandria, 
Virginia, is the Jargest association of workp1ace 1earning and development professionals in the 
world. Official site: http: //www.astd .org/. Consulted on 21 May 2012. 
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given serious thought to the training of managers, which are Sears Roebuck15 in America 
and Marks and Spencer16 in England (Harkins, 199 1). 
Neve1iheless, the rise of American labor movement has covered the first and second 
world wars (Swanson and Holton fil , 2009) and empl oyee training programs emerged as 
an introduction during that period (Harkins, 199 1); this promoted a great stimulus for the 
development of training in the hi story. Just like Miller (1987) said, "training has always 
grown best where emergency is the dominant thought" (Craig, 1987, p. 1 0). In fact, as the 
result of the two wor1d wars, the Joss of men made high-skilled workers and staff were 
extremely in short supplies. Vari ous programs of training for new workers were thus 
carried out in p1enty of organi zati ons fo r so lving their emergent need. In 1943, a War 
Production Retraining Course for preserving businessmen to manger the war production 
effort has been proposed by the U.S. War Office and was taken place in Harvard and 
Stanford University, and it has been also introduced in Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), the University of Chicago and the University of Pittsburgh afterwards 
(Swanson and Holton III, 2009). After World War II , many Ameri c~n companies have 
tasted the benefits of management training (Swanson and Holton III , 2009). In the 
mean~hile, with the explosive growth of new technologies, try e postwar market in the 
United States became more diverse and complex, especially under a general tcndency of 
globalization (Swanson and Holton III , 2009). Ali this translated to the change in the way 
people work and live; and thus it ca lled for the need of adaptati on to a new economie 
environment. Training programs at different skill levels were th erefore widely spread 
sin ce then (Harkins, 199 1 ). 
The Rise ofT&D 
15 Sears Roebuck and Co, founded in 1886 and headquartered in Hoffman Estates, Il linoi s, U.S., is 
an American chain of department stores, with 2248 stores in the United States and Canada in 201 O. 
Company's website: http://www.sears.com/. Consulted on 21 May 20 12. 
16 Marks and Spencer, also known as M&S, founded in 1884 and headquartered in the City of 
Westminster, London, is a major Briti sh retai ler, with 703 stores in the United Kingdom and 36 1 
stores spread across more than 40 countries. Company's website: 
http://www.marksandspencer.com/. Consulted on 21 May 20 12. · 
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In the 1990s, investment in T&D program is highly variable across employers in the 
society of the United States (Oiian et al., 1998). Companies such as IBM and AT&T 
spent over one billion dollars every year on employee educational programs (Harkins, 
1991) . Ali U.S. companies with more than 100 employees were estimated to spend 
around $45 billion on T&D programs in the year of 1990 and the total annual 
expenditures on employee education in the United States bas been reported at $200 
billion according to Wall Street Journal, which is more than the gross national product of 
many countries during th at ti me (Harkins, 1991 ). Nowadays, investing in T &D bas been 
going on so long in North American organizations as to constitute a tradition. Report 
from Statistics Canada in 2001 showed th at Canadian employers have generally allocated 
55 percent of fees and tuition for employees in programs and 85 percent of the ex penses 
for employees who go on a course (Gilpin-Jackson and Bushe, 2007) . 
In Europe, work-related training was also an increasing concern for most enterprises s ince 
that period, even during the time of economie crisis. Report from Institut der Deutschen 
Wirtschafl (1994) shows that companies in Germany spent around 83 billion marks on 
T&D programs in the year of 1992, increasing nearly 30 bi ll ion marks over the year of 
1987, and almost half of the amou nt (approximate 40 billion marks) has been financed by 
compan ies themselves (Müh lemeyer and Clarke, 1997). Similarly in the United Kingdom, 
the annual expenditure on T&D programs has been reached 14,4 billion, given by the 
Training Agency in the year of 1989 (Mühlemeyer and Clarke, 1997). 
Another considerable changing role of Train ing and Development in the hi story is 
embodied by the demand relationships within organi zations. Traditionally speaking, 
companies carry out training programs driving by their needs for employability skills, 
while, at the same time, it also yields emplo~ees ' consideration for their person(:ll career 
development. On both implicit and explicit measures, there have been many corporations 
consider T &D as one of the most important prerequisite wh en looking to ad vance the ir 
employees and offer promotions; and this makes T&D programs within companies 
function more like a "structured career path" (Oiian et al., 1998). Examples can be GE 
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(General Electric)'s action learning approach for their mid- to senior-leve! executives 17 
and Coca-Cola's ten-week management deve lopment program for those in line mangers 
t6 become general managers 18 , as wel l as Northern Telecom's four-phased training 
activities 19 in which employees' part icipation being one of the most primary 
considerations for the ir continued promotion in the near future (Olian et al., 1998). In 
Procter & Gamble (P&G), employees are required togo back to school each time they are 
about to receive a new promotion (Olian et al., 1998). Apparent! y, companies ought to 
know better that employability skill is no longer a single concern for their T&D 
programs; it can be also a human resource strategy to encourage and suppoti employees, 
and in return, maintain their staff s loyalty and commitment to organi zations. As Hugh 
Wood, Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Vecima Networks 20 , said in Canad ian HR 
Reporter (2008), "Employees were asking for more than technical training, they want to 
know how to advance in the company ." The stubborn fact remains that a lack of suitably 
trained, internationally oriented personnel may confine the ability of companies to cape 
with the complex and ever-changing global environment with sùffic ient fl ex ibility (Shen 
and Darby, 2006). 
!.3.2 What is Training and Development (T&D)? 
( 
17 According to O'Reilly ( 1993), acti on -learning approach is a fo ur-week trai ning program with 
the help of consu ltants and business schoo l professors. Company 's top offic iais rai se the actual 
busi ness problems and teams of executives shou ld find relevant solutions and make presentations 
to other senior managers after one mon th . The purpose of th is trai ning pro gram is to train student 
executives learn how to function effectively within teams and make decisions with little time and 
information (Ol ian et al., 1998). 
18 This progr-am includes traditional leadership training with intern ally des igned simulat ions, as 
weil as an actions learning program in which "fo ur member teams are given cross-functional and 
cross -cultural project ass ignments and send to locations outside the ir nati ve countries" (O ii an et 
al., 1998). 
19 Northern Telecom approaches the ir training act ivi ties with four T &D phases: 1) Manager 
Leader Forum I (MLF 1) for employees to become managers; 2) Manager Leader Forum Il (MLF 
II) for first- and second leve! managers; 3) Manager Leader Forum lll (MLF III) fo r Director 
Leve! and up; 4) Global Leadership Forum, only for senior executi.ves, inviting by the CEO of the 
company (O ii an et al., 1998). 
20 V ecima Networks Jn c., found in 1988 and headquartered in Victoria, British Columbi a, Canada, 
is a company designing, manufacturing and selling products that enable broadband access to cab le, 
wireless and telephony networks and having about 600 emp loyees. Company's website: 
http ://www. vecimà.com/. Consul ted on 6 July 2012. 
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Training and Development is a lways an overriding part in the domain of Human 
Resource Development (HRD). An abundant literature on T&D research has been 
developed by scholars and researchers for years. There is no single view of T&D 
(Swanson and Hotton III, 2009). The words 'training' and 'deve lopment' cover a 
multitude of ranges (Grugulis, 2007). This section introduces the general concepts of 
T &D from severa[ alternative perspectives. 
Definitions 
The ward "training" is literally synonymous with "coaching", "teaching" or "tutoring"; 
training programs are mainly designed to help people to develop new knowledge, ski ll s 
and attitudes in the form of a structured learning event (Lucas, 2009). Various authors 
have given training quite a lot simi lar definitions. "Training can be developmental. lt can 
equip workers with skills and give them power in the labor market, improve their career 
prospects and add considerably to their lifetime earnings" (Grugulis, 2007, p. 8). The 
realm of training th en goes much further th an a basic educational system, which can only 
provide general knowledge such as the ability to read , write and do math, but more job-
specifie. Contrat)' to organization development (00), T &D foc uses at the individual leve! 
and connects with the organizations (Swanson and Hotton li!, 2009) 21 • Noe (2008) 
addresses that training can prepare employees to use new technologies and help them to 
communicate and corporate with customers or peers from different cultures; companies in 
global market therefore should take training as a necessity but not a luxury. "Train ing is 
not education-light- it is more than knowledge" (Swanson and Holton rn, 2009, p. 226); 
it concerned with performance rather than with subject matter (Craig, 1987). Lucas 
(2009) further points out that a systematic and analytical training process should be more 
effective. Given by the previous literature, AI-Khayyat and E lgamal (1997) therefore 
elicit four main characteristics from numerous definitions of training, which highlight th at 
training is 1) a learning experience; 2) a tool for behavioral and/or attitudinal change; 3) 
concerned with equipping and/or exposing personnel to a new set of knowledge and 
skills; and 4) with the objective of organization productivity that is achieved by 
21 Swanson and Ho Iton III (2009) address two major real ms of practice take place within HRD. 
One is organization development (00) and the other is Training and Oevelopment (T &0). 
According to them, 00 focuses at the organizationallevel and connects with individuals (p. 5). 
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increasin'g the potential performance of individuals. Kamoche refers human resources to 
the "accumulated stock of knowledge, skills, and abilities that the individuals possess"22 , 
while T &D is just an activity can help firms to bu i Id the ir stocks of hu man resources 
(Dowling and Welch , 2004). Companies should not therefore train people just for a 
limited period of ti me, but take it as a continuous education (Zakaria, 2000). 
"Training" Versus "Development" 
The terms "Training" and " Deve lopment" are frequent ly discussed by historical literature 
in light oftheir similarities and potential differences. "This rea lly is a grey area" (Garters, 
1999). Fitzgerald (1992) believes that the di stinction s between training and deve lopment 
can help people to well understand the short- and long-term success of an organi zation. 
Many authors refer "Training" and "Development" to the acquis ition of knowledge, 
skills, and ab ilities (Fitzgerald , 1992; Saks and Haccoun , 2009), which is considered as a 
general similarity. Likewise, one most common ly recognized difference shou ld be 
mentioned is the long-term focus of development and short-term orientation of training. 
For instance, Swanson and Holton Ill (2009) broadly define Training and Deve lopment as 
"a process of systematically developing work rel ated knowledge and expertise for the 
purpose of improving performance" (p . 226), but they also state that train ing is more 
concerned about entry- level employees, while deve lopment provides more opportuniti es 
to those who have a strong potential and accept the expans ion of know ledge that beyond 
their pres.ent job requirement. As Dowling and Welch (2004) state corresponding ly, 
"training aims to Ùnprove employees ' cm-rent work ski ll s and behavior, whereas 
development aims to increase abilities in relation to some future position or job" (p. 1-17). 
"Training is a means to an end and not vice versa" (F itzgerald, 1992), which means 
training yields changes and it is bound up with the performance by absorbing new know-
how. In contrast, "development looks beyond today" (F itzgerald, 1992) and it is quite a 
22 K.Kamoche, Strategie Human Resource Management with a Resource-capability View of the 
Firm, Journal of Management Studies, Vol.33 , No. 2 ( 1996) p. 216; quoted by Dow ling, Peter J. 
and Welch, Denice E. 2004. international Human Resource Management: Managing Peop/e.in a 
Multinational Context, Fourth Edition. London: Thomson Learning, p. 118. 
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board tenn in the human resource management area (Shen and Darby , 2006), as it doesn't 
occur during or right after the learning process. In s imple terms, sk ill or knowledge 
transfer is eas ily measured within training that makes it more tangibl e than deve lopment 
(Garters, 1999). In addition, training and development are also di stinct in terms of the 
learning approach. A I-Khayyat and Elgamal ( 1997) point out that w ithin T&D, 
development is more employee se lf-ini t iated and vo luntary; and methods such as job 
rotation or learning centers are more often appli ed in deve lopment; whil e training 
approaches more lectures, practi cal sess ions and workshops. 
ln the po int of fact, Training and Development are conceptuali zed as di ffe rent within the 
literature. While it is always another thing once we put it into pract ice. For many 
managers, even those from human resource department, their ideas about giving 
employees a short-term training or a long-term deve lopment plan have been always 
blurred. Swanson and Holton III (2009) state that " Within T&D, more effort is focused 
on training than on development" (p. 226). One survey of 25 interviews w ith managers 
from the United Kingdom, conducted by McDowall and Saunders (20 1 0), find s th at it is 
not easy to di stinguish the di fferences between training and deve lopment, as sometimes 
training can involve a long-term deve lopmental e lement, or a_deve lopm ental acti vity can 
structured in a training-like format. Most part ic ipants from this research are a lso apt to 
combine training and development as they beli eve that tra ining in somehow can help lead 
and support development, and this kind of inter-relationships make the combinati on more 
valuable (McDowall and Saunders, 201 0) . Not come s ingly pairs, an integrated tra ining 
and development fun ction is highly thought of by many other authors. "Tra ining and 
development is not a separate function within the organ izati on, it is part of operations and 
it must be integrated th at way" (Gatters, 1999). Si Il ince ( 1993) also points out that 
integrated train ing and deve lopme nt fun ction can we il contr ibute to the im provement of 
organizations' performance, espec ially under the focu s of company's business strategy . 
Certainly, one thing should be re minded tliat linking perfo rmance or business strategy 
w ith the integrat ion ofT&D may a lso make companies Joss money if it is poorly des igned 
(Noe, 2008). 
Common Methods ofT&D 
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On the whole, there are two general training methods used frequently within 
organizations, which are on-the-job T&D and off-the-job T&D (Craig, 1987; 
Mühlemeyer and Clarke, 1997; Oli an et al., 1998; Saks and Haccou n, 2009; Swanson and 
Ho!ton III, 2009 ; Zakaria, 2000). On-the-job T&D is the most common one that the 
!earners usually work under the gu idance or observation of a supervisor or an experienced 
worker (Craig, 1987). As the name implies , off-the-job T &D is usual ly delivered away 
from the actual work environment such as online learning, simulati ons or lectures . 
Swanson and Holton III (2009) beli eve that both these two methods have their own 
advantages: on-the-job programs can make learning process embedded into workplace 
with available resources; and off-the-job training can he lp employees avoid stress from 
the workplace . Wh ile Olian et al., (1 998) argue that on-the-j ob training is mu ch more 
effi cient and cast-effective, as considering the time consomption and trave l cost that 
makes off-the-j ob program too costly. Another s ignifi cant point stressed by Mühlemeyer 
and Clarke ( 1997) argues that companies outwardly provide resources requi red for a 
T&D program in tenns of monitoring the success of the tra ining, such as seminars, will 
not effectively implement new know-how at the workpl ace if the connection between the 
information learned and that requ ired for work is not clearly and weil stated. On the other 
hand, instead of teaching employees what to learn , Zakaria (2000) thinks that people 
should be also taught how to learn , which , in turn , can contribute a dynamic working 
environment by adapting and transferring new know ledge and sk ills to the demands of 
changing jobs . 
Context !dentifying ofT&D 
Even historical literature endows T&D with certain individua l characteristics and 
attributes ; one can ne ver consider T &D as an in dependent activity w ithout taking account 
of the interna! and ex te rna! factors. 
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Gibb (20 11) stresses three basic needs th at should be identified at the initial' stage of the 
HRD process: 1) persona! needs ; 2) work needs and 3) organizational needs. From 
persona! leve! , no matter ·a new or an existing staff, people will not have the sa me degree 
of learning and their expectations for careers can be different too. Thus assess ing HRD 
needs at an individual leve! can be crucial thàt helps organizations to reduce waste and 
concentrate resources for the improvement of performance (Gibb, 2011). Work needs, on 
the other hand, concern more about the sk ill s or knowledge in some spec ifie areas or an 
occupation, which in turn, usually cali for the qualifications or ce1iifications to meet the 
standards in some professional domains (Gibb, 2011). Lastly, the identification of HRD 
needs at an organizationallevel usually takes the activity as a whole that is common to ali 
members within the company; it is influenced by the organizational values, performance 
gaps and enterprise planning in the future (Gibb, 2011 ). Without a reasonable needs 
analys is, no matter how the HRD plan is weil des igned, it will not make any sense and is 
going to be a waste of time and resource. These three identifying needs can th us provide 
enterprises the rational for a long-term and sustainable administration . Coincidently, to 
co ver T &D in more detail s, Saks and Haccoun (2009) further point out th at 
environmental and organizational contexts large ly influence the hum an resource system 
and T&D programs. Imagine what happens if a typist is still learning how to use a 
traditional typewriter while computers have become commonplace. To ga in and develop 
competitive advantages with increasing global competition, companies can never be 
constrained by the same strategies. Admittedly, environmental factors such as leg islation , 
the economie climate and, social values could have a direct impact on organi zational 
settings (such as values, goals, strategies, structure and culture), which in turn drive the 
need for new knowledge, skills, abilities and training programs (Saks and Haccoun , 
2009) . 
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Based on the perspectives above, Figure 1.6 we il il lu strates the general context of T &D, 
indicating that the initial stage of T&D design is basically dependent on the overall 
situation around and any changes in the market can lead to the subsequent changes in 
organizations and th us have associated impacts over the decision-makings of T &D 
programs. The better organized the entire business ; the easier it is to develop an effective 
training operation (Craig, 1987). A we ll-designed T &D pro gram should be no wonder 
capable of adapting to the corporate strate gy with the change of market needs. And thi s is 
definitely applicab le for multinational companies in a cross-cultural setting as weil. 
Traditional Mode! and Approach 
1nstructional Systems Design (lSD) Model 
When it comes to talk about T&D, mention must be made of the model of Instructional 
Systems Design (ISD). Most books have been written about ISD as a universal systems 
approach to the design of T &D. Saks and Haccoun (2009) defi ne ISD as "a rat iona l and 
scientific model of the training and development process th at cons ists of a needs analysis, 
training design and delivery , and training evaluation" (p. 20). ISD model was initially 
designed and developed for the Uni ted States military in 1969 (Swanson and Holton Ill , 
2009) to so lve the problem of human performance and organizational effectiveness that 
related to the learning or training issue; and now, it ·has been wide ly employed within 
many organizations and has been considered to be the best approach for manag ing the 
training and development process (Saks and Haccoun , 2009). 
ADDIE process 
Most designs of ISD mode! follow a systematic approach of ADDIE process (Analyze, 
Design, Develop, Imp1ement and Eva1uate) in which the five phrases for addressing 
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performance needs are met (Lucas, 2009; Saks and Haccoun, 2009; Swanson and Holton 
rn, 2009): 
Analysis (includ ing identification of needs; environmental and organizational 
context of T&D) 
Design 
Development 
Implementation (or Oelivery) 
Evaluation (and Control) 
According to these five phases of ADDIE mode!, T&D process starts from a thorough 
analys is, which usually conducted by th ose who have to determine the performance 
problems within the organizati on. Here the perform ance problems can be understood as 
the gap between the expected and actual performance such as the problem of low 
productivjty or a backwardness of technology. lndeed, th is fi rst step is al so subjected to 
Gibb (20ll )'s three identify ing needs and Saks and Haccoun (2009) 's environm ental and 
organizational contexts that have been mentioned above. Once a determ ination is made 
and training needs are identified, a T &0 program will be designed and developed23 ; and 
then, the content is eventually implemented (or deli vered)24 ln reference to the ISD 
mode! from Saks and Haccoun (2009), these three stages cover four main steps of setting 
the 1) training goals; 2) training contents; 3) tra ining methods and 4) training princi ples. 
Lastly, it is the ending step to evaluate the effectiveness of the design of ISD mode! 
including the performance of trainees, the criteria and design of T &D program, as we il as 
the needs to revise the program25 
23 The step of Des ign is sometimes combined wi th the step of development or vice versa (Saks and 
Haccoun, 2009) 
24 Saks and Haccoun (2009)'s ISO mode! of T&O (p. 22) lum ps these three stages (Design, 
Oevelop and lmplement) together into one phrase. While trad itionally speaking, ISO madel 
usually di vide the instruction process into fi ve stages as the AD DIE process presents. 
25 Sometimes, the Iast phrase of Evaluation is also interpreted as a step of Control (Swanson and 
Holton IIl, 2009). 
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As described above, each step is evidently interrelated. Changes occur in one stage lead 
to changes in the subsequent stage. The mode! displayed in Figure 1.7, represents the 
most classical des ign of ISD in terms of its AD DIE process . 
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Figure 1. 7 The lnstructional Systems Design (I SD) Mode! of Training and 
Development. (ADDIE Process) 
Modified from Swanson and Holton III (2009), Saks and Haccoun (2009) 
lt should be noticed that although most researchers present ISD in a linear or waterfall 
mode! (Swanson and Holton III , 2009; Saks and Haccoun, 2009), the nature of ADDIE 
process is actually an e olution cyc le. As Figure 1.7 shows, there are feedback loops from 
Evaluation ph rase to the four previous phrases. ln other words, a T &D pro gram is a 
closed- loop system in which trainers should not only determine the measurement standard 
and design for the evaluation phrase in the ini tia l stage of the process, but also should 
modify and improve the whole system on the bas is of tra ining evaluation (Saks and 
Haccoun , 2009) . 
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Even the AODIE process of ISO mode! is weil acknowledged as a typical roadmap for an 
entire T&O program, not ali organizations stick to the full steps of this mode!. According 
to various conditions, other added components still made available on an as required 
basis. Y et it should be confessed that this ISO mode! just provides a sound foundation for 
ali types ofT&O design. 
1.4 Training and development (T&D) within multinationa l corporations (MNCs) 
The increase globali zation over the past decades has large ly promoted the regional 
economie cooperation with the growth for many companies go ing overseas. With 
international tendency comes substantial workforce diversity and complexity witliin the 
organizations, and therefore, companies' T&D under multinational context has drawn a 
wide attention from the domain of IHRM. 
1.4.1 T&O from an International Leve! 
Recruiting, developing and retaining people who have the global business skill s is always 
a big challenge for most HR managers in MNCs, especially for those who are seeking the 
way to keep up with the fast-changing market. lt is naïve to believe that a common 
platform without any spec ifie attentions from headquarters can be perfectly implemented 
· throughout an international corporation, not to mention the result of local success 
(Lundby and Jo Iton, 201 0). 
With the majority of IHRM research continues to put cultural components at the foremost 
position (Dowling and Welch, 2004; Harzing and Ruysseveldt, 2004; Lundby and Jolton , 
201 0), there is a growing literature th at foc uses on aspects of cross-cultural training 
(CCT) (Bean, 2007; Harzing and Ruysseveldt, 2004; Zakaria, 2000). Developing an 
appropriate frame of T&D for global workforce to deal with foreign cu ltures can be a 
most disputed issue in international business. So far, the position of CCT within the 
framework ofT&O is still vague, which has been usually understood as a particular field 
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of deve lopment that is separate from traditi onal T &D; and inconsistency often occurs 
within most MNCs when it cornes to set goals and approaches for cross-cultural des igns 
(Bean, 2007). lt is always hard to realize how cu lture affects people's values, attitudes 
and behav iors in light of its subtle characteris tic; while these attributes are indeed 
continuously transmitted in a dynamic process (Dow ling and Welch, 2004). Knowledge 
of cross-cultural management research thus shou ld be accumulated so that the imp licit 
cultura l differences can be raised to a consc ious leve! (Harzing and Ruysseve ldt, 2004). 
Bean (2007) further contends that ali companies from different industri es should treat 
cultura l competence as a generic skill; he states, "Cultura l competence is vital to 
international trade perfo rmance and the ful fi llment of intern ational diplomacy and 
security responsibilities. Dow ling and Welch (2004) equally be lieve that the HR manager, 
no matter at corporate headquarters or in the host location , should essenti a lly hold an 
awareness of cultura l differences in their worki ng place. After a li , the recognit ion and 
leveraging of workforce cultural di vers ity can he lp consti tute a sustainable competitive 
advantage for enterpr ises in every industiy" (Bean, 2007). Therefore, it is undoubtedly a 
constant chàllenge for international firm s to cope with cultural differences, and 
recognizing how and when these differences are relevant (Dow ling and Welch, 2004). 
The complexity of cultural divers ity makes it imposs ible to find any one-size- fits-all 
solutions. Besides the corporate cultures, career components such as hi erarchy, 
centralization or decentrali zati on, empowerment and autonomy should be also taken 
account of within MNCs, which may vaty across cultures as we il (Kelly et al., 2003). 
Indeed, " what makes a strong leader in one culture can be completely ineffective in 
another" (Breitenstein , 2005); this calls for a trai ning program in MNCs that can not only 
reta in employees' own cultural va lues, but shou ld also meet loca l markets needs and the 
expectat ions fi·om headquarters. Accordi ng to a longitud inal tra ining evaluation survey in 
2006 (with 145 patti cipants), the know ledge and understanding of organ izational po li cies 
and issues, customs values and beliefs regard ing cul tural diversity, as weil as the cross-
cultural communication skills, have been considered increasingly important (Bean, 2007). 
lt has become a major trend for management deve lopment in MNCs to cany weight in 
developing cross-national corporate cul ture and integrating international operat ions (Shen 
and Darby, 2006). 
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ln addition, the attitudes towards the practi ce of T &D can be wide ly divergent within 
global companies, respecting their own corporation cu ltures and organizational structures, 
as weil as the industry type. From the industri al leve!, one can never forget that the 
pattern of international competition varies widely based on different types of industry 
(Dowling and Welch, 2004)26 lt is no more a domestic one when it cornes to a global 
leve! , as the same industry may not have the same competitive position in two different 
markets. Hence the structure and orientation of IHRM are significantly influenced by the 
industry in which a MNC is involved (Dowling and Welch, 2004). From an 
organizational leve!, a firm ' s opefational structure and its own business cu lture construct 
another determinant for the strategy of IHRM, in which reflected by the corporate 
hierarchy. According to Ashkenas et al. (2002), and quoted by Kelly et al. (2003), 
traditional hierarchical organizations provide strategie education on ly to senior 
employees, while lower leve! employees can on ly reach basic sk ills training; on the 
contrary, in "boundary less" organizations, employees from different levels can have 
equal oppo1iunity to receive similar strategie education. This exposes a great distinct of 
T&D strategies making by HR managers from diverse business cultural contexts. 
Similarly, a research from Shen and Darby (2006) has revealed th at most global firms 
adopt usually an ethnocentric approach to international T &D and genera lly pre fer 
ass igning expatriate managers to foreign subsidiari es instead of using local executives, 
wh ile the promotion for local employees is usually confined to the subsidiari es, and T &D 
design for those people is thus limited. The very reason to explain this kind of 
ethnocentric relationships within in MNCs may refer to two of Hofstede' s cu ltural 
dimensions (see Figure 1.4), which are power distance and uncertainty avoidance, as both 
these two dimensions have "consequences for the way people build their institutions and 
organizations" (Hofstede, 1984). In the management context, Power Distance (PDI) 
reflects the relationship between supervisors and subordi nates . With higher power 
distance, organizations present a more hierarchical system; the supervisors and 
subordinates consider each other Jess equal. Uncertainty Avoidance (UA!), however, 
deals with the extent to which employees fee ! threatened by ambiguity and uncertain 
26 M.E. Pro ter, Changing Patterns of International Competition, California Management Review, 
Vol.28, No.2 (1986) p. 9-40; quoted by Dowling, Peter J. and Welch, Deni ce E. 2004. 
international Human Resource Management: Managing People in a Multinational Context, Fourth 
Edition. London : Thomson Learning, p. 15. 
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circumstances. In companies with higher leve! of uncertainty avo idance, business is more 
structured and employees hold more work stress as considering the security of their 
employment. There have been researches both from Gong (2002) and Harzing and 
Ruysseveldt (2005), and quoted by Long (2009), find ing that MNCs with high power 
distance cultures and strong uncetiainty avo idance are more likely to use expatrlate 
managers in their foreign subsidiaries . And it has been a quite widely spread phenomenon 
in most MNCs. Therefore, it is easy to see why most IHRM research has primarily 
concentrated on expatriat ion issues (Banai and Re isel, 1993; Lee, 2007; McDonald, 1993 ; 
Tung, 1987; Zakari a, 2000). 
1.4.2 Expatriat ion 
As a matter of fact, intercultural experiences su ch as expatriate ass ignments are becomi ng 
more and more commonplace with the rapid increase ofworkforce globali zation (Lundby 
and Jo Iton, 201 0). Generally speaking, the use of expatriates can he lp MN Cs to oversee 
the successfu l implementation of appropriate work practices and bu ild a bridge of an 
international work practi ces transfer (Dowling and Welch, 2004) . Dow ling and Welch 
(2004) summarize three main reasons that have been identi fied by IHRM literature for 
explaining why most MNCs persist in using expatriates : 
1) Pos ition fi l ling: most multinati onal companies pre fer to use expatri ate staff fo r a short-
term purpose to fil! a skill s gap; 
2) Management deve lopment: through the in vo lvement of T &D program in other part of 
the organization can motivate employees to help develop corporations' common values; 
3) Organization development: a strate,gy to help employees to ga in a broader perspective 
through an internationa l experience and exploit global market opportunit ies. 
As mentioned above, the preference of using expatriate with in MNCs a lso similarly 
corresponds to the theory of Hofstede (1984) (see Figure 1.4), which exp lains that 
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organizations with high power distance accept a hierarchical arder and Jack power 
equalization ; and on the other liand, strong uncertain ty avoidance drives organizations to 
avoid unce1tainty and ambiguity by exercising more control 27 . Indeed, under an 
internationalization process, control and coordinati on issues are always paramount for 
most MNCs that underlie many of the decisions taken by headquarters management 
(Dowling and Welch, 2004). Whil e an observation fro m Bil inci and Fe ldman28 finds that 
expatriates often spend abundant time on less chall enging tasks once they take over the 
job of the local staff due to the differences in knowledge and competence levels; and as a 
res.ult, their own experti se has not been weil developed and they find themse lves Jess 
competitive once they return to their home operation (Dowling and Welch, 2004). 
Another most widespread belief for the use of expatriates is because that the majority of 
MN Cs place more confidence on expatriates ' loyalty rather th an th ose HCNs (Banai and 
Reise l, 1993). As considering the direct control of subsidiary operations is more 
important if the degree of cultural distance between home and host country is high29, most 
headquarter management may fear that local mallagers are less commi tted to the company 
and thus refuse to trust the information from their local staff (Harzing and Ruysseveldt, 
2004). While research from Banai and Reise l (! 993) indicates that overseas assignments 
should not be regarded as a reasonable proving ground for testing managers' loyalty as 
there is no empirical study so far can ~ea lly support thi s ki nd of point. 
One survey of expatri ate ass ignments across 80 MN Cs from the United States reveals that 
moi·e than half of these investigated companies have reached a failure rate of l 0% to 
20%, lending supports to another study, which fi nds that around 30% of overseas 
assignments within American MNCs are mistakes (Tung, 1987). Based on the research 
conducted by Tung (1987), Lee (2007) flllih er identifi ed six main reasons for explaining 
27 According to Harzi ng and Ruysseveldt (2005), and quoted by Long (2009), "the preference of 
uncertainty avoidant multinationals towards the use of expatriate managers by their preference for 
stricter forms of subsidiary control." (p. 26). 
28 M.C. Bolino and D.C. Feldman, Increasing the Ski li Utili zation of Expatriates, Human Resource 
Management, Vo l. 39, No. 4(2000) p. 367-379; quoted by Dowlin g, Peter .J . and Welch, Denice E. 
2004. International Human Resource Management: Managing People in a Multinational Context, 
Fourth Ed iti on. London: Thomson Learni ng, p. 72. 
29 It corresponds to Hofstede 's the01y ofuncertainty avoidance, which highlights that cultures with 
high uncertainty avo idance have a strong preference for being ' in control'; and under th is ki nd of 
cul ture, managers from parent country nationals (PCNs) or expatriates are considered to be a 
favo red alternative for senior positions in subsidi ari es (Harzing and Ruysseveldt, 2004, P. 256-
257.) 
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expatriate failure, which include the inabili ty of adaptation, having no open mindset, the 
Jack of motivation, techn ica l competence and fam il y ass imilation, and ins uffi cient 
support from the head office . Not surpris ing ly, research fi ndings show that between 16 
and 40 percent of ali expatriate managers end the ir overseas ass ignments early and return 
to the home country, mostly d.ue to thei r poor performance (B lack and Mendenhall , 
1990). Here Tung (1987) borrowed the defi ni tion of expatriate fa ilure from the survey as 
' 
" the inability of an expatriate to perform effective ly in a foreign country and, hence, the 
need for the empl oyee to be fired or recalled home" . Wh ile Zakaria (2000) a lso po in ts out 
th at people 's expectations for success or fai lure in a business scenario may d iffer across 
cultures, and th us sometimes; expatria tes ' knowledge and experience fro m the ir home 
country may not be valued or accepted by the local market. 
Origin ofMCNs 
United States 
Devel~ping cou ntries 
European 
United States 
Swedish 
United States 
Origin ofMCNs 
Table 1.2 
Expatri ate Fail ure Rates 
ExpatriateFailmeRates (%) 
30-85 
70 
5-1 5 
10-30 
40,2 
25-40 
5-1 0 
Source: Shen, J. and Edwards, V. (2004), «Recrui tment and selection in Chinese MNEs», 
International Journal of Human Resource Management, Vo l. 15 Nos 4/5, p. 814-35; 
quoted from Shen, «Internationa l trai ning and management deve lopment: theory and 
reality», Journal of Management Development, 2005, p. 658 . 
Moreover, the cost assoc iated with the retu rn of sending expatriates to fore ign 
subsidiaries is always another principal concern fo r most companies, which can largely 
contribute to the fai lures of expatr iate ass ignment as we il (McDonald, 1993). Accord ing 
to Copeland and Griggs (1985); Harris and Moran ( 1979); M isa and Fabricatore (1979), 
. and quoted by Black and Mendenha ll ( 1990), it has been estimated that each failed 
expatriate assignment costs companies from $50 000 to $150 000, with over $2 bi ll ion 
di rect an nua! costs of expatri ate fail ures for U .S. firms. Besides these tangible !ost, 
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indirect cost such as the damaging relationship with host country govemment and local 
market, the !ost of business opportunity and companies' reputation, can be also 
considerable due to a failed expatriate ass ignment (Shen, 2005). Based on the report from 
Shen and Edwards (2004) and quoted by Shen (2005), Table 1.2 shows some expatriate 
failure rates. 
Past literature bas revealed a remaining upward tendency in expatri ate fa ilure rates (Shen, 
2005), which raises the alarm for many MN Cs who still favo r the use of expatri ates. As 
faced by the continually occurring problems of expatriate failures, the author therefore 
believes that it should be wiser for MN Cs to seek more cast-effecti ve alternati ves for 
their international personnel practices. 
1.4.3 Host-country Nationals (HCNs) 
Discussion of IHRM usually tends to be biased in the direction of expatriate management 
(Dowling and Welch, 2004). However, like Baumgatien (1995) said and quoted by Shen 
and Darby (2006), expatriates ' success depend s not only on themselves, but also upon 
those local people with whom they work. ln this global age, qualified people are bad ly 
required for companies who want to expand beyond their own national borders. On the 
one hand, MNCs send expatriates to manager and transfer the control over local 
employees ; on the other hand, more and more multinationals start to recruit and groom 
available talents immediately in the local market (So lomon, 1995). 
It is interesting that, most cross-cultural training (CCT) researches lim it the focus on the 
T&D for expatriates (Dow ling and Welch, 2004; Harzing and Ruysseveldt, 2004; 
Zakaria, 2000). No wonder, there have been scholars describe CCT as "plan ned 
intervention designed to increase the knowledge and ski Il s of expatriates to live and work 
effecti ve ly ·and achieve general !i fe satisfact ion in an unfam il iar host culture"30 (Harzing 
3° Kealey, D and Protheroe, D.( 1 996) 'The effectiveness of cross cu lture training fo r expatriates: 
An assessment of the li terature on the issue' . International Journal of lntercultural Relations, 20: 
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and Ruysseve ldt, 2004, p. 284) . Even for studi es with ~he themes of HCNs, most of them 
mainly prefer to explore the relationships between HCNs and expatriates, or how HCNs 
can help the adaptation of expatriates in local markets. Examples can be the research from 
Mahajan (2009), which highlights the important function of HCNs in the adjustment 
process of expatriates and especially through their non-work-related helps . Givi ng serious 
thoughts to cross-cu ltura l training for HCNs is usually not where the emphasis of 
literature li es. Dow ling and Welch (2004) used to note that: 
"At some point, however, multinational management replaces expatriates with 
local staff with thé expectation that these work pract ices wi ll continue as planned. 
This approach is based on assumptions that appropriate behav ior will have been 
instilled in the local workforce through training programs and hiring practices" (p . 
187) .' 
Phenomenon like this not on ly further proves the partiality of MN Cs for the ass ignment 
of an expatriate over a HCN manager; but also produces a "vicious circle" in which 
expatriates afford much greater leve! of contro l in a MNC subsidiary rather than those 
local employees. 
To get rid of this odd circ le, more avail ab ility of T &D researches for HCNs is th us 
urgently needed. One investigation concerning the ex patri ate - HCN issue, conducted by 
Volkmar (2003), can just buttress up this argument. By approaching two Jeve ls of 
analysis, one is from the control leve! of parent MNC and another is from the subsidiary 
control leve!, Vo lkmar (2003) negates the traditional assumption that expatriate managers 
automatically offer a higher leve! of control over a foreign subsidiary than a HCN 
manager; and on the contrary, it is contended that HCNs can be expected to afford greater 
or even much str6nger overall contro l at the subsidiary leve] than expatriates. Based on 
previous empirica l studies, Long (2009) listed three main reasons for choosing a HCN 
manager to run a foreign subsidiary in his i·esearch paper, which include their advantages 
in local knowledge, low cost and technical qualifications (p. 37). It is a lso hi gh li ghted the 
importance for HCNs to be ab le to communicate with headquarter by sharing at !east one 
141-165; quoted by Harzing, Anne-Wil and Ruysseveldt, Joris Van (2004). International Human 
Resource Management. London, SAGE Publications Ltd .: p. 284. 
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common language (Long, 2009). To further shed light on the rol e of Host Country 
Nationals (HCNs), T~h and Denisi (2003) build a mode! of HC]\/s' reactions to expatriate 
pay policies, illustrating that ga ining the cooperation and commitment from a re liable 
cadre of competent local staff is of s ignificant for MN Cs to succeed. Another study about 
T&D in Chinese mult inationa l enterpri ses, conducted by Shen and Darby (2006), 
suggests that the constraints in T&D for loca l employees will frustrate Chinese MCNs ' 
development in local market and li mit the poo l of potenti a l leaders. A strong advocate of 
shifting development from expatr iates to local staffs therefore turns to be a new tendency 
in IHRM literature. 
Multinational management has a more· complex context than domestic management; it 
deals with the national culture of the parent company and corporate culture, as we il as the 
national culture of the subsidiary unit (Dowling and Welch, 2004). An additional 
dimension of complex ity to the subsidiary control should be considered for MNCs who 
want to manager different organi zationa l cultures in a working environment (Volkm ar, 
2003). When it comes to share common va h,1es, att itudes and behav io rs in a MNC, cross-
cultural training is therefore no more a s ingle issue only for those expatriates, but is also 
of important for HCNs in the foreign subsidiary. Harzing and Ruysseveldt (2004) also 
points out that providing HCNs T&D with the opportuni ties for advancement and 
promotion can consequently increase the ir co mm itment to the company and enhance 
employees ' motivation at work, not to mention the ir innate ad van tage of familiari ty with 
soc ioeconomic, political and legal environment and w ith bus iness pract ices in the loca l 
market. At ali events, employees are seeking a j ust and favo rab le condition of work ; 
equal opportunities from T&D have had a direct impact on ali employment practices. 
The awkward th ing is, when it comes to make dec isions for the choice between 
expatriates and HCNs, many MN Cs may hes itate in view of HCNs ' limitat ion in their 
international and cross-cultural experience, and their di fficul ties of communication in 
dealing with the corporate headquarter. Orgçmizations in particu larly stress the need for 
providing expatriates adequate pre-departure trai ni ng, and comparatively neg lect the 
training needs for those HCNs from forei gn subsidiaries, especially in the aspect of 
persona! development and manageri al leve !. Or more MN Cs prefer to loca l ize the traini ng 
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of HCNs with the purpose of cost saving. ln fact, along with the economie deve lopment 
and ali-round social progress, more and more HCNs in MNCs are weil trained and weil 
educated, and they believe that they should be accorded the same treatment as expatriates 
(Toh and Denisi, 2003). Considerations for transferring HCNs to the organi zations' 
headquarters ·or home-subsidiary units hence are encouraged by researchers. 
Indeed, the method of T&D des ign li ke sending key loca lly hired employees from 
oversea subsidiaries or affi li ates to corporate headquarters has been approached for long 
ago, especially in the history of many Japanese multinationals. For instance, Okadaya3 1, a 
wholly-owned Japanese general merchandising store (GMS) company, sent their local 
profess ionals from subsidiari es to Japan at regu lar intervals for special generali st training, 
which was considered by the Japanese management as bad ly crucial for the development 
of the ir employees (Wong and Hendry, 1997). 
Figure 1.8 
requ1rements : Tory global 
competency model !..---+! can~er developement plans 
Systemattc dcvclopement of personnel · 
gro~Nt h through work & pattic.•pation 1n 
Appoint ment as executives at overseas subsidiaries and aHiliates 
Toray Group-wide Standard Mode!. 
Source: Toray Industries !ne. (20 12) 
31 Okadaya, a who ll y-owned .Japanese general merchandising store (GMS) company, establi shed 
in 1986 and had four store outlets in the new towns of Hong Kong with l 000 local employees . 
Source: Wong, May M. L. and Hendry, Chris 1997. «A study of the employment system of 
.Japanese multinational retailers in Hong Kong». The International Journal of Human Res ource 
Management, vol. 8, no 5, p. 633. ln Taylor & Francis Online. On line. 
<http://dx.doi .org/IO. I 080/09585 199734 1423>. Consulted on 8 September 20 12. 
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Another best example is Toray Industries32 , "the world's largest producer of carbon fi ber, 
and Japan's largest producer of. synthetic fiber", accord ing to the company brochure. In 
arder to deve lop and promote ali local staff in oversea subsidiaries, Toray set up a mode! 
of Group-wide standard (see Figure 1.8) as a reference of working performance and 
occupational planning for helping those who expect to be promoted at the executive 
positions. (Toray Industries !ne., 20 12). 
Furthermore, Toray Group has also developed a multi-level train ing system (See Figure 
1.9) for their potential executive candidates in subsid iari es (Tora y Ind ustries !ne., 20 12). 
Except the local courses held overseas, their key employees are also required to 
participate in the training programs held in Japan , helping them to be familiar with 
company's management phi losophy and policies, as weil as to develop a long-term 
individual career plan (Toray Industries Inc., 20 12). 
Japan-Based Training 
Toray ç rot m Fxe ct'[~Üüi~Finars 
Toray Gros Jo Se ojoc Ma~;tz.;ot Seminar 
loray Tra joee j~~~m 
( ':J . 
National Foqjneer Trrl%Z§,Proqr am 
National Fnojnee r T~~~U':~ pmaram 
Loca l Managemen t 
1 Directors 1 
Oepa rtment 
Managers 
Section Manage rs 
Assistant Sect io n 
Managers. Supervisors. 
Opera tors 
Reg ionai- Based T raining 
Europe Senjpr Mana;~: S e m inar 
United States senjor Mag;;oUPb:;ar Seminar 
China sea;or Manaot2~g~~?eminar 
tU / . 
lndones!a Milnaoe~g~/ ~,e min ar 
lndividlJ al comp any·based management traintng 
al"'d specialized training tn each country and region 
Figure 1. 9 
Companies 
Toray Training System for Key Emp loyees in Overseas Group 
Source: Toray Industries Inc. (20 12) 
32 Toray Industri es, !ne., establi shed in January 1926, is a MNC headquartered in Japan. lts main 
business covers the domain of fil:iers and texti les; plasti cs and chemicals; IT-related products; 
carbon fiber composite materials; environment and engineering; !ife science and other rel ated 
research services. The company has 40,227 employees in total with 22,948 in oversea subsidiaries. 
Company's website: http://www.toray.com/. Consulted on 9 September 20 12. 
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From a global perspective, sending HCNs to headquarters cannot only cultivate them a 
sense of company identity and corporate culture 33 , but also increase the efficiency in 
helping to develop global management teams34 (Shen, 2005). Therefore, it is believed that 
including HCNs in management development will improve employees' performance, and 
the transfer of HCNs to corporate headquarters are more and more accepted in 
international management development schemes (Shen and Darby , 2006). Figu re 1.8 and 
Figure 1.9 just present those MNCs one of numerous class ic models in design ing T&D 
programs for their HCNs at oversea subsid iaries. . 
Developing a truly international enterpri se in vo lve providing the requisite T &D not only 
to expatriates, but also to HCNs. And thi s should be clearly understood by ail MNCs who 
want to succeed abroad. 
1.5 Theoretical Framework 
1.5.1 Overview of Research Questions with Relevant Theory 
Previous sections mainly reviewed the research settings and T &D lite rature, which 
highlighted the research position th at HCNs' participation in T &D is sign ificant for 
MNCs to achieve business goals in Chinese market. The problems w ith T&D in China 
revealed a common ignorance of understanding the real trai ning needs; and the AD DIE 
mode] corresponding with Gibb (20 1l )'s three identi fy ing needs and Saks and Haccoun 
(2009) 's environmental and organizational contexts further highlighted the importance for 
enterprises to analyze needs be fore considering the provision of T &D for the ir 
33 Scu llion, H. (1994), "Staffing po licies and strateg ie control in British mu ltinationals", 
International Studies of Management and Organization, Vol.3 No.4, p. 86- 1 04; quoted by Shen, 
Jie. 2005. «International training and management development : theory and real ity» . .J ournal of 
Management Development, vol. 24, no 7, p. 662. On li ne. 
<http ://peop1e.math. sfu .ca/-van/di verse/bellut-papers/test-9.pdf>. Consulted on 8 J uly 20 12. 
34 Edstrom, A. and Galbraith, .J.R. ( 1977), "Transfer of managers as coordination and control 
strategy in n1ultinational organ izations'', Administrative Science Quarter/y Vol. 2 No. 2, p. 248-
63;quoted by Shen, .lie. 2005. «international training and management development: theory and 
reality». Journal of Management Development, vol. 24, no 7, p. 662. On line. 
<http :!/people.math.sfu.ca/- van/d iverse/bellut-papers/test-9. pdf>. Consu lted on 8 .lui y 20 12. 
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employees. This is usually a most important reason that explains the failure of T&D in 
China. In addition, the general phenomenon of MNCs' preference in terms of using 
expatriates rather than training and developing HCNs impelled the researcher even more 
to ask for the reasons. In this study, it is contended that any attempt to affect a T&D 
decision-making within MN Cs is based on a thorough understanding of how decisions are 
actually made. Therefore, the focus of this study is to explore the factors that guide 
MNCs ' T&D decisions for HCNs in China. In other words, thi s is a study to help 
understand why MNCs provide T&D to HCNs· in Chinq. and why MNCs .do not provide 
T&D to HCNs in China. Two research questions are therefore raised as followed : 
RQI. What factors may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China? 
RQ2. What factors may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China? 
This study focused on MNCs in China for two main reasons. Firstly , the researcher 
anticipated that local employees in China are more likely to request access to company's 
T&D opportunity than expatriates. Indeed, findings of severa! researches as mentioned 
above have showed a considerable expatriate failure rate within MNCs (Black and 
Mendenhall, 1990; Lee, 2007; Shen, 2005; Tung, 1987), and in the meanwhile, there 
exists an increasing tendency of HCNs' frustrations to MNCs due to their companies' 
ignorance in developing local staff (Harzing and Ruysseveldt, 2004; Long, 2009; Shen 
and Darby, 2006; Toh and Denisi , 2003). Secondly, little effort has been devoted to 
gathering the information about the factors that influence the HCNs ' access to T&D 
within MNCs under a Chinese setting, as most literature focuses on expatriation training 
issues (Banai and Reisel, 1993; Lee, 2007; McDonald, 1993 ; Tung, 1987; Zakari a, 2000). 
The theoretical foundation and research questions of this study were mainly derived from 
past study, such as Banks et al. (1987) ; Coetzer et al. (2012); McDowall and Saunders 
(2010) ; Shen and Darby (2006); Westhead (1998), and it should be pointed out that 
responses from leaderships with relevant responsibilities of T&D, such as Chief 
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Executive Officer (CEO) in China, the owner of company, human resource manager 1 
director or director of other department, were highly valued in this study. · 
Rote of Leaderships 
; 
In fact, building T &D to suit corporate and business strate gy has been always a favorite 
tapie till now, and it results in a derivative point to be noted, which concerns the role of 
leaderships . Most prior studies re garding the tapie of factors th at influence the T &D 
decision-makings for employees have typically involved a questionnaire by collecting the 
opinions from leaderships through an interview or survey . The decisional role of 
· leaderships is unquestionable cri ti cal (Coetzer et al., 20 12) . One study conducted by 
Banks et al. (1987) found that people who may most responsible for T&D decision 
making within a company include CEO or owner (74%); personnel directors (47,6%) and 
management development officers (16,7%); the result applies to bath small and large 
business. Banks et al. ( 1987)'s study has also fou nd th at sm ali and large business. were 
more s imilar than different in the factors they use in making T&D decisions, and bath of 
them ranked the judgment of superiors as the first consideration in determining T&D 
needs. The leadership within a company is undoubtedly at the heart of the training 
provision discussion (Westhead, 1998). That is why the. responses from that group were 
considered valuable in this study. Moreover, Sillince (1993) used to argue that the 
ownership of T&D should be moved from senior manager to seconding talented line 
management, as it can not only improve the ir knowledge and ski ll s but also makes T &Da 
more dynamic function within an organization . Research of McDowall and Saunders 
(20 1 0) further highlighted the vital role of managerial support in bath training and 
developmentalactivities within a company, especially for employees who are prepared to 
commit to their future development. "The planning and management of training must be 
put into the hands of senior management" (Mühlemeyer and Clarke, 1997), as they are in 
the position with responsibility to identify the needs and allocate resources, as weil asto 
support and encourage employees to transfer knowledge and skills. 
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With the obj ective to deve lop an understanding of fac tors that · influence managerial 
decisions regard ing HCNs in China access to T&D opportunities within MNCs, the two 
research questions that proposed in this study just retl ected the attitude of leaderships 
from both pos itive and negative aspects. As Storey and Greene (20 1 0) stated and quoted 
by Coetzer et al. (20 12), " the att itude of owner-manager towards T &0 is also widely 
perceived as a baJTier to engagement in capability deve lopment" (p. 430). Similar 
research questions have been approached in Banks et al. (1987)'s study ofT&O dec ision 
making factors in small business, wh ich is based on the belief that bath se lection factors 
and rejecti on factors contribute to the criteria of leaderships' T&O dec ision mak ing. 
Hence, bath pos itive and negative factors should be taken into account in deve loping a 
thorough understanding of MN Cs' T&O decision making for HCNs in China. 
1.5.2 Poss ible Factors that Guide MNCs' T&O dec isions for HCNs 
Severa! identified factors th at influence T &0 dec isions have been commonly mentioned 
in past literature (Al-Khayyat and Elgamal, 1997; Banks et al., 1987; Coetzer et al., 20 12; 
Gibb, 2011 ; McDowall and Saunders, 20 10; Olian etal., 1998; Saks and Haccoun, 2009; 
Swanson and Holton lll, 2009; Toh and Oenis i, 2003). There are four most common 
reasons that may hinder firms from providing T& D to thei r employees, which inc lude: 1) 
cost of T&D; 2) lack of time and resource; 3) fea r of newly trained employees require 
promotion or pa y ri se; or 4) even be ing poached. Except these four main barri ers to the 
provision of T&O, the benefits of T&O can also moti vate firms to provide employees 
with T&D opportunities . Jndeed, the past review ofT&O defin itions that given by various 
authors highlighted two common benefits of T&O, stat ing that T&O can: 1) improve 
emp loyees' working pet:formance by providing them new know ledge and skills and 2) 
meet the needs of some special job ski lls. ln addition to the benefits, past literature and 
historical reviews have ind icated that companies provide T&D to their employees driven 
by some rigid rules, such as 3) related law and 4) company's regu lation; and 5) some 
enterprises even consider T&D as a prerequisites before promote or advance their 
employees. On the other band, it is also believed that providing employees with T&O 
opportunities can help firms to 6) avoid workplace acc idents ; 7) inspire employees' 
working motivatibn and leaning enthusiasm and 8) maintain or improve employees' job 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitment. lt shou ld be noticed that the four negative facto rs 
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and eight positive factors mentioned above also app ly to the context of MNCs in a 
Chinese setting, and supportive points from past study have been reviewed in previous 
sections (Chen, 2012; Cooke, 2012; Shen and Darby, 2006). 
ln addition, in ·view of the research backgrou nd , special factors affect ing the T &D 
decision making that su it th e context of MNCs in China should be also taken into 
account. For example, Shen and Darby (2006) used a semi-structured, interv iew- based 
survey to ask 30 leaderships from ten Chinese multinational enterprises about their 
reasons for not providing T&D for HCNs, two important additional factors were found: 
1) lack confidence in HCNs' experi ence and language skill s for international 
communication and 2) corporate culture tradit ionall y adopted an ethnocentric approach 
by assigning expatriates and ignore the T&D for HCNs. 
Based on the previous discuss ion, 8 factors were proposed to answer the first research 
question, which were considered as the possib le reasons in thi s study that motivate MNCs 
to provide T&D to HCNs in China: 
Fl. Company's regul ation required 
F2. Required by related law 
F3. Consideration of security, to prevent workpl ace acc idents 
F4. To inspire employees' working motivation and learning en thusiasm 
FS. To maintain or improve emp loyees ' job satisfacti on, loya lty and 
commitment to the company 
F6. To improve employees' work ing performance by providing them new 
know ledge and ski ll s 
F7. To meet the needs of some special job skills 
F8. T&D is considered as one of the prerequisites for advancing employees 
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And 6 factors were raised to answer the second research question, which were considered 
as the poss ible reasons in this study that hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in 
China: 
F9. Cast of T&D 
FlO. Lack enough time and resource 
Fil. Consider that employees' experi ence and language skill s for internati ona l 
communication are limited . 
F12. Fear of staff turnover 
Fl3. Fear that newly tra ined employees demanda promoti on or pay rise 
Fl4. Corporate culture ref! ects an ignorance of Tra ining and Deve lopment for 
Chinese employees 
Social Demographie Characteristics 
In this study, it is believed that if the above positi ve and negati ve factors can directly 
influence the companies' provision of T&D, the demographie characteri stics of decision-
makers and organi zations (such as age, size, location and employers' persona! 
experience) could a Iso have a direct or indirect im pact on the prov ision of T &D. 
Westhead (1998) furth er proved this argument. For instance, during Westhead (1998) ' s 
study in exploring the factors that associated with the provision of job-related forma! 
training, two key determinants infl uencing the provi s ion of training by employers have 
been found which are the age of an organi zat ion and the emp loyment s ize of an 
organization. In addi ti on, other factors such as the location of organizations and 
employers ' characteristics were a Iso proved to be associated with the provision of T &D 
(Westhead, 1998). 
Research Framework 
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Based on the conceptual des ign and constructed via the above literature rev1ew, the 
proposed research framework for this study is presented as fo llowed (See Figure 1.1 0): 
Fl F2 F3 F4 FS F6 F7 FS 1 1 F9 FlO f ll f12 F13 f14 
RQl. 1 1 RQ2. 
PROVISION OF T&D 
Figure 1.10 Theoretical Framework. 
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In thi s framework (See Figure 1.10), both RQl and RQ2 stand for the fïrst and second 
research questions; Ft , F2, F3, F4, FS, F6, F7 and F8 stand for the facto rs that may 
motivate MN Cs to provide T &0 to HCNs in China, which have been listed above; F9, 
FlO, Fll, F12, F13 and F14 stand for the factors that may hinder MNCs from providing 
T&O to HCNs in China, which have been also li sted above. This theoretical framework 
illustrates that both factors motivating MN Cs to prov ide T &0 and facto rs hindering 
MNCs from providing T&O wi ll influence the provision of T&D for local employees in 
China. In the meanwhile, social demographie characteristics in thi s study are suggested as 
crucial determinants that will also moderate MNCs' decision-mak ing of providing T&D 
to HCNs in China (Westhead, 1998). 
1.6 Summary 
Since China's tabor market is currently faci ng the problems of graduate unemployment 
and tabor shortage of low-educated ~ork force , and MNCs are continually entering this 
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market in favor of China's opining-up policy; and on t~e other hand, the T&D itself 
remains a persistent weakness under a Chinese setting, any attempts to develop a 
thorough understanding of MNCs' dec is ion-makings regarding the provision of T&D to 
HCNs in China will be unquestionable necessary and useful. lndeed, China's growing 
supply of un iversity undergraduates and graduates boosted a vast talent pool. Taking full 
advantage of this rich source of human capital wi ll be significant for global firms to ga in 
and sus t~in competitive advantages in Chinese market. 
As the literature rev iew above illustrates, leaders hi ps within a finn always play a critical 
role in making human capita l investment dec isions. Understanding fïrms' decisions 
regard ing employees' access to T&D oppmtunities can contribute knowledge in 
improving HRM within an organization and guide firm s' T&D plan in the best way. The 
proposed theoretical framework in this study fUither indicated that both se lection and 
rejection factors can have a s ignifïcant impact on fïrms' decis ions of T&D provision to 
employees. 
There is no deny ing that theori es from literature may not rea lly retlect in organizational 
practice and no uniformity does exist in the management of T&D. Opinions shared by 
people from various organizations always make the tap ie a tough one, and thi s calls for a 
furtper di scuss ions bas ing frorri both theoretica l and empirical views. 
CHAPTER Il 
METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Overview 
Given that more and more global firm s in China are facing the chall enge in coping with 
China's vast and growing talent pool and the meanwhile, few eff01ts so far have been 
devoted to this related domain of IHRM, a study of T &D issue fo r HCNs within MN Cs in 
China is therefore urgently needed. The ultirriate goa l of thi s research is to develop a 
thorough understanding of MN Cs ' decision mak ing about Chinese, local employees ' 
access to T &D opportunities . Based on the framework outlined in the preceding chapter 
(See Figure 1.1 0), this study sought to contribute a body of knowledge to the study of 
HCNs' T&D within MNCs by examining poss ible motivational and passive factors may 
affect MNCs ' decisions ofT&D provisions for HCNs in China. 
The first chapter basically introduced the study content and provided in Chapter II is a 
thorough historical overview of the research background as weil as the rev iew of 
literature by drawing the research variables in deta il. Based on these research variables 
that have been · di scussed in the last Chapter, Chapter Ill describes in deta il the 
methodology and procedures that were approached to conduct thi s research. lt firstly 
addresses the research questions and then, a quantitative research design is presented and 
exp lained including the identification of the research variables. The se lection of 
paJticipants and geographie location is identifi ed accordingly and the measurement 
instrument used is also discussed . ln addition, the safeguards for assuring their ethica l 
treatment with the informed consent for participants are included as we il. ln the end, a 
description of the data collection is given as weil as the data process ing procedures. 
2.2 Research Questions 
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As the management of talent is play ing an increasingly significant role for MNCs in 
China to gain and sustain their competitive advantages in thi s promising market, and on 
the other hand, China has natura lly an adequate resource of manpower, what kind of 
reasons on earth have made MNCs prefer to approach expatriations rather than to train 
and develop China's domestic talents? Jf not, under what kind of circumstances or to 
what extent might MNCs decide to train and develop their local employees in China? 
Such a series of problems have been unveiled th at the researcher is keen to puzzle them 
out. 
Driving by those questions above and believing that a li T&D decision makers must have 
some criteria for selecting or rejecting the prov ision of T &D, two questions will be 
approached to determine what these might be, one for se lecti on factors and another for 
rejection factors (Banks et al., 1987). Therefore, with the purpose of exp loring the 
variables that may influence MNCs ' decisions about Chinese loca l employees' access to 
T&D opportunities, thi s research was basically guided by two fo llowing research 
questions : 
RQl. What factors may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China? 
RQ2. What factors may hinder MN Cs from providing T &D to HCNs in China? 
2.3 Research Design 
This is a quantitative research using a survey-design method. A survey design research is 
also cal led a cross-sectional design, which entails the co ll ection of data predominantly by 
questionnaire on more than one case and at a sing le point in time in order to co llect a 
body of quantitative and quantifiab le data in connection with two or more variables 
(Bryman, 2004). 
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Discussion in Chapter II has presented the research variables in detail. Based on the 
framework outlined in the preceding chapter (See Figure 1.1 0) and the two research 
questions , this research addressed 14 independent variables class ified in two main 
categories, · which are 8 selected factors of company 's regulation (FI), related law 
(F2),security consideration (F3) ,inspiring employees' working motivation and learning 
enthusiasm (F4),maintaining or improving employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and 
commitment to the company (FS), improving employees' working performance by 
providing them new knowledge and skills (F6), meeting the needs of sorn e spec ial job 
skills (F7) and consideration of promotion for employees (F8); and 6 rej ected factors of 
T&D cost (F9), time and resource (FlO),employees' experience and language skill s for 
international commÙnication (Fll),staff tùrnover (F12),employees' requirement for a 
promotion or pay rise(Fl3) andcorporate culture reflecting an ignorance ·of T &D for 
Chinese employees (F14) in deciding the provision of T&D; and one dependent variable: 
the provision of T &D. Drawing on the previous theoretical literature rev iew in Chapter II, 
these 14 proposed factors were inferred to cause the dependent variable and the direction 
of causal influence is clear. Each variable was a statement to which the respondent was 
asked to indicate the strength of agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert Scale . 
This scale also presented a middle value of neutra! (Neither Agree nor Disagree) for 
respondents who had no appropriate opinions. 
This study did not !end to a qualitative research method or a mixed method as a great 
reliance on numerical data and statistical analysis was emphasized. Research variables 
drawing from a set of concepts in past literature was employed in the research 
instruments . A qualitative research method does not allow for a large-scale research 
participant involve:nent or the use of Likert Scale questions. In addition, the objectivity 
and universality of the connections between variables were highly expected and the 
research findings were also supposed to be generali zable to the target population. A 
qualitative research design usually adopts a relatively open-ended way of research 
questions and this can make research findings much more subjective; by contrast, a 
quantitative research method formulates the questions more exp licitly basing on the 
existing literature and previous studi es (Bryman, 2004). 
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Data collected from selected sample in a survey des ign research can represent a larger 
popularion . In this study, a large s ize sample was framed to collect the result data that 
presented the diversity . Believing th at sampling from large popul ation can provide a 
better representation of research findings and help researchers to reach a more precise 
estimate, the survey was di stributed to a large populati on from di ffe rent regions in China. 
Data gathered from this quantitative survey study represent the leaderships ' perception of 
HCNs' access toT &D within MN Cs for one point in ti me. Bryman (2004) indicated that 
quantification can provide researchers with consistent benchmark, and the measurement 
in quantitative study enables researchers to delineate finer distinctions with a consistent 
dev iee and produce more precise estimates of the degree of relationships between 
concepts. 
Addressing other frequently used methods of quantitative research such as the 
experimental des ign or the case study des ign, thi s research was not applicable to these 
methods in terms .of the nature of the study. Within a class ica l experimental des ign, two 
groups are usua lly establ ished for process ing a set of. further observations, which are 
known as the "experimental group" and the "control group" . However, thi s research 
contained only one group, the leaderships from MNCs in China. Case study des ign, as the 
word implies, is concerned w ith the detailed and particular essence of a s ing le case, 
which is obviously not a suitable way for this research either. In addition , another less-
used method known as the longitudinal design is usually considered as time-consumed 
and costly, which is a lso not the best choice for thi s study. (Bryman, 2004) 
Self-completion questi onnaires and structured interview are usua lly two ma in common 
instruments for gathering data in a survey des ign. The obvious distinction between these 
two methods is that, the former instrument requires partic ipants to read and answer the 
questions themselves while the later one involves an interviewer to ask the questi ons. 
Even the structured interview is considered to be a commonly used method in social 
research; Bryman (2004) identifi ed certain prob lems associated with this method 
including the influence of the interviewer on respondents and the poss ible bias in 
responses. Problems generating from structured interview can probably influence the 
objectivity of the data collection: Furthermore, comparing with the self-completion 
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questionnaires primarily using an easy-to-follow design, a structured interview often 
raises the questions that are more difficult and complicated to answer and this inevitably 
increase the risk that respondents fee! tired and are more incline to skip sorne questions. 
Therefore , the research survey in this study was designed to be an online self-completion 
questionnaire (See Appendix A) through a hyperlink, which was under a third pmty 
vendor, Survey Monkey. A se lf-completion quest ionnaire is adopted for four main 
reasons: 1) low cost; 2) faster to administer; 3) anonymity of the participants; 4) 
convenience for parti cipants (Bryman, 2004). An invitation letter including the hyperlink 
of this online survey was distributed via e-mail and sorne other social media platforms 
such as Linkedin35 and Weibo36. However, due to the use of bulk mailing and the Jack of 
follow-up mailing, the response rate was relatively low (Banks et al., 1 987). 
Approximately 450 questionnai res were mai led to selected participants in China, 107 of 
which were completed and 74 of which were usable for this study. Data for this research 
were collected in Apri l and May of 20 13. In add ition, considering th at this research took 
place in China and the target participants can be Chinese, notwithstanding that English 
has become a basic language skill for people to conduct international business in China, 
this questionnaire was designed both in English and Chinese. Ail data were collected 
from April !5 th to May !5 th in 2013 and analyzed using 1 BM SPSS (Statistics Package fo r 
Social Science) Statistics 19 through sorne statisti ca l tests such .as descriptive statistics, 
independent t-test and Pearson's correlation coefficients (r). 
2.4 Population 
According to incomplete statistics, over 300 000 foreign companies had invested in China 
with around 21 ,49 mi ll ion employment (See Table 1.1) and headquarters of these MN Cs 
are mainly from North America, South America, Europe, other countries in Asia, 
Australi a and Africa. The population for this research was the group of people who were 
working in MNCs that were headquartered in those regions and have subsidiaries in 
35 Linkedin is a social networking website for work professionals. As the largest profess ional 
network, Linkedin provîdes a big platform for researcher to find professional groups that rel ated 
with this research topic. 
36Weibo, referring to the min i-blogging service, is now th e most popular social media network in 
China. The abundant and valuable resources from Weibo enab led the researcher to easily find the 
professional groups that related with this research topic. 
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China. In this research , the popu lation was class ifïed .into five basic categories based on 
the possib le job tit le of the participants in MN Cs, which are l) the owner of the company; 
2) chief executive officer (CEO) in China; 3) human resource director 1 manager or 
training manager; 4) director of other department (except human resource department) 
and 5) employee. 
In order to identify ifthe population were at !east 18 years old of age, one question about 
the age of the respondents was asked in the research survey . Respondents who were un der 
18 years old of age were certified as ineligible in thi s study and the ir responses were 
considered invalid. The gender of the population was both ma le and fema le. A gender 
equality of pat1icipation was assumed and will be measured through at-test. 
2.5 Sampling 
A method of convenience sampling was used to se lect respondents. Bryman (2004) used 
to contend that in the field of organization studies, convenience sam pies probab ly play a 
more prominent role than are samples from probabili ty sampling. Conven ience samp li ng 
is a type ofnon-probabi lity sampling that simply uses the available people as the research 
participants (Bryman, 2004). lndeed, the method of convenience sampling is commonly 
used by researchers in conducting quantitat ive studies . As the name impl ies, convenience 
sampling is easy to access the samp les, less time-consuming and econom ical. Accord ing 
to Btyman (2004), a convenience sample is fairly acceptable "when the chance presents 
itselfto gather data from convenience sample and it represents too good an opportunity to 
miss" (p. l 00). 
After identifying the proper population of thi s study, samples of the population were 
selected and contacted by sending them an invitation letter via e-mail or sorne other social 
media platforms (such as Linkedin and Weibo) in arder to obtain their participation in 
this research study. A hyperlink of the online self-compl etion questionnaire was clearly 
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indicated within this invitation letter (See Appendix B) and sampl es that were agreed to 
participate in this research can eas ily access to the survey by clicking on the hyperlink. 
2.6 Geographie Location 
The selected geographie area for this study was the main land China, which is trad itionally 
divided into seven regions in provincial leve!: East China, North China, Northeast China, 
Northwest China, Central China, South China and Southwest China (See Appendix E). 
However, followin g the "opening-up" policy and the entry of WTO, the FOl pattern and 
the distribution of MNCs in China show a large disparity among reg ions. Among the 
seven regions, cities from the East China (such as Shanghai , Wuxi and Suzhou) and the 
South China (such as Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen) represen t two fast 
growing markets that firstly attracted the FOI and benefited the most from the economie 
reform; and cities from other regions such as the N01ih China (such as Beijing, Tianjin 
and Hebei), Central China (such as Henan and Anhui) and Southwest China (such as 
Sichuan and Guangx i) represent three "emerging markets" in China that rece ive more and 
more attentions from MNCs (Cui and Liu , 2000). According to Cui and Liu (2000), c ities 
from the NOJiheast China (such as Heilongjiang and Jilin) and the N01thwest China (such 
as Shanxi and Ningxia), however, are relatively less developed and less accessi ble to 
global firms; and in order to encourage more investment in these two regions, Chinese 
government has provided some privileges to attract more forei gn investors. 
Therefore, al! these seven regions in China have a very d iverse distribution of MNCs 
allowing for a wide range of T&O management and T&D per ept ions r garding the 
different objective context. 
2.7 lnfonned Consent 
lnformed consent of research subjects is one of the most important ethical rules that 
govern a research on humans. In order to ensure that the selected respondents clearly 
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understand their participation in the research and were vo luntary to participate in thi s 
study, an informed consent was provided be fore they started to complete the 
questionnaire (See Append ix D). 
After receiVlng the invitation letter (See Append ix B) which involved a simple 
introduction of the researcher as we il as the study, people who were agreed to parti ci pate 
in the survey can eas ily access to the online questionnaire by clicking on the attached 
hyperlink. Presented in the first page of the questionnaire was the research instruction 
(See Appendix C) including an explanation of the research objective and what was 
involved in the survey. By cli cking on the "Next", participants wi ll see the informed 
consent in the second page (See Appendix D), and wi ll be clearly infonned that their 
participation in this research is fully voluntary , confidential and anonymous. The consent 
was identified and approved by the institutional review board fi·om Quebec University in 
Montreal (UQAM). Within the informed consent, contact informat ion of the facu lty 
superviser was provided for participants who wished to complain or get further 
information regarding the participation of the research. To ensure that ali participants 
have reached a clear understanding of what their participation wi ll be in vo lved; ali 
documents were designed both in Engli sh and Ch inese. The study participants were 
required to click on "Y es" after the consent statement in order to access the questionnaire; 
if the patiicipants were not agreed to take pati in the survey, they were free to c lick on 
"No" and then, they wi ll be thanked for their time and unable to access the questionnaire 
and excluded from the study . 
2 .8 Confidentiali ty and Anonymity 
Ali selected participant received an invitation letter via e-mai l or other social media 
platforms (such as Linkedin and Weibo) concerning the res~arch and how the data were 
to be collected and used. Participants were not asked to provide their names or any other 
information of identification. Ali participants were guaranteed with an assurance of 
confidentiality and anonymity regarding their participation in this research study. 
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The survey instruments were administered online via Survey M~nkey , a frequently used 
survey software tool. A private account was created on Survey Monkey.com and no on~ 
can access to this account without the user name and password that developed by the 
survey creator. A web Link Çollector was used to co l lect ail anonymous responses and ali 
data were held in the stri ctest confidence. Only the researcher can access ail the data 
collected from the survey through a web link by entering the password. 
2.9 Instrumentation 
Past literature covering ali aspects of T&D in China and MNCs' T&D management 
research was reviewed in the preceding chapter, which yie lded adequate research 
information and necessary data for this research study but no existing survey instrument 
was found appropriate for the pm·pose of thi s study. lndeed, there are limited instruments 
available to measures a company 's dec ision making of T &D. Therefore , based on the ali 
variables about the T&D decision making within MNCs that were captured from Chapter 
Il , a survey instrument was designed to gather ail necessary information concern ing the 
subject of this study as weil as the demographie information from the research 
participants. 
The survey instrument contained three sections with a total of 23 questions, designed in 
both Engli sh and Chinese (See Appendix A). The three sections were respectively as 
followed : 1) General information about the company; 2) Assessment of factors th at guide 
MNCs' T&D decisions for local employees in Ch ina; 3) Persona! background about 
participants. Ali questions involved in this survey instrument were designed under the 
main princip1es of being a self-comp letions questionnaire in which questions were mainly 
of the closed kind, easy-to-follow and relatively short and simple (Bryman, 2004). 
Presented in Section 1 and Section. Ill were questions ask ing the demographie background 
of MNCs and respondents. Questions from Section II were asked with the purpose to 
measure the respondents ' perceptions regarding the relationships between the 14 
independent variables and MNCs' T&D decisions . 
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Section l General information about the company 
On the belief that the organizational demographie characteristics of business have a 
profound impact on MN Cs' deci s ions making of T &D provision, the first section required 
respondents to provide generâl information about their CUITent companies. Questions 
referred to enterprises ' business s ize typical ly including the annual revenue and 
employment size, headquarter location, established time in China as weil as their 
financial support for providing T&D to HCNs. Similar research conducted by Westhead 
(1998), which has been discussed in Chapter Il, fmiher recognized that organizations' 
age, employment si ze and location influence the provision· of T &D by employers. 
In addition, the first question m this section was a forced-choice question asking 
respondents to identify the headquarter location of their companies , which was also a 
must answer question. Provided answers to this question including regions of North 
America, South America, Europe, other countries in Asia, Australia and Africa. 
Respondents who did not answer this question cannat go on with followed questions. 
There were two main reasons for this design. Firstl y, as di scussed above, demographie 
characteristics of an organization have an impact on T&D provision. Companies 
originating from different regions represent a cultura l diversity both from a national leve! 
and an organizational leve! (Sean, 2007; Dow ling and Welch, 2004; Hofstede, 1984; 
Kelly et al., 2003 ; Shen and Darby, 2006). Secondly, the identification of MNCs ' 
' headquarter location can Im·gely reduce poss ibility of non-sampling error. Bryman (2004) 
defined non-sampling error as " the difference between the population and the sample that 
arise either from deficiencies in sampling approach or other problems" (p . 87). Since the 
populat ion in thi s study was identified as the group of people who were working in the 
MNCs that were headquartered in those regions and have subsidiaries in China. Thi s first 
question just functioned as a correct screening question helping ensure the qu alifi cation 
of respondents in tenns of meeting this prerequis ite, which made the results more 
representative. 
Section II Assessment of factors that guide MNCs ' T&D decisions for local 
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employees in China 
This sect ion consisted of 14 questions guided by the two research questions. A 5-point 
Likert Scale for instrument items were developed to obtain and access data regarding the 
14 independent variables (eight selected factors: FI , F2, F3, F4, FS, F6, F7, F8; six 
rej ected factors: F9, FIO, Fll , Fl2, F13, Fl4) related to MNCs ' provision of T&D to 
local employees in China, ranging from "strongly disagree" (!) to "strongly agree" (5) . 
The purpose of using Likert scale was to measure the intensity of respondents ' fee lings 
about the 14 factors relating to the T&D issue within MNCs (Bryman, 2004). A midpoint 
indicated the value of neutra! (Neither Agree nor Disagree) for respondents who had no 
appropriate opinions was also presented for each item. Li kert scale questi ons are usually 
considered as <me of the most corrimon techniques for conducting an in vestigati on of 
attitudes in survey research (Bryman; 2004). Based on thi s scale, a relati ve ranking of 
strength of agreement or disagreement on each item was determined to be prov ided by 
participants. 
Section III Persona! background about part ic ipants 
In the third section, social demographie information of respondents was gathered. 
Questions concerning the gender, year of birth, working age and j ob ti t le, which were also 
assumed to influence the decisions of T&D prov ision , were asked and answered 
(Westhead, 1998). Considering that the Chinese Lu nar Calendar is wide ly used in China 
which is different from the western cal en dar, the concepts of ages can be vari ous in terms 
of the calculation method (Bernard and Bern ard , 20 12). In order to prevent this 
confus ion, data of ages were unifi ed by asking respondents ' years of büt h instead of by 
asking their ages. The las t question regarding the j ob titl e of respondents was a closed 
one, which was divided into fi ve categories , which are 1) the owner of the company; 2) 
chief executive offi cer (CEO) in China; 3) hu man resource director 1 manager or training 
manager; 4) director of other department ( except human resource department) and 5) 
employee. 
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Since discuss ions in the preceding chapter highlighted the critical role of leaderships in 
decision-making of T&D within MNCs, responses from participants who have relevant 
responsibilities of T&D, such as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in China, the owner of 
company, human resource manager 1 director or director of other department, was highly 
valued in this study . A difference of perspectives may have been expected between 
employees and other leaderships. Therefore, an independent t-test will be conducted to 
compare the mean of employees and other leaderships for each leve! of independent 
variables. If the results of the test demonstrate a significant difference between the two 
groups (employees and other leadersh ips) for any of the 14 independent variables, 
responses from employees will be screened from data analysis. 
ln general, this survey instrument contained three sections, with 9 demographie questions 
about organizations and participants in Section l and Section III , and 14 Likert-type scale · 
questions in Section II . lt should be noticed that demographie questions in this 
questionnaire were mainly asked in an open-ended way except the first question in 
Section I and the last question in Section Ill. One very important reason for us ing open-
ended questions to demographie information was to tap respondents' Jeve ls of know ledge 
and understanding of issues, which was helpful for the researcher to determine if the 
respondent was eligible to complete the survey and so that it can ensure the validation of 
the data collected (Bryman, 2004). Therefore, once ali responses were returned from 
participants , inaccurate or unreasonable answers were accordingly screened from the data 
collected. ln addition, to further ensure the validity and reliab ili ty of the survey 
instrument, a pilot questionnaire was administered to two experts from UQAM prior to 
distributing the survey to the participants . Both of the pi lot study experts reviewed and 
completed the survey within 5 minutes and without any problems. Two comments were 
received from these two experts and their suggestions resulted in sorne little 
modifications to the instrument. Before a full distribution of the su rvey instrument, a pre-
test was conducted from Apri 1 151h to 201H 20 13 (one week). The survey was first ly 
adm inistered to 50 se lected participants via Lin kedin and 25% responses were retu rned 
within one week. During the pre-test period, no questions or confusions were raised 
regarding the survey instrument. 
--- ---------------------------------------------, 
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2. 10 Data Collection 
The research data were collected by the use of the online survey instrument (See 
· Appendix A) through a third patty vendor, Sm·vey Monkey. After receiving an invitation 
letter (See Appendix B) by e-mai l or other soc ial med ia platforms (such as Linkedin or 
Weibo), research participants were free to access the survey by clicking on a hyperlink 
embedded in the letter. Presented in the first page of this online survey was the research· 
instruction (See Appendix C), participants can free ly c lick on the "Next" butten after 
reading the instruction to access the second page wh ich was the research informed 
consent (See Appendix D). Participants giving the permission to do the survey simply 
clicked on the "Y es" button in the end of the infonned consent to start res pond the survey 
questions. Upon completion of the survey, participants returned the survey as we il as their 
responses via hyperlink, which was labeled as "Done", to a survey data co ll ecter provided 
by Survey Monkey. The researcher accessed the data collected via a hyperlink to the 
col lecter after entering the password. The co ll ecter of Survey Monkey can provide data in 
severa! popular used form ats. For the convenience and intuitivism of operat ion, the 
researcher selected an Excel form at to obtain the general summary of the result and 
selected a SPSS format to generate ail detail data from the responses. Ali data were 
collected in April and May 2013 . 
2.11 Data Process ing and Analysis 
Since the research data were collected in a SPSS format via Survey Monkey, the process 
of data entry was automatically omitted . After ali data were collected, a process of data 
preparation was first ly conducted before the analys is, including screening inaccurate data, 
editing and recoding data. This process aimed to ensure the accuracy of reported data. A 
total number of 107 surveys have been returned and 74 were finally used for this study 
after the screening process. Ail incomplete or unreasonable responses from these 74 
surveys were coded as missing data for the data analysis. 
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Among ali demographie questions from the survey instrument, severa! data of closed 
questions were initially coded in a numerical scale as followed: 
Please select the region in which your company's headquarter is located 
North America= 1 
South America = 2 
Europe = 3 
Asia (except China)= 4 
Af'rica = 5 
Australia =6 
Your gender: 
Female = 1 
Male =2 
Which of the following titi es most closely matches y our job leve!? 
The Owner of the company = 1 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in China = 2 
Hu man Resource Director/Manager or Training Manager= 3 
Director of other department ( except Hu man Resource Department) = 4 
Employee= 5 
Other open-ended demographie questions from the survey instrument outputting data of 
string variables were recorded into numeric variables based on the frequency 
distributions: 
How many years has your company established subsidiary or subsidiaries in China? 
0-5 years = 1 
6 - 10 years = 2 
11 - 15 years = 3 
16-20 years = 4 
21 - 25 years = 5 
More than 26 years = 6 
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Please estimate how many people are currently employed in China by your company 
(the total numbers offull-time employees and part-time employees) : 
Less than or equal to 99 = 1 
100-499 = 2 
500-999 = 3 
1 000 - 4 999 = 4 
Greater th an or equal to 5 000 = 5 
Please indicate the range that best approximates your company's amlUal revenue in 
China (amounts in USD do llars): 
Less than or equal to 499 999 = 1 
500 000 - 999 999 = 2 
1 000 000 - 4 999 999 = 3 
5 000 000 - 9 999 999 = 4 
10 000 000 - 49 999 999 = 5 
Greater than or equal to 50 000 000 = 6 
Please estimate wh at percentages of total revenue in China do es y our company spend 
every year in Training and Development for local Chinese employees? 
0% - 0,49% = 1 
0,50%- 0,99% = 2 
1,00% - 1,49% = 3 
1,5 0%- 1,99% = 4 
2,00%-4,99% = 5 
5,00%- 9,99% = 6 
Greater th an or equal to 10,00% = 7 
Your year ofbirth? 
In or after 1980 = 1 
1970 - 1979 = 2 
1960- 1969 = 3 
In or before 1959 = 4 
How many years have you worked in CUITent company? 
Less than ] years = 1 
4 - 5 years = 2 
6-9 years = 3 
10 - 14years=4 
More than 15 years = 5 
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Since di scussions above emphasized an expectation of different perspectives from 
employees and other leaderships and an independent t-test will be conducted to verify in 
this study , variables ofrespondents' job titl es were therefore recoded as we il : 
Leaderships = 1 ( including the owner of the company; CEO in China; human 
resource director 1 manager or training manager; director of other department) 
Employees = 2 
In add ition, report fro m the descriptive statistics analysi s of the survey results indicated 
that around 43 ,2% of surveyed MN Cs were headquartered in North America, while only 
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29,7% were in Europe, 18,9% were in Asia, 2,7% were in South America, 5,4% were in 
Australia and 0 was in Africa (See Figure 2.1). 
South 
America 
2.7% 
5.4% 
Figure 2.1 Percentage for regions of MN Cs' headquarters location. 
This wide gap between the percentage of North America and other regions revealed an 
unequal distribution of surveyed companies, which was mainly due to the sample of 
convenience. It was not feasible to measure the research independent variables according 
to the six regions , as data from regions with relatively law percentages were not 
considered as representative. Therefore , instead of measu ring the six region variables, a 
classification was conducted by recoding the s ix region variables into two and an 
independent !-test to find out the relationship between Notth America and other regions 
was followed as well: 
Nütth America= 1 
Other regions = 2 
After the process of preparation, the analysis of data was carried out. Data analysis 
included descriptive statistics (frequency analysis), independent samples !-test and 
Pearson ' s correlation coefficients (r) . 
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With descriptive statistics (fTequency analysis), measures of central tendency were firstly 
used to analyze the basic characteristics of demograph ic information gathered fTom 
Section I and Section III, and the frequency distribution of data were determined through 
the measurement of means, median and mode, and the frequencies and percentage of data 
were reported in the results. For the descri'ptive stati stics of 14 independent variables (14 
factors) in this study, measures of central tendency and di spersion were both used to 
analyze the data collected from Section II, and the frequency distribution of data were 
determined through the measurement of range, variance and standard deviation , as weil as 
the means, median and mode. According to Plaisent et al. (2009), measures of central 
tendency are usually used to describe the distribution of a continuous variable su ch as age 
and gender, while measures of dispersion are more often used to describe the spread of 
data and the departure from central tendency. Sin ce questions in Section II asked 
respondents' perceptions about the 14 factors relating to the T&D decision-makings 
within MNCs by using a 5-point Likert Scale to measure the strength of agreement, the 
measures of central tendency cannot tell the whole story about the distribution of 
responses. Measures of dispersion are therefore considered to be more useful to describe 
the variability of the data distribution. 
After the analysis of descriptive statistics, three independent samples t-tests were 
followed. Comparing two means can help establish a bivariate relation of interest between 
a metric and non-metric variable (Plaisent et al. , 2009). The first independent t-test was 
conducted to find out if there are differences in the degree of agreement to the 14 factors 
between leaderships and employees. Discussions above indicated an expectation of 
different perspectives from employees and leaderships, and results from the test may lead 
to a screening process for the following data analysis if a significant difference between 
the two groups (employees. and other leaderships) for any of the 14 in dependent variables 
was found. The second independent t-test was conducted to measure the possible 
difference in the degree of agreement to the 14 factors between the two classifications of 
regions for MNCs' headquarters (North America and other regions), and reasons were 
explained above. The last independent t-test was conducted to compare the mean leve! of 
agreement degree qetween female and male with an equal distribution of respondents' 
genders were found from the descriptive statistics. For ali of these three in dependent t-
fests, the null hypotheses (Ho) stated that the two sample means (J.l) for each test were 
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equal which means there is no difference between the two samples; and the alternative 
hypotheses (H 1), however, stated that the two sample means (f.l) for each test were 
unequal which means there is a difference between the two samples. Normally, a leve] for 
ali these three tests was ,05 (a= ,05). If the significance (p value) of Levene 's test is less 
than or equal to a leve! (p :S ,05), the equal variances between the two samp!es were 
assumed unequal and the "Equal variances not assumed" test will be used; if the p value 
of Levene's test is lat·ger than a leve! (p> ,05), the equa l variances between the two 
samples were assumed and the "Equal variances assumed" test will be used. A statistical 
significance (p value) associated .with the t-test of less than 0,05 was considered 
statistically significant and the nul! hypothesis (Ho) was therefore rejected. 
Pearson's correlation coefficients (r) were firstly calculated to examine the correlation of 
the 14 independent variables (the 14 factors) to the two research questions in thi s study . 
Then two tests of Pearson 's correlation coefficients (() were conducted to measure the 
correlation between the data from the second question in Section I (years of surveyed 
MNCs' subsidiaries established in China) and the 14 factors, as weil as the correlation 
between the data from the third qu estion in Section 1 (numbers of total employees) and 
the 14 factors. Both the third and the fourth question (annual revenue) in Section 1 
represented the s ize of companies, however, results from descriptive statistics indicated 
that the re was a large number of missing data ( 17) to the fourth question (See Table 3 . l 0). 
Similarly, 11 missing data were found to the last question in Section I (percentage of 
annual revenue spent in T&D for HCNs in China) (See Table 3.11). Miss ing data indicate 
that respondents do not want to answer the question or do not know how to answer the 
question . Therefore, only data of MN Cs' subsidiari es established years in China and data 
of MN Cs' employees' numbers were used to measure the correlations with the 14 fac tors 
in this study. Correlation coeffic ients indicate the degree of a linear association between 
two quantitative variables (Plaisent et al., 2009). Pearson's correlation coefficients (r) 
vary between -1,00 and 1 ,00, with 0 representing absolutely association between two 
variables. The null hypothes is (H0) for the Pearson correlati on coefficient stated that there 
is no association between the two variab les (r = 0). A statistical sign ificance (p value) of 
Jess than 0,05 was considered statistically signifi cant and the nul! hypothesis (Ho) was 
therefore rejected. Correlation being significant at the 0,01 leve! indicated th at the result 
could have occurred one ti me out of 100 sol ely by chance and significance of su ch a 
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result can be indicated by the statement of p< ,0 !. Correlation being significant at the 
0,05 leve! indicated that there is a 5% that the result could have occurred (p> ,05). If a 
Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) found between two variables, for example variable X 
and variable Y, then we can predict Y from knowing X. 
All tests in thi s research were 2-tailed and all analyses in this research were perfonned by 
using IBM SPSS Statistics 19. 
2.12 Summary 
Discussions of the study design by using a quantitative method were identified in Chapter 
III. This quantitative research was designed to invest igate MNCs' T&D provision 
decisions to HCNs in China from the perspectives of both leaderships and employees 
within MNCs. 
The pm-pose of this Chapter was to describe the research methodology in detail , including 
the research questions, research design, and identifi cati on of the study population and 
sampling frame as weil as the geographie location. In addition, thi s Chapter has also 
introduced the instrument of a self-completi on survey, the data collection and the 
treatment of data. Chapter IV presents the results of data, analys is of data as weil as ali 
other relevant findings. 
CHAPTER III 
FTNDINGS 
3.1 Overview 
The purpose of this quantitative study was to tind the factors that may influence the 
decis ion making ofMNCs' T&D provision for HCNs in China. Respondents' perceptions 
regarding the relationships between the possib le factors and MNCs' T&D decisions were 
measured by different variables from respondents' or organizational demographie data. 
Discussed in the preceding chapter was the research methodology of this study including 
research questions, research design, population, sample, geography, ethica l treatment, 
survey instrument, and the technique of data collection and treatment. Chapter IV 
presents the research findings of the data collecte ct from survey respondents. 
This chapter firstly discussed the results from the descriptive stati stics on the 
demographie characteristics of the research respondents and surveyed MNCs. Then, 
findings from the independent samples t-tests for the measurement of the difference 
between relevant variables were presented and explained. Tests of Pearson's correlat ion 
coefficients (r) for examine the correlation between the 14 independent variables (the 14 
factors) in this study were also outlined. At 1ast, an overall summary of these research 
findings concluded this chapter. 
3.2 Descriptive Statistics 
3.2.1 Demographies ofrespondents 
Approximately 450 questionnaires were mailed to selected participants in China. A total 
sample of 74 was received during the months of April and May 2013 for a corresponding 
' 1 
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responses rate of around 16,4%. The participants were almost evenly split between 
female (48,6%) and male (51,4%). Table 3. 1 illustrates the frequency and gender 
percentage. 
Female 
Male 
Total 
Table 3.1 
Gender of respondents 
Frequency 
36 
38 
74 
Percent 
48,6 
51,4 
100,0 
Forty-one point nine percent of respondents were born in 1980s, 35 ,1% were born in 
1970s, 14,9% were born in 1960s and only 6,8% were born in or before 1950s. Table 3.2 
presents the frequency and percentage of respondents' years of birth w ith one missing 
data included . 
Val id 
Missing 
Total 
Table 3.2 
Years of respondents' birth 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
In or after 1980 3 1 41 ,9 42,5 
1970 - 1979 26 35,1 35,6 
1960 - 1969 11 14,9 15,1 
In or before 1959 5 6,8 6,8 
Total 73 98,6 100,0 
System 1 1,4 
74 100,0 
Cumulative 
Percent 
42 ,5 
78,1 
93,2 
100,0 
Va !id 
Missing 
Total 
Table 3.3 
Years of working in current MN Cs 
Frequency Percent Val id Percent 
Less thau 3 years 31 41 ,9 43 ,1 
4-5 years 16 21 ,6 22,2 
6-9 years 13 17,6 15,1 
10- 14 years 6 8,1 8,3 
More thau 15 years 6 8,1 8,3 
Total 72 97,3 100,0 
System 2 2,7 
74 100,0 
Cumulative 
Percent 
43,1 
95,3 
83 ,3 
91,7 
100,0 
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Forty-one point nine percent of respondents reported have been working in current 
companies (MN Cs) for less than 3 years, 21,6% have been working for 4 to 5 years, 17,6 
have been working for 6 to 9 years 8,1% have been working for 10 to 14 years and 8,1% 
have been working for more than 15 years in current MNCs. Data are pœsented in Table 
3.3 . Two missing data were reported in the resu lt. 
Table 3.4 
Job levels of respondents 
Frequency Percent 
The Owner of the company 4 5,4 
ChiefExecutive Officer(CEO) in China 3 4,1 
HumanResource Director 1 Manager of Training 27 16,5 
Director from other department 22 29, 7 
Employees 18 24,3 
Total 74 100,0 
Seventy-five point seven percent of respondents (f = 56) were reported currently serving 
in leadership positions versus 24,3% employees (f = 18) within MNCs. Among the 56 
leaderships from the respondents , a large number of 27 were in the positions of human 
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resource (HR) director 1 manager or training manager and 22 were directors of other 
department (expect HR). On ly 4 respondents were owners of companies and 3 were chief 
executive officers (CEOs) in China. Presented in Tab le 3.4 are data respondents' job titles 
in detail. Table 3.5 illustrates the frequency and percentage of respondents' roles within 
MNCs classifying by leaderships and employees . 
Table 3.5 
Job level's of respondents 
(leaderships versus emp loyees) 
Frequency Percent 
Leaderships 56 75,7 
Employees 18 24,3 
Total 74 100,0 
3.2.2 . Demographies of su rveyed MN Cs 
As mentioned in Chapter III , 43,2% of respondents were working in MNCs 
headquartering in North America, 29,7% were in Europe, 18,9% were in Asia, 2,7% were 
in South America, 5,4% were in Âustrali a and 0 was in Africa. Data of frequency and 
percentage are presented in Table 3.6. 
Discussed in Chapter III also indicated that due to the unequ al regional distribution of 
surveyed MNCs' headquarters, a class ification was conducted by recoding the six region 
variables into two in order to compare the difference between North America and other 
regions through an independent !-test. Therefore, data of frequency and percentage 
between North America and other regions are presented in Tab le 3.7. 
Table 3.6 
Regions of MN Cs' headquarters 
Frequency Percent 
North America 32 43 ,2 
South America 2 2,7 
Europe 22 29,7 
Asia ( except China) 14 18,9 
Australia 4 5 ,4 
Total 74 100,0 
Table 3.7 
Regions of MN Cs' headquarters 
(North America versus other regions) 
Frequency Percent 
North America 32 43,2 
Other regions 42 56,8 
Total 74 100,0 
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Among 74 responses, 20,3% of surveyed MNCs reported have established subsidiaries in 
China for 1 year to 5 years, 29,7% for 6 to 10 years, 23 ,0% for 11 to 15 years, 13 ,5% for 
16 'to 20 years, 6,8% for 21 to 25 years , and only 5,4% for more than 26 years . 
Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.8. One miss ing data was reported in the result. 
Twenty-three percent of surveyed MN Cs have less than or equal to 99 employees in total , 
32,4% have 100 to 499 employees , 10,8% have 500 to 999 employees, 17,6% have 1 000 
to 4 999 employees, and 16,2% have more than or equal to 5 000 employees. Data of 
frequency and percentage are presented in Table 3.9 . 
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Table 3.8 
Years of subsidiaries established in China 
Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Percent 
Va !id 1- 5 yea.rs 15 20,3 20,5 20,5 
6 - 10 years 22 29,7 30, 1 50,7 
11 - 15 years 17 23,0. 23,3 74,0 
16-20 years 10 13,5 13,7 87,7 
21 -25 years 5 6,8 6,8 94 ,5 
More tban 25 yea.Js 4 5,4 5,5 100,0 
Total 73 98,6 100,0 
Missing System 1 1,4 
Total 74 100,0 
Table 3.9 
Total employees (full time + part time) 
Number of total employees Frequency Percent 
Less than or equal to 99 17 23,0 
100 - 499 24 32,4 
500-999 8 10,8 
1 000-4 999 13 17,6 
Grea ter than or equal to 5 000 12 16,2 
Total 74 100,0 
Reports showed th at 21,6% of survey MN Cs reached an annual revenue of 50 000 000 
USD dollars in China, 16,2% with an annual revenue from 10 000 000 to 49 999 999 
USD dollars, 2,7% with 5 000 000 to 9 999 999 USD dollars, 12,2% with 1 000 000 to 4 
999 999 USD dollars, 8,1% with 500 000 to 999 999 USD dollars, and 16,2% with Jess 
than or equal to 499 999 USD dollars. Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.10. 
Seventeen missing data were reported in the result. 
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Table 3.10 
Annual revenue in China (in USD dollars) 
Annua1 revenue in Va !id Cumulative 
China (in USD dollars) Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
Valid Less tban or equal to 12 16,2 21,1 21 ,1 
499 999 
500 000 - 999. 999 6 8,1 . 10,5 31,6 
1 000 000 - 4 999 999 9 12,2. 15,8 47,4 
5 000 000 - 9 999 999 2 2,7 3,5 50,9 
lü 000 000 - 49 999 999 12 16,2 21,1 71 ,9 
Grea ter th an or equal to 16 21,6 28,1 100,0 
50 000 000 
Tota l 57 77,0 100,0 
Missing System 17 23,0 
Total 74 100,0 
Tab le 3.11 
Percentage of an nuai revenue spent in T &D for HCNs in China 
Val id Cumulative Frequency Percent Percent Petcent 
Val id 0%-0,49% 14 18,9 22,2 22 ,2 
0,50% - 0,99% 4 5,4 6,3 28,6 
1,00%- 1,4% 13 17,6. 20,6 49,2 
1,50%-1,99% 6 8,1 9,5 58,7 
2,00%- 4,99% 10 13 ,5 15 ,9 74 ,6 
5,00%-9,99% 2 2) 3,2 77,8 
Great er !ban or 
equal to 10,00% 14 18,9 22,2 100,0 
Total 63 85,1 100,0 
Missing System Il 14 ,9 
Total 74 100,0 
With the annual revenue in China, 18,9% of surveyed MN Cs spent Jess th an 0,49% of the 
total revenue in T&D for local employees in China every year, 5,4% spent from 0,50% to 
0,99% of the annual revenue, 17,6% spent from 1,00% to 1,49% of the annual revenue, 
8,1% spent from 1,50% to 1,99% of the an nuai revenue, 13,5% spent from 2,00% to 
4,99% of the annual revenue, 2,7% spent from 5,00% to 9,99% of the annual revenue, 
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and over 18,9% of the surveyed MN Cs indicated that more than 10,00% of annual 
revenue were spent in T&D for local employees in China every year. Descriptive data are 
presented in Table 3.11. Eleven miss ing data were repo1ted in the result. 
3 .2.3 Descriptive statistics of the 14 factors 
Basic characteristics of demographie data gathered from Section l and Section III were 
described by using the measures of central tendency. As di scussed in Chapter III , for a 
better understanding of the distributions of 14 independent variables in this study , 
measures of central tendency and dispersion were both used to analyze the descriptive 
statistics of data gathered from Section Il. 
Two research questions gu ided the second Section and 14 variables were proposed to 
measure these two questions. Eight selected factors (FI, F2, F3 , F4, FS, F6, F7, F8) were 
used to measure the first question and six rejected factors (F9, FIO, Fil , F12, FI3 , Fl4) 
were used to measure the second question. Data to each question are presented as 
followed. 
RQI. What factors may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China? 
Presented in Table 3. 12 and Table 3.13 are basic data about frequency distributions of 
each variable (FI to F8) to the fi rst research questions. Detail ed analyses for each 
variable are described as followed. 
Variab le FI stands for "Company ' s regulation required" . A total of 74 respondents (no 
missing data) indicated the ir degrees of agreement in which company' s regulation may 
motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 
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Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The output for the measures of central 
tendency for factors of company ' s regulation shows that most respondent (with a 
percentage of 37,8%, a number of 28) neither agree nor disagree (=3) that company' s 
regulation may moti vate MN Cs to provide T &D to HCNs in China. The mean number is 
3,70, representing the average degree of agreement is around 3,70; the mode number is 3, 
which means most res pondents " neither agree nor d isagree" (=3); the medi an number is 
4, representi ng the middl e value of the distribution is "moderately agree" (=4) . The output 
for the measures of dispersion for the factor of company 's regulation shows that the 
highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 
(minimum) . The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the standard dev iation is 1,095 (relative ly high) 
and the vari ance is 1, 198. A standard dev iati on of 1,095 on a 5- point scale indi cates that 
responses are dispersed al most fa irly around the mean of 3,70. 
Table 3.12 
Stati sti cs for Ft to F8 
Statistics 
Fl F2 F3 F4 ' FS F6 F7 F8 
N Valid 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 3,70 3,81 4,07 4,11 4,11 4,3 1 4,19 3,99 
Median 4,00 4,00 4 ,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 
Mode 3 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Std. Deviation 1,095 1,201 ,855 ,769 ,837 ,7 39 ,734 ,899 
Variance 1,198 1,443 ,73 1 ,591 ,700 ,546 ,539 ,808 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Variable F2 stands fo r "Requi red by related law" . A total of 74 respondents (no miss ing 
data) indicated the ir degrees of agreement in which related law may motivate MN Cs to 
provide T&D to HCNs in China, using a 5-point sca le, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = 
Moderate ly Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = 
Strongly Agree. The output for the m easures of centra l tendency for the factor of re lated 
law shows that most respondent (with a percentage of 39,2%, a number of 29) strongly 
agree (=5) that related law may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. The 
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mean number is 3,81 , representing the average degree of agreement is around 3,81 ; th e 
mode riumber is 5, which means most respondents "strongly agree" (=5); the median 
number is 4 , represent ing the middle value of the distribution is "moderately agree" (=4) . 
The output for the measures of dispersion for the factor of related law shows that the 
highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 
(minimum). The range is 4 (5- 1 = 4), the standard dev iati on is 1,201 and the variance is 
1 ,443. A standard deviat ion of 1,201 on a 5- po int sc ale indicates th at responses are 
dispersed al most fa irly around the mean of 3,8 1. 
Table 3.13 
Frequencies and Percentages for F1 to F8 
Frequeo d es and Percen1ages 
Fl F2 F3 F4 FS F6 F7 F8 
f p f p f p f f p f f p f p 
Val id Strongly Dis.agree 6,8 5,4 2,7 1,4 1,4 1,4 1,4 1,4 
Moderotely 0,0 8 ,1 l ,Î 1,4 2.7 0 0,0 0 0,0 5,4 Di sa gree 
Ncither Agree nor 
28 37,8 19 25,ï 8,1 9 12,2 10 13,5 8, 1 8 10,8 12 16,2 
Disagree 
Moderatcly Agree 20 27 ,0 16 21,6 42 56,8 41 55,4 36 48,6 35 47,3 40 54, 1 35 47.) 
Strongly Agree 21 28,4 29 39.2 21 28,4 n 29.7 25 33 ,8 32 43 ,2 25 33 ,8 22 29 ,7 
Total 74 100,0 74 100,0 73 98,6 i4 100,0 74 100,0 i4 100,0 74 100,0 74 100,0 
*iissing System 1,4 
Total 74 100,0 
f= Frequency 
P = Percent 
Variable F3 stands for "Consideration of security, to prevent workplace acc idents". A 
total of 73 respondents indicated their degrees of agreement in which cons idera~ion of 
security may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China, us ing a 5-point scale, 
with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderate ly Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 
= Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The total sample was 74 and one respondent 
did not answer th is question and therefore is considered miss ing data. The output for the 
measures of centra l tendency for the factor of security consideration shows that most 
respondent (with a percentage of 56,8%, a number of 42) moderately agree (=4) that 
consideration of security may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. The 
mean number is 4,07, representing the average degree of agreement is around 4,07; the 
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mode number is 4, which means most respondents "moderately agree" (=4); the median 
number is 4, representing the middle va lue of the di stribution is "moderately agree" (=4). 
The output for the measures of dispersion for the factor of consideration of security 
shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response 
is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the standard deviation is ,855 and the variance 
is ,73.1. A standard deviation of ,855 on a 5- point scale indicates that responses are 
dispersed fairly around the mean of 4,07. 
Variable F4 stands for "To inspire employees' working motivation and learn ing 
enthusiasm". A total of 74 respondents (no miss ing data) indicated their degrees of 
agreement in which employees ' working motivation and learning enthus iasm may 
motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, wi th 1 
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderate ly Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 
Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The output for the measures of central 
tendency for the factor of inspiring employees' working motivation and learning 
enthusiasm shows th at most res pondent (with a percentage of 55,4%, a number of 41) 
moderately agree (=4) that the factor of inspiring employees' working motivation and 
learning enthusiasm may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. The mean 
number is 4.11 , representing the average degree of agreement is around 4.11 ; the mode 
number is 4, which means most respondents "moderately agree" (=4); the median number 
is 4, representing the middle value of the distribution is "moderately agree" (=4). The 
output. for the measures of di spersion for the facto r of inspiring employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusias m shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale 
is 5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the 
standard deviation is , 769 and the variance is ,591. A standard deviation of ,769 on a 5-
point scale indicates that responses are dispersed fair ly around the mean of 4, Il. 
Variable FS stands for "To maintain or improve employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and 
commitment to the company". A total of 74 respondents (no missing data) indicated their 
degrees of agreement in which the factor of maintaining and improving employees' job 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitment to the company motivated MN Cs to provide T &D 
to HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 ,= Moderately 
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Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree . 
The output for the measures of central tendency for the factor of maintaining and 
improving employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment to the company shows 
that most respondent (with a percentage of 48,6%, a number of 36) moderately agree (=4) 
that the factor of maintaining and improving employees ' job satisfaction , loyalty and 
commitment to the company may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to 1-ICNs in China. 
The mean number is 4, Il , representing the average degree of agreement is around 4, Il; 
the mode number is 4, which means most respondents " moderate ly agree" (=4); the 
median number is 4, representing the middle value of the di stribution is " moderately 
agree" (=4). The output for the measures of di spersion for the factor of maintaining and 
improving employees' job satisfaction , loyalty a.nd commitment to the company shows 
that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 
(minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the standard deviation is ,837 and the variance is 
,700. A standard deviation of ,837 on a 5- point sca le indicates that responses are 
dispersed fairly around the mean of 4, Il . 
Variable F6 stands for "To improve employees' working performance by providing them 
new knowledge and skills". A total of 74 respondents (no miss ing data) indicated their 
degrees of agreement in which the factor of improving employees' working performance 
may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China, usi ng a 5-po int sca le, with 1 = 
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderate ly Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = 
Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The output for the meas ures of central 
tendency for the factor of improving employees ' working performance shows that most 
respondeilt (with a percentage of 47 ,3%, a number of 35) moderate ly agree (=4) or (with 
a percentage of 43 ,2%, a number of 32) strongly agree (=5) that the factor of improv ing 
employees' working performance may motivate MNCs to prov ide T&D to HCNs in 
China. The mean number is 4,31, representing the average degree of agreement is around 
4,31; the mode number is 4, which means most respondents " moderate ly agree" (=4); the 
median number is 4, representing the middle value of the distribution is "moderately 
agree" (=4). The output for the measures of d ispersion for the factor of improving 
employees' working performance shows th at the highest response on the 5-po int scale is 
5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the 
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standard deviation is ,739 and the variance is .546. A standard deviation of, 739 on a 5-
point scale indicates that responses are dispersed fairly around the mean of 4,3 1. 
Variable F7 stands for "To meet the needs of sorne special job skills". A total of 74 
respondents (no missing data) indicated their degrees of agreement in which the factor of 
meeting the needs of special job sk ills may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in 
China, us.ing a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = 
Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The output 
for the measures of centra l tendency for the factor of meeting the needs of spec ial job 
skills shows that most respondent (with a percentage of 54,1 %, a number of 40) 
moderately agree (=4) that the factor of meeting the needs of spec ial job sk ills may 
motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. The mean number is 4, 19, 
representing the average degree of agreement is around 4, 19; the mode number is 4, 
wh ich means most respondents "mciderately agree" (=4); the median number is 4, 
representing the middle value of the distribution is "moderately agree" (=4). The output 
for the measures of dispersion for the factor of meeting the needs of spec ial job skills 
shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response 
is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5-1 = 4), the standard deviation is ,734 and the variance 
is ,539. A standard deviation of ,734 on a 5- point scale indicates that responses are 
dispersed fairly around the mean of 4, 19. 
Variable F8 stands for "T &D is considered as one of the prerequisites for advancing 
employees". A total of 74 respondents (no missing data) indicated their degrees of 
agreement in which consideration of promotion may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to 
HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately 
Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree . 
The output for the measures of central tendency for the factor of promotion consideration 
shows that most respondent (with a percentage of 47,3%, a number of 35) moderately 
agree (=4) that consideration of promotion may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to 
HCNs in China. The mean number is 3,99, representing the average degree of agreement 
is around 3,99; the mode number is 4, which means most respondents " moderately agree" 
(=4); the median number is 4, representing the middle value of the distribution is 
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"moderately agree" (=4). The output for the measures of dispersion for the factor of 
promotion consideration shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 
(maximum) and lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the standard 
deviation is ,899 and the variance is .808. A standard deviation of ,734 on a 5- point scale 
indicates that responses are dispersed fairly around the mean of 3,99. 
To be noticed, among these eight variables, standard deviations for variable FI 
(company's regulation)(Std. Deviation= 1,095) and F2 (related law) (Std. Deviation = 
1,20 1) were relatively higher th an other six variables (> 1 ), which indicated th at 
responses for factors of company's regulation and related law were dispersed less closely 
around the mean number comparing with other six factors . 
RQ2. What factors may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China? 
Presented in Table 3.14 and Table 3.15 are basic data about frequency di stributions of 
each variab le (F9 to 14) to the second research questions. Detailed analyses for each 
variable are described as followed. 
Table 3.14 
Statistics for F9 to F14 
Statistics 
F9 FlO Fll F12 F13 F14 
N Val id 74 73 73 73 73 73 
Missing 0 1 1 
Mean 3,49 3,60 2,78 2,68 2,63 3,26 
Median 3,00 4,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 3,00 
Mode 3 4 2 2 2 4 
Std. Deviation 1,050 1,090 1,181 1,177 1,2 19 1,1 91 
Variance 1,103 1,187 1,396 1,385 1,486 1,417 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 
lOO 
Variable F9 stands for "Cost of T&D" . A total of 74 respondents (no Imssmg data) 
indicated their degrees of agreement in which T&D cost may hinder MNCs from 
providing T&D to HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with l = Strongly Disagree, 2 = 
Moderately Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = 
Strongly Agree. The output for the measures of central tendency for the factor of T &D 
cost shows that most respondent (with a percentage of 36,5%, a number of 27) neither 
agree nor disagree (=3) that T&D cost may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs 
in China. The mean number is 3,49, representing the average degree of agreement is 
around 3,49; the mode number is 3, which means most respondents "neither agree nor 
disagree" (=3); the median number is 3, representing the middle value of the distribution 
is "neither agree nor di sagree" (=3). The output for the measures of di spersion fo r the 
factor of T &D cost shows th at the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maxi mum) 
and lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - l = 4), the standard deviation is 
1,050 (relatively high) and the variance is l , l 03. A standard dev iation of 1 ,050 on a 5-
point sca le indicates th at responses are di spersed a l most fair! y around the mean of 3,49. 
Variable FlO stands for "Lack enough time and resource". A total of 73 respondents 
indicated their degrees of agreement in which the lack of enough time and resource may 
hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 
Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The total sample was 74 and one respondent 
did not answer this question and therefore is considered miss ing data . The output for the 
measures of central tendency for the factor of lacking enough time and resource shows 
that most respondent (with a percentage of 44,6%, a number of 33) moderate ly agree (=4) 
that the lack of enough time and resource may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to 
HCNs in China. The mean number is 3,60, representing the average degree of agreement 
is around 3,60; the mode number is 4, which means most respondents " moderately agree" 
(=4); the median numbet is 4, representing the middle value of the distribution is 
"moderately agree" (=4). The output for the measures of dispersion for the factor of 
lacking enough time and resource shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 
5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 (min imum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the 
standard deviation is 1,090 and the variance is 1, 187. A standard dev iation of 1,090 on a 
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5- point scale indicates that responses are di spersed a lmost fairly around the mean of 
3,60. 
Table 3.15 
Frequencies and Percentages for F9 to Fl4 
Frequencies and Perceotages 
F9 FlO Fll Fl2 Fl3 Fl4 
f p f p f p f p f p f p 
Val id Strongly Disagree 2 2.7 4,1 9,5 8 10,8 10 13,5 6 8,1 
Moderately 10 13,5 Il 14,9 30 40,5 32 43,2 33 44 ,6 15 20,3 
Neither Agree nor 
27 36,5 12 16,2 17 23 ,0 17 23,0 13 17,6 17 23,0 Dis agree 
Moderately Agree 20 27 ,0 33 44 ,6 10 13,5 9,5 10,8 24 32 ,4 
Strongly Agr ee 15 20,3 14 18,9 9 12,2 9 12,2 9 12,2 Il 14,9 
Total 74 100,0 73 98,6 73 98,6 73 98,6 73 98,6 73 98,6 
.Nlissing System 1,4 1,4 1,4 1,4 1,4 
Total 74 100,0 74 100,0 74 100,0 74 100,0 74 100,0 
f = Frequency 
P =Percent 
Variable Fll stands for "Consider that employees' experience and language skil ls for 
international communication are limited". A tota l of 73 respondents ind icated thei r 
degrees of agreement in which emp loyees' experience and language ski ll s for 
international communication may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China, 
using a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = Neither 
Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The total sample was 
74 and one respondent did not answer this question and therefore is considered miss ing 
data. The o~tput for the measures of central tendency for the factor of employees' 
experience and language skills for international communication shows that most 
respondent (with a percentage of 40,5%, a number of 30) moderately di sagree (=2) that 
employees' experience and language skills fo r international communication may hinder 
MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in Ch ina. The mean number is 2,78, representing 
the av~rage degree of agreement is around 2,78; the mode number is 2, which means most 
respondents "moderately disagree" (=2); the median number is ?' representing the middle 
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value of the distribution is "moderately disagree" (=2). The output for the measures of 
dispersion for the factor of employees' experience and language skills for international 
communication shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and 
lowest response .is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the standard deviation is 
1,181 and the variance is 1 ,396. A standard deviation of 1,181 on a 5- point scale 
indicates th at responses are dispersed almost fairly around the mean of 2, 78. 
Variable Fl2 stands for "Fear of staff turnover". A total of 73 respondents indicated the ir 
degrees of agreement in which staff turnover may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to 
HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately 
Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. 
The total sample was 74 and one respondent did not answer this question and therefore is 
considered missing data. The output for the measures of central tendency for the factor of 
staff turnover shows that most respondent (with a percentage of 43,2%, a number of 32) 
moderately disagree (=2) that staff turnover may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to 
HCNs in China·. The mean number is 2,68, representing the average degree of agreement 
is around 2,68; the mode number is 2, which means most respondents "moderately 
disagree" (=2); the median number is 2, representing the middle value of the distribution 
is "moderately disagree" (=2). The output for the measures of dispersion for the factor of 
staff turnover shows that the highest response on the 5-point scale is 5 (max imum) and 
lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 4), the standard dev iation is 
1,177 and the variance is 1,3 85. A standard deviation of 1, 177 on a 5- point sca le 
indicates that responses are dispersed al most fairly around the mean of 2,68. 
Variable Fl3 stands for "Fear that newly trained employees demand a promotion or pay 
rise". A total of 73 respondents indicated the ir degrees of agreement in wh ich employees' 
requirement for a promotion or pay rise may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs 
in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = 
Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The total 
sample was 74 and one respondent did not answer this question and therefore is 
considered missing data. The output for the measures of central tendency for the factor of 
employees ' requirement for a promotion or pay rise shows that most respondent (with a 
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percentage of 44,6%, a number of 33) moderately di sagree (=2) that employees' 
requirement for a promotion or pay rise may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs 
in China. The mean number is 2,63, representing the average degree of agreement is 
around 2,63 ; the mode number is 2, which means most respondents "moderately 
disagree" (=2); the median number is 2, representing the middle value of the distribution 
is "moderately disagree" (=2). The output for the measures of dispersion for the factor of 
employees ' requirement for a promotion or pay rise shows that the highest response on 
the 5-point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 -
l = 4), the standard deviation is 1,2 19 and the varianée is 1 ,486. A standard deviation of 
1 ,2 19 on a 5- point sca le indicates that responses are dispersed almost fairly around the 
mean of2,63. 
Variable F14 stands for "Corporate culture reflects an ignorance of Training and 
Development for Chinese employees". A total of 73 respondents indicated their degrees 
of agreement in which corporate culture may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to 
HCNs in China, using a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately 
Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. 
The total sample was 74 and one respondent did not answer this question and therefore is 
considered missing data. The output for the measures of central tendency for the factor of 
corporate culture shows that most respondent (with a percentage of 32,4%, a number of 
24) moderately agree (=4) that corporate culture may hinder MNCs from providing T&D 
to HCNs in China. The mean number is 3,26, representing the average degree of 
agreement is around 3,26; the mode number is 4, which means most respondents 
"moderately agree" (=4); the median number is 3, reprèsenting the middle value of the 
distribution is "neither agree nor disagree" (=3). The output for the measures of 
dispers ion for the factor of corporate culture shows that the highest response on the 5-
point scale is 5 (maximum) and lowest response is 1 (minimum). The range is 4 (5 - 1 = 
4), the standard deviation is 1, 191 and the variance is 1 ,4 17. A standard deviation of 
1, 191 on a 5- point scale indicates th at responses are dispersed al most fairly around the 
mean of 3,26. 
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Comparing with the datà gathered from research question one (RQI), the standard 
deviations for variables (F9 to F14) were relatively higher (> 1), which indicated that 
responses to RQ2 are dispersed Jess closely around the mean number. In addition, 
information gathered from these two research questions revealed that most respondents 
moderately agree or strongly agree the proposed factors of related laws (F2), security 
consideration (F3), employees' working motivations and learning enthusiasm (F4), job 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitment (FS), working performance (F6), needs of special 
job skills (F7), consideration of promotions (F8), ti me and resources (FI 0) and corporate 
cultures (F14) influence MNC's provision ofT&D to HCNs in China, white three factors 
of employees' experience and language skills for international communication (Fll), 
staff turnover(F12) and employees ' requirement for a promotion or pay rise may (F13) 
were mostly rejected (modèrately disagreed) by respondents to be considered as factors 
influencing the provision, and Jess opinions were collected for company's regulation (Fl) 
and T &D cost (F9) as the option of "neither agree nor disagree" was highly se lected. 
3.3 Independent Samples t-test 
Recall that three independent sam pies t-tests were conducted to measure the difference in 
the degree of agreement to the 14 factors between leaderships and employees, Not1h 
America and other regions and female and male . Discussions of findings from these three 
t-tests are accordingly presented. 
3.3.1 Leaderships versus Employees 
Presented in Table 3.16 are the results of the Group Statistics from the t-test, which gives 
the descriptive statistics for each of the two samples (Leaderships and Employees) 
concerning their degrees of agreement in perceiving the relationships between the 14 
factors and MNCs ' T&D provision to HCNs in China. Recall that the 14 factors was 
measured on a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = 
Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The standard 
deviations of leaderships and employees for each factor demonstrated in Table 3.16 were 
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relatively sm all , which means the spread of measurements around the mean was narrow 
and the deviation was relatively small. 
Table 3.16 
Group stati stics of t-test (Leaderships versus Employees) 
Group Statistics 
N Mean Std.Deviation Std.Error Mean 
Fl Leaderships 56 3,63 1,071 ,143 
Employees 18 3,94 Ll 62 ,274 
F2 Leaderships 56 3,80 1,197 ,160 
Employees 18 3,83 1,249 ,294 
F3 Leaderships 56 4,13 ,810 ,108 
Employees 17 3,88 ,993 ,241 
. F4 Leaderships 56 4,14 ,672 ,090 
Employees 18 4,00 1,029 ,243 
FS Leaderships 56 4,13 ,764 ,102 
Employees 18 4,06 1,056 ,249 
F6 Leaderships 56 4,38 ,620 ,083 
Employees 18 4,11 1,023 ,241 
F7 Leaderships 56 4,23 ,603 ,081 
Employees 18 4,06 1,056 ,249 
FS Leaderships 56 4,00 ,809 ,108 
Employees 18 3,94 1,162 ,274 
F9 Leaderships 56 3,46 1,008 ,135 
Employees 18 3,56 1,1 99 ,283 
FlO Leaderships 55 3,65 L 075 ,145 
Employees 18 3,44 1,149 ,27 1 
Fll Leaderships 55 2,64 1, 144 ' 154 
Employees 18 3,22 1,215 ,286 
F12 Leaderships 55 2,60 1,132 ,153 
Employees 18 2,94 1,305 ,308 
F13 Leaderships 55 2,53 1,152 ,155 
Employees 18 2,94 1,392 ,328 
F14 Leaderships 55 3,24 1,201 ,162 
Employees 18 3,33 1,188 ,280 
Based on the basic descriptive statistics, the second output presented in Table 3.17 is the 
Independent Samples Test, which helps find out if the two means of the two samples 
(leaderships and emp loyees) are significantly different for each fac tor. The nu l! and 
alternative hypotheses are as followed: 
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Ho: J.l leaderships = J.lemployees 
H 1: J.lleadershipsi= J.lemployees 
The Levene' s test for equa lity of variances is reported on the left s ide of Table 3.17 . 
Results indicated that a li significance (p value) of Levene 's test, which was labeled as 
"Sig.", is larger than a leve! (p> ,05) , the equal variances between the two samples were 
assumed and the "Equal variances assumed" test was therefore used for a il the 14 
variables. As displayed in Table 3.17, ali statistical significance (p value) assoc iated with 
the t-test, which was labeled as "S ig (2-tailed)", is Iat·ger than a leve! (p> ,05) . This 
indicated that there is no significant difference between the two samples (leaderships and 
employees) means for any of the 14 factors, and the nul! hypotheses (H0) are failed to be 
rejected. 
Analysis of this group statistics for each factor is di scussed in detail as fo llowed. 
For variable Fl (Company's regulation required) there are 56 leaderships and 18 
employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for employees is a bit higher at 
3,94, compared with 3,63 for leaderships. The p va lue for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ;590 
with the F value of ,293 (F), which is Iat·ger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances 
were assumed. With the "Equa l variances assumed" test, the t va lue is - 1,078 (t). The p 
value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,284, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), 
and the nul! hypothes is (Ho) is failed to be rej ected. Therefore, no significant difference 
was found between leaderships (Mean = 3,63) and em ployees (Mean = 3,94) in tenns of 
their degrees of agreement that company's regulation may motivate MNCs to provide 
T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F2 (Required by related law) there are 56 leaderships and 18 employees in 
the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for employees is a bit higher at 3,83, compared 
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with 3,80 for leaderships. The p value for Levene 's Test (Sig.) is ,650 with the F value of 
,208 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With 
the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is -,091 (t). The p value assoc iated with 
the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,928, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the null 
hypothès is (H0) is failed to be rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was found 
between leaderships (Mean = 3,80) and employees (Mean = 3,83) in tenns of their 
degrees of agreement that related law may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in 
China. 
For variable F3 (Consideration of security , to prevent workplace accidents) there are 56 
leaderships and 17 employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for leaderships 
is higher at 4,13 , compared with 3,88 for employees. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) 
is ,502 with the F value of ,456 (F) , which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal 
variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is 1 ,025 (t). 
The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,309, which is larger than a leve! 
(p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is failed to be rejected. Therefore, no significant 
difference was found between leaderships (Mean= 4, 13) and employees (Mean = 3,88) in 
terms of the ir degrees of agreement that consideration of security may motivate MN Cs to 
provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F4 (To inspire employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm) 
there are 56 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement 
for leaderships is a bit higher at 4, 14, compared with 4,00 for employees. The p value for 
Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,235 with the F value of 1,432 (F), which is Jm·ger than a leve! (p> 
,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t 
value is ,683 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,497, which is 
larger than a leve) (p> ,05), and the null hypothesis (Ho) is failed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between leaderships (Mean = 4, 14) and 
employees (Mean = 4,00) in terms of their degrees of agreement that the factor of 
inspiring employees ' working motivation and learning enthusiasm may motivate MNCs 
to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
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For variable FS (To maintain or improve employees' job satisfaction, loya lty and 
commitment to the company) there are 56 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. 
The mean leve! of agreement for leaderships is a bit higher at 4, 13, compared with 4,06 
for employees. The p value for Levene's Test (S ig.) is .27 1 with the F value of 1,228 (F), 
which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05 ), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal 
variances assumed" test, the t va lue is ,304 (t). The p va lue assoc iated with the test (Sig 
(2-tailed)) is ,762, which is larger than a. leve ! (p> ,05), and the nu l! hypothes is (Ho) is 
fail ed to be rejected. Therefore, no s ignifi cant difference was found between leaderships 
(Mean = 4, 13) and employees (Mean = 4,06) in tenns of the ir degrees of agreement that 
the factor of improving and mai ntaining employees' job sati sfacti on, loyalty and 
commitment to the company may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variab le F6 (To improve employees' working performance by provid ing them new 
knowledge and skills) there are 56 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. The 
mean leve! of agreement for leaderships is a bit higher at 4,38, compared w ith 4, I l for 
employees. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig .) is ,248 with the F value of 1 ,356 (F), 
which is larger than a. leve! (p> ,05 ), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal 
variances assumed" test, the t value is 1 ,325 (t). The p value associated with the test (S ig 
(2-tailed)) is , 189, which is larger th an a. leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothes is (Ho) is 
failed to be rejected. Therefore, no signi ficant di ffe rence was found between leaderships. 
(Mean = 4,38) and employees (Mean = 4, Il) in tenns of the ir degrees of agreement that 
the factor of improving employees' working performance by prov iding them new 
knowledge and ski lls may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in Ch ina. 
For variable F7 (To meet the needs of some special job sk i Il s) there are 56 leadersh ips 
and 18 employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for leaderships is a bit 
higher at 4,32, compared with 4,06 for employees. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is 
,060 with the F value of 3,657 (F), wh ich is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal 
variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is .886 (t) . 
The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,378, which is larger than a leve! 
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(p> ,05), and the null hypothesis (Ho) is fa il ed to be rejected. Therefore, no signifi cant 
difference was found between leaderships (Mean = 4,32) and employees (Mean = 4,06) in 
terms of their degrees of ag'reement th at the facto r of meeting the needs of sorn e special 
job ski lls may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
Ta ble 3.17 
Independent Samples Test (Leaderships versus Employees) 
95% Confidence 
lnterval ofthe 
Sig. ~ ~·{ean Std. Enor Dif fer ence 
F Sig. t df (2-tailtd) Difference Difference Lowu 1 Upp er 
FI Equal variances ,293 ,590 -1,078 72 ,284 -) 19 ,296 -,910 ,2 71 
asswned 
F2 Equa l variances ,208 ,650 -,09 1 72 ,928 -,030 ,328 -,683 ,624 
asswned 
F3 Equal variances ,456 ,502 1,025 71 ,309 ,243 ,237 -,229 ,7 15 
anwned 
H Equal variances 1,432 ,235 ,683 72 ,497 ,143 ,209 -,274 ,560 
auwncd 
FS Equal \ 'a ri2nce$ 1,228 ,271 ,304 72 ,762 ,069 ,228 -,385 ,524 
assumed 
F6 Equal \'ari:mces 1,356 ,248 1,325 72 ,189 ,264 ,199 -, 133 ,66 1 
assumed 
F7 Equal v aria !1ees 3,657 ,060 ,886 72 ,378 ,1 77 ,199 -,22 1 ,574 
asswned 
F8 Equal v uiances 3,440 ,068 ,227 72 ,82 1 ,056 ,245 -, 433 ,544 
.u sunud 
F9 Equal vui;n1ees ,966 ,329 -,3 19 72 ,75 1 -,091 ,286 -,662 ,479 
asswned 
no Equ2lvari:uxes ,239 ,627 ,708 71 ,48 1 ,21 0 ,297 -,382 ,802 
asswned 
fll Equal , ·ari:mces ,001 ,980 -1 ,857 71 ,067 -,586 ,3 15 -1,2 15 ,043 
asS;wned 
Fil Equal va ri ances ,492 ,485 -1 ,079 71 ,284 -,344 ,3 19 -,98 1 ,292 
1sswned 
fl3 Equal variances ,4 17 ,52 1 -1,265 71 ,210 -,417 ,330 -1,075 ,240 
assumcd 
fU Equal variances ,173 ,679 -,298 71 ,767 -,097 ,325 -,746 ,552 
.usumed 
For variable F8 (T&D is considered as one of the prerequ isites for advancing employees) 
there are 56 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement 
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for leaderships is a bit higher at 4,00, compared w ith 3,94 fo r employees. The p value for 
Levene ' s Test (Sig.) is ,068 with the F value of 3,440 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> 
,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the " Equal vari ances assumed" test, the t 
value is ,227 (t) . The p value assoc iated with the test (Sig (2-tail ed)) is ,821, which is 
lm·ger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothes is (H0) is failed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no sign ificant di fference was found between leaderships (Mean = 4,00) and 
employees (Mean = 3,94) in terms of their degrees of agreement that th e factor of 
promotion consideration may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in Chin a. 
For variable F9 (Cost ofT&D) there are 56 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. 
The mea~ leve! of agreement for employees is a bit higher at 3,56, compared with 3,46 
for leaderships. The p value for Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,329 with the F value of ,966 (F), 
which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal vari ances we re assumed. Wi th the "Equal 
vari ances assumed" test, the t value is -,3 19 (t). The p value assoc iated w ith the test (Sig 
(2-tailed)) is ,75 1, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothesis (Ho) is 
failed to be rej ected. Therefore, no significant difference was fo und between leadershi ps 
(Mean = 3,46) and employees (Mean = 3,56) in term s of the ir degrees of agreement that 
cost ofT&D may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in Chin a. 
For variable FIO (Lack enough time and resource) there are 55 leaderships and 18 
employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for leaderships is a bit higher at 
3,65, compared with 3,44 for employees. The p value for Levene' s Test (S ig.) is ,627 
with the F value of ,239 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal vari ances 
were assumed. With the "Equ al vari ances assumed" test, the t va lue is ,708 (t). The p 
value associated with the test (S ig (2-tail ed)) is ,48 1, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), 
and the nul! hypothes is (Ho) is fa iled to be rejected. Therefore, no signi ficant differe nce 
was found between leaderships (Mean = 3,65) and employees (Mean = 3,44) in terms of 
their degrees of agreement that lacking enough time and resource may hinder MN Cs from 
providing T&D .to HCNs in China. 
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For variable Fil (Consider that employees' experience and language skills for 
international communication are limited) there are 55 leaderships and 18 employees in 
the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for employees is much higher at 3,22, 
compared with 2,64 for leaderships. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,980 with the 
F value of ,001 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were 
assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is - 1,857 (t). The p value 
associated with the test (Sig (2-tai led)) is ,067, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and 
the null hypothesis (Ho) is fai led to be rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was 
found between leaderships (Mean = 2,64) and emp loyees (Mean = 3,22) in ten:ns of the ir 
degrees of agreement th at the factor of employees' experience and language skills for 
international communication may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable Fl2 (Fear of staff turnover) there are 55 leaderships and 18 employees in the 
data set. The mean leve! of agreement for employees is a bit higher at 2,94, compared 
with 2,60 for leaderships. The p value for Levene 's Test (Sig.) is ,485 with the F value of 
,492 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assu med . With 
the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is - 1,079 (t). The p value associated with 
the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,284, wh ich is lat·ger than a leve! (p> ,05) , and the null 
hypothesis (Ho) is failed to be rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was found 
between leaderships (Mean = 2,60) and employees (Mean = 2,94) in tenns of their 
degrees of agreement that fear of staff turnover may hinder MN Cs from providing T&D 
to HCNs in China. 
For variable F13 (Fear that newly trained employees demand a promotion or pay rise) 
there are 55 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement 
for employees is a bit higher at 2,94, compared with 2,53 for leaderships. The p value for 
Levene' s Test (Sig.) is ,521 with the F value of ,417 (F), which is larger th an a leve! (p> 
,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t 
value is - 1,265 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,2 10, which is 
larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul] hypothesis (H0) is failed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between leaderships (Mean = 2,53) and 
employees (Mean = 2,94) in tenns of their degrees of agreement that the factor of 
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employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise may hinder MNCs from providing 
T&D to HCNs in China. 
For vari able F14 (Corporate culture retl ects an ignorance of T &D for Chinese 
employees) there are 55 leaderships and 18 employees in the data set. The mean leve! of 
agreement for employees is a bit higher at 3,33, compared with 3,24 for leaderships. The 
p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,679 with the F value of , 173 (F), which is larger than 
a leve! (p> ,05), and equal vari ances were assumed. With the "Equal vari ances assumed" 
test, the t value is -,298 (t). The p value associated with the test (S ig (2-tail ed)) is ,767, 
which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothes is (Ho) is fa il ed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between leadershi ps (M ean = 3,24) and 
employees (Mean = 3,33) in tenns of their degrees of agreement that corporate culture 
retlecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees may hinder MNCs from 
providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
In summary, results from thi s independent samples t-test indicated that there is no 
significant difference between leaderships and employees in perceiving the relationshi ps 
between the 14 factors and MNCs' T&D provision to HCNs in China. And the process of 
screening employees from the data analys is is considered as not necessary. 
3 .3.2 North Ameri ca versus other regions 
Presented in Table 3. 18 are the results of the Group Stati stics fro m the t-test, wh ich g ives 
the descriptive statistics for each of the two samples (MNCs headquartered in Notth 
America and other regions) concern ing their degrees of agreement in perceiving the 
re lationships between the 14 facto rs and MNCs' T&D provis ion to HCNs in China. Here 
the other regions in thi s research re fe r to South Ameri ca, Europe, Asia ( expect Chi na) and 
Austral ia, as results show that no surveyed MNCs headquartered in Africa. Recall that the 
14 factors was measured on a 5-point scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately 
Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. 
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The standard deviati ons of MN Cs from North America and from other regions for each 
factor dem onstrated in Table 3. 18 were re latively small , which means the spread of 
measurements around the mean was narrow and the deviati on was relatively small. 
Table 3.18 
Group statistics oft-test (N01th Ameri ca versus Other regions) 
Gr oup Statistics 
N Mean Std.Deviation Std .Error Mean 
F1 North America 32 3,44 1,216 ,215 
Other regions 42 3,90 ,958 ,148 
F2 North America 32 3,66 1,359 ,240 
Other regions 42 3,93 1,068 ,165 
F3 North America 32 3,94 1,045 ,185 
Other regions 41 4,17 ,667 ,104 
F4 North America 32 3,97 ,897 ' 159 
Other regions 42 4,2 1 ,645 , l OO 
FS North America 32 4,13 ,907 ,160 
Other regions 42 4, 10 ,790 ,122 
F6 North America 32 4,31 ,896 ,158 
Other regions 42 4,31 ,604 ,093 
F 7 North America 32 4, 16 ,847 ,150 
Otherregions 42 4,21 ,645 , lOO 
FS N art h America 32 4,06 ,948 ,168 
Other regions 42 3,93 ,867 ,134 
F9 North America 32 3,53 1,135 ,201 
Other regions 42 3,45 ,993 ' 153 
FlO North America 32 3,59 1,132 ,200 
Other regions 41 3,6 1 1,070 ,167 
Fll North America 32 2,66 1,153 ,204 
Other regions 41 2,88 1,208 ,189 
F12 North America 32 2,50 Ll36 ,20 1 
Other regions 41 2,83 1,202 ,188 
F13 North America 32 2,44 1,190 ,210 
Other regions 41 2,78 1,235 ,193 
F14 North America 32 3,06 L294 ,229 
Other regions 41 3,41 1,095 ,171 
Based on the bas ic descri ptive stat istics above, the second output presented in Tab le 3.19 
is the Independent Samples Test, which helps find out if the two means of the two 
samples (North America and other regions) are significantly different for each factor. 
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The null and alternative hypotheses are as followed: 
Ho: flNonh America= fl Other regions 
H1: flNorth America i flOther regions 
\ 
The Levene's test for equality of variances is reported on the left side of Tab le 3.19. 
Results indicated that ali significance (p value) of Levene's test, which was labeled as 
"Sig." , is larger than a leve! (p> ,05) , the equa l variances between the two samples were 
assumed and the "Equal variances assumed" test was therefore used for a li the 14 
variab les. As displayed in Table 3. 19, ali statistica l s ignificance (p value) assoc iated with 
the t-test, which was labeled as "Sig (2-tailed)", is larger than a leve! (p> ,05). This 
indicated that there is no significant difference between the two samples (North America 
and other regions) means for any of the 14 factors, and the nul ! hypotheses (Ho) are fa iled 
to be rejected . 
Analysis of this group stati stics for each factor is discussed in detail as followed. 
For variable FI (Company's regulation required) , the data set shows that there are 32 
surveyed MNCs headquartered in No1ih America and 42 in other regions. The mean leve ! 
of agreement for MNCs from other regions is a bit higher at 3,90, compared with 3,44 for 
MN Cs from North America. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,22 1 with the F va lue 
of 1,526 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. 
With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is - 1,849 (t). The p value associated 
with the test (S ig (2-tailed)) is ,069, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! 
hypothesis · (H0) is failed to be rej ected. Therefore, no significant differe nce was found 
between MNCs from North America (Mean = 3,44) and MNCs from other regions (Mean 
= 3,90) in terms of their. degrees of agreement that company's regulation may motivate 
MNCs to prov ide T&D to HCNs in China. 
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For variable F2 (Required by related law), the data set shows that there are 32 surveyed 
MNCs headquartered in North America and 42 in other regions. The mean leve! of 
agreement for MNCs fi·01n other regions is a bit higher at 3,93, compared with 3,66 for 
MNCs from North America. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,225 with the F value 
of 1,496 (F), which is larger th an a. leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. 
With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t va lue is -,966 (t). The p value associated 
with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,337, which is larger than a. leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! 
hypothes is (Ho) is fa iled to be rejected. Therefore, no s ignifi cant difference was fou nd 
between MNCs from North America (Mean = 3,66) and MNCs from other regions (Mean 
= 3,93) in terms of their degrees of agreement that related law may motivate MNCs to 
provide T &D to HCNs in China. 
For variab le F3 (Consideration of security, to prevent workplace acc idents), the data set 
shows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs headquartered in North Ameri ca and 4 1 in other 
regions. The mean leve! of agreement for MN Cs from other regions is a bit higher at 4, 17, 
compar"ed with 3,94 for MNCs from North America. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) 
is ,231 with the F value of 1,459 (F), which is larger th an a. leve! (p> ,05), and equal 
variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t va lue is - 1,159 
(t). The p value associated with the test (S ig (2-tai led)) is ,250, which is larger than a. 
leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothesis (H0) is fa il ed to be rejected. Therefore, no 
s ignificant difference was found between MNCs from North America (Mean = 3,94) and 
MN Cs from other regions (Mean = 4, 17) in tenns of the ir degrees of agreement that 
security consideration may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variab le F4 (To inspire emp loyees' work ing motivation and learning enthusiasm), the 
data set shows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs headquartered in North America and 42 
in ·other regions . The mean leve! of agreement for MNCs from other regions is a bit 
higher at 4,21 , compared with 3,97 for MN Cs from North America. The p va lue for 
Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,326 with the F value of ,978 (F), which is larger than a. leve! (p> 
,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t 
value is - 1,369 (t) . The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,175, which is 
larger than a. leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothesis (Ho) is failed to be rejected. 
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Therefore, no significant difference was found between MNCs from North America 
(Mean = 3,97) and MN Cs from other regions (Mean = 4,21 ) in terms of the ir degrees of 
agreement that the factor of inspiring employees ' working motivation and learning 
enthusiasm may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
Table3. 19 
Independent Samples Test (North America versus Other regions) 
lndc~ndcnt Saruples Tes t 
I_.e,.·e:ne's Ten fen 
Equ:ùiry of V :trimees t-test for Equ:ùity of Ï\·feans 
9)% Con.ftdence 
lnterval of the 
Sig . Me.an Std. & ror Di fference 
F Sig . t Df (2-tailed) Differenct Differace Lower 1 Upper 
FI Equ~ Y~ances 1,526 ,22 1 - 1,849 72 
,069 -, 467 ,253 - ,97 1 ,036 
assu.med 
F2 Equ.al YatianceJ 1,496 ,2 25 - ,966 72 
,337 -,272 ,282 -,83 5 ,290 
:ti SUIDed 
FJ Equ<ll v~ces 1,4 59 ,23 1 -1 ' 1 59 71 
,250 -,233 ,20 1 - ,63 s , 168 
as sumed 
F4 Equ:ù v :arimces ,9 78 ,326 -1 ,369 72 
'1 7 5 -,246 ' 179 -,603 ,11 2 
:usumed 
FS Equ:ù variances ,5 00 ,4 82 '1 s 1 72 
,SS I ,030 ' 198 -,364 ,424 
:usumed 
F6 Equal ,-a:riances 2 ,601 , Ill ,0 17 72 
,986 ,003 ' 1 75 -,3 4 5 ,35 1 
assumed 
F7 Equal ...-~mees ,24 4 ,623 -,33 5 72 
'739 -,058 ' 1 73 - ,4 04 ,288 
:usumed 
F8 Eqll41 ,- :criances ,608 ,4 38 ,632 72 
,529 ' 134 ,2 12 -,288 ,556 
a..ss umed 
F9 Equ:ù ...-arUnces ,4 32 ,5 13 ,3 18 72 
'75 1 ,079 ,248 -,41 5 ,S 73 
2.S SUIDed 
FIO Equal ...-arUnces ,025 ,875 -,062 7 1 
,95 1 -,0 16 ,259 -,532 ,500 
:usumed 
Fil Equill \'a:ri ;mces ,000 ,996 -,794 7 1 
,430 - ,222 ,279 -,779 ,3 35 
usumed 
F12 Eqwl ...- ariances ,33 2 ,5 66 - 1,189 71 
,238 - ,329 ,277 -,88 1 ,223 
ass umed 
Fl3 Eq~ varian~s ,275 ,602 - 1, 196 7 1 
,236 -,343 ,2 87 -,9 15 ,229 
:u.sumed 
F14 Equal ,-:~:fiances ,793 ,376 - 1,2 59 7 1 
,2 12 · ,3 52 ,280 -,9 10 ,206 
:u: sumed 
For variable FS (To maintain or improve employees' job satisfaction , loyalty and 
commitment to the company), the data set shows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs 
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headquartered in N orth Ameri ca and 42 in other regions. The mean leve! of agreement for 
MNCs from North America is a bi t higher at 4, 13, compared with 4, 10 for MNCs from 
other regions. The p value for Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,482 w ith the F value of ,500 (F), 
wh ich is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variancës were assumed. With the "Equal 
variances assumed" test, the t value is , 1 51 (t). The p va lue associated w ith the test (S ig 
(2-ta iled)) is ,881, wh ich is larger than a. leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothesis (H0) is 
fa iled to be rejected. Therefore, no signifi cant difference was found between MNCs from 
North America (Mean = 4 , 13) and MN Cs fro m other regions (Mean = 4, 1 0) in terms of 
their degrees of agreement that th e factor of improving and maintaining employees' job 
satisfaction, loyalty and comm itment to the company may mot ivate MNCs to provide 
T&D to HCNs in China. 
For vari able F6 (To impr_ove emp loyees' working performance by provid ing them new 
know led ge and ski Il s), the data set shows th at the re are 32 surveyed MN Cs headquartered 
in North America and 42 in other regions. The mean leve! of agreement fo r MN Cs from 
other regions at 4,3 1 is the same w ith the mean leve! for MN Cs from North America. The 
p value for Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,I ll with the F va lue of 2,60 1 (F), wh ich is larger than 
a. leve! (p> ,05), and equal vari ances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" 
test, the t value is ,017 (t) . The p va lue associated w ith the test (Sig (2-ta i led)) is ,986, 
which is larger than a leve! (p> ,OS), and the nul! hypothes is (Ho) is fa il ed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between MNCs from N011h America 
(Mean = 4,3 1) and MN Cs from other regions (Mean = 4,3 1) in tenns of the ir degrees of 
agrèement th at the factor of improv ing employees' working performance by prov iding 
them new knowledge and skill s may mot ivate MNCs to prov ide T& D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F7 (To meet the needs of sorne spec ial job sk i li s), the data set shows that 
there are 32 surveyed MNCs headquartered in North Ameri ca and 42 in other regions. 
The mean leve! of agreement for MN Cs fro m other regions is a bit higher at 4 ,2 1, 
compared with 4,16 for MN Cs from N011h America . The p va lue for Levene' s Test (Sig.) 
is ,623 with the F value of ,244 (F), wh ich is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal 
variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is - ,335 (t) . 
The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,739, which is larger than a leve! 
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(p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is failed to be rejected . Therefore, no signi ficant 
difference was fou nd between MN Cs from North America (Mean = 4, 16) and MN Cs 
from ether regions (Mean = 4,2 1) in tenns of the ir degrees of agreement th at the factor of 
meeting the needs of sorn e specia l job skill s may moti vate MNCs to prov ide T&D to 
HCNs in China. 
For variable F8 (T&D is considered as one of the prerequisites for advancing employees), 
the data set shows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs headquartered in North America and 
42 in other regions. The mean leve! of agreement for MN Cs from Notth America is a bit 
higher at 4,06, compared with 3,93 'for MNCs from other regions. The p value for 
Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,438 with the F value of ,608 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> 
,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equa l vari ances assumed" tes t, the t 
value is ,632 (t) . The p va lue assoc iated w ith the tes t (S ig (2-ta iled)) is ,529, which is 
larger than a. leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is fa il ed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no s ignificant difference was found between MNCs from North Ameri ca 
(Mean = 4,06) and MN Cs from other regions (Mean = 3,93) in term s of their degrees of 
agreement that the factor of promotion cbnsideration may mot ivate MNCs to prov ide 
T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variab le .F9 ·(Cast of T&D), the data set shows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs 
headquartered in North Ameri ca and 42 in ether regions. The mean leve! of agreement for 
MNCs from Notth America is a bi t higher at 3,53, compared with 3,45 for MNCs fr om 
ether regions. The p va lue for Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,5 13 w ith the F value of ,432 (F), 
which is larger than a. leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the '~Equ a l 
variances assumed" test, the t val ue is ,318 (t). The p va lue associated w ith the test (S ig 
(2-tailed)) is ,751 , which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is 
fai led to be rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was found between MNCs from 
North America (Mean = 3,53) and MNCs from other regions (Mean = 3,45) in tenns of 
their degrees of agreement that cast of T&D may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to 
HCNs in China. 
- --- - --- - --- - ----
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For variable FIO (Lack enough time and resource), the data set shows that there are 32 
surveyed MNCs headquartered in North America and 41 in other regions . The mean leve! 
of agreement for MN Cs from other regions is a bit higher at 3,6 1, compared with 3,59 for 
MN Cs from North America. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,875 with the F value 
of ,025 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With 
the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is -,062 (t) . The p value associated with 
the test (Sig (2-tai led)) is ,95 1, wh ich is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! 
hypothesis (Ho) is fai led to be rejected. Therefore, no sign ificant difference was found 
between MNCs from North America (Mean = 3,59) and MN Cs from other regions (Mean 
= 3,61) in tenns oftheir degrees of agreement that lacking enough time and resource may 
hinder MN Cs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable Fil (Cons ider that employees experience and language sk ill s for 
international communication are 1 imited), the data set shows th at there are 32 surveyed 
MNCs headquartered in North America and 4 1 in other regions. The mean leve! of 
agreement for MNCs from other regions is a bit higher at 2,88, compared with 2,66 for 
MN Cs from North America. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,996 with the F value 
of ,000 (F), which is larger th an a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With 
the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is -,794 (t). The p value associated with 
the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,430, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! 
hypothesis (Ho) is fai led to be rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was found 
between MNCs from North America (Mean= 2,66) and MNCs from other regions (Mean 
= 2,88) in terms of their degrees of agreement that the factor of employees' experience 
and language sk ill s for international communicat ion may hinder MNCs from providing 
T &0 to HCNs in China. 
For variable F12 (Fear of staff turnover), the data set shows that there are 32 surveyed 
MNCs headquartered in North America and 4 1 in other regions. The mean leve! of 
agreement for MNCs from other regions is a bit higher at 2,83 , compared with 2;50 for 
MN Cs fro m Nmih America. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,566 with the F value 
of ,332 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With 
the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is -1,189 (t). The p value associated with 
-- ---- --------------------------------------------------
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the test (S ig (2-tailed)) is ,23 8, which is larger th an a leve! (p> ,05), and the nu li 
hypothesis (H0) is fail ed to be rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was found 
between MN Cs from North America (Mean = 2,50) and MNCs from other regions (Mean 
= 2,83) in ter ms of the ir degrees of agreement th at staff turnover may hinder MN Cs from 
providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F13 (Fear that newly trained employees demand a promotion or pay rise), 
the data set shows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs headqua1iered in North America and 
4 1 in other regions. The mean leve! of agreement for MN Cs from oth er regions is a bit 
higher at 2,78, compared with 2,44 for MNCs from North Ameri ca. The p value for 
Levene's Test (Sig. ) is ,602 w ith the F value of ,275 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> 
,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal vari ances assumed" test, the t 
value is - 1, 196 (t) . The p value associated with th e tes t (S ig (2-tailed)) is ,236, which is 
larger than a. leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is fa il ed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between MN Cs from North Ameri ca 
(Mean = 2,44) and MN Cs from other regions (Mean = 2,78) in tenns of their degrees of 
agreement that employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise may hinder MNCs 
from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
F14 (Corporate culture refl ects an ignorance of ·Tra ining and Deve lopment for Chinese 
employees), the data set s~ows that there are 32 surveyed MNCs headquartered in North 
America and 41 in other regions. The mean leve! of agreement for MNCs from other 
regions is a bit higher at 3,41 , compared with 3,06 for MNCs from North America. The p 
value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,376 with the F value of ,793 (F), which is larger than a. 
leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With th e "Equal vari ances assumed" 
test, the t va lue is - 1,259 (t). The p value assoc iated with the test (S ig (2-tail ed)) is ,2 12, 
which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nu ll hypothes is (Ho) is fa iled to be rejected. 
Therefore, no s ignificant difference was found between MNCs from North Ameri ca 
(Mean = 3,06) and MNCs from other regions (Mean .= 3,41) in terms oftheir degrees of 
agrèement that corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese emp loyus 
may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
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In summary, results fi·om this independent samples t-test indicated that there is no 
significant di fference between MNCs from North America and MNCs from other regions 
in perceiving the re ~ ationships between the 14 factors and MNCs' T&D provision to 
HCNs in China. 
3.3.3 Female versus Male 
Presented in Table 3.20 are the results of the Group Stati sti cs fro m the t-test, which gives 
the descriptive statistics fo r each of the two sam ples (Female and Male) concerning the ir 
degrees of agreeme'nt in perceiving the relationshi ps between the 14 factors and MNCs' 
T&D prov ision to HCNs in China. Recall that the 14 factors was measured on a 5-poi nt 
scale, with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor 
Disagree, 4 = Moderately Agree and 5 = Strongly Agree. The standard dev iations of 
femal es and males for each factor demonstrated in Tabl e 3.20 were relati ve ly small , 
which means the spread of measurements around the mean was narrow and the. deviation 
was relative ly small. 
Based on the basic descripti ve statistics above, the second output presented in Table 3.21 
is the Independent Samples Test, which helps find out if the two means of the two 
samples (fe males and males) are significantly di fferent for each factor. 
The null and alternative hypotheses are as fo llowed: 
Ho: J.lFemale = J.lMale 
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Table 3.20 
Group statistics oft-test (Female versus Male) 
Group Statistics 
N Mean Std.Deviation Std.ErrorMean 
F1 Female 36 3,83 ,941 ,157 
Male 38 3,58 1,222 ,198 
F2 Female 36 4,03 1,000 ,167 
Male 38 3,6 1 1,346 ,218 
F3 Female 36 4,06 ,630 ,105 
Male 37 4,08 1,038 ,171 
F4 Female 36 4,17 ,561 ,093 
Male 38 4,05 ,928 ' 151 
F5 Fe male 36 4,19 ,710 '118 
Male 38 4,03 ,944 '!53 
F6 Female 36 4,39 ,549 ,092 
Male 38 4,24 ,883 ,143 
F7 Female 36 4,17 ,561 ,093 
Male 38 4,21 ,875 ,142 
FS Female 36 4,19 ,668 '111 
Male 38 3,79 1,044 ' 169 
F9 Female 36 3,47 ,971 ,162 
Male 38 3,50 1,133 ,184 
FlO Female 35 3,71 ,926 ,156 
Male 38 . 3,50 1,225 ,199 
FU Female 35 2,77 1,190 ,201 
Male 38 2,79 1,189 ,193 
F12 Female 35 2,57 1,065 ,180 
Male 38 2,79 1,277 ,207 
F13 Female 35 2,46 ,980 '166 
Male 38 2,79 1,398 ,227 
F14 Female 35 3,40 1,168 ,197 
Male 38 3, 13 1,212 ,197 
The Levene's test for equality of variances is reported on the left side of Table 3.21. 
Results indicated that the significance (p value) of Levene' s test to F2 (p = ,021 ), F3 (p = 
,034), F7 (p = ,028), F8 (p = ,005), FlO (p = ,013) and Fl3 (p = ,006) is less than or equal 
to a leve! (p ~ ,05), the equal variances between the two samples were assumed unequal 
and the " Equal variances not assumed" test will be used. Significance (p value) of 
Levene's test to other factors (Fl, F4, F5, F6, F9, Fil , F12, F14), which was labeled as 
"Sig.", is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), the equal variances between the two samples were 
--- ------------- ------ -----
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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assumed and the "Equal variances assumed" test was therefore used for these variables. 
As disp layed in Table 3.2 1, wh ether the variances were assumed equal or unequal, expect 
F8, statistical significance (p value) to other factors associated with the t-test, which was 
Iabeled as "Sig (2-tailed)", is Iarger than a leve! (p> ,05)'. This indicated that there is no 
s ignificant difference between the two samples (leaderships and employees) means for 
these factors (except F8), and the null hypotheses (Ho) to these factors (except F8) are 
fai led to be rejected. For variable F8, since the "Equal variances not assumed" test was 
used and its p value which was Iabeled as "Sig (2-tai led)" is equal to ,050 (p = ,05), 
indicating that there is no support for the null hypothesis that the two means for variab le 
F8 are equal. Therefore, there is a significant difference between females and males in 
perceiving the re lationships between the F8 and MNCs ' T&D provis ion to HCN s in 
China. 
Analysis of this group statistics for each factor is discussed in detai l as followed . 
For variab le FI (Company's regulation required) there are 36 fema les and 38 males in the 
data set. The mean leve! of agreement for fema le is a bit higher at 3,83, compared with 
3~58 for male. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,098 with the F value of 2,804 (F), 
which is Iarger than a leve ! (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal 
variances assumed" test, the t value is ,999 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig 
(2-ta iled)) is ,32 1, which is Iarger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothesis (Ho) is 
fai led to be rejected. Therefore, no s ignificant difference was found between females 
(Mean = 3,83) and males (Mean = 3,58) in terms of their degrees of agreement that 
company's regulation may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F2 (Required by related law) there are 36 females and 38 males in the data 
set. The mean leve! of agreement for female is a bit higher at 4 ,03 , compared with 3,6 1 
for male. The p value for Levene ' s Test (Sig.) is ,021 with the F value of 5,574 (F), which 
is smaller than a leve! (p< ,05), and equal variances were not assu med. With the "Equal 
variances not assumed" test, the t value is 1,538 (t). The p value associated with the test 
(Sig (2-tailed)) is ,1 29, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothesis (Ho) 
1 ' 
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is failed to be rejected . Therefore, no significant difference was found between females 
(Mean = 4,03) and males (Mean = 3,61) in terms of the ir degrees of agreement that 
related law may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in Ch ina. 
For variable F3 (Consideration of security, to prevent workp lace accidents) there are 36 
fema les and 37 males in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for male is a bit higher 
at 4,08, compared with 4,06 for female . The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,034 with 
the F value of 4,665 (F), which is small er thçm a leve! (p< ,05), and equal variances were 
not assumed. With the "Equal variances not assumed" test, the t value is -,127 (t) . The p 
value associated with the test (S ig (2-tai led)) is ,899, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), 
and the nul! hypothesis (Ho) is failed to be rejected. Therefore, no sign ificant difference 
was found between females (Mean = 4,06) and males (Mean = 4,08) in terms of their 
degrees of agreement that security consideration may motivate MN Cs to provide T&D to 
HCNs in Ch ina. 
For variable F4 (To inspire employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm) 
there are 36 females and 38 males in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for female 
is a bit higher at 4,17, compared with 4,05 for male. The p value for Levene's Test (Sig). 
is ,067 with the F value of 3,45 1 (F), which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal 
variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the t value is ,635 (t). 
The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,527, which is larger than a leve! 
(p> ,05), and the null hypothesis (Ho) is failed to be rejected. Therefore, no significant 
difference was found between females (Mean = 4, 17) and males (Mean = 4,05) in terms 
of their degrees of agreement that the factor of inspiring employees' working motivation 
and learning enthusiasm inay motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variab le FS (To maintain or improve emp loyees' job sati sfaction , loya lty and 
commitment to the company) there are 36 females and 38 males in the data set. The mean 
leve! of agreement for female is a bit higher at 4, 19, compared with 4,03 for male. The p 
value for Levene!s Test (Sig.) is ,333 with the F value of ,950 (F), which is larger than 
alevel (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" 
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test, the t value is ,862 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tai led)) is ,39 1, 
which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothesis (H0) is fa il ed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was fou nd between females (Mean = 4, 19) and males 
(Mean = 4,03) in tenns of their degrees of agreement that the factor of improving and 
maintaining employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment to the company may 
motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China . 
For variable F6 (To improve employees' working performance by providing them new 
knowledge and skill s) there are 36 females and 38 males in the data set. The mean leve! 
of agreement for female is a bit higher at 4,39, compared with' 4,24 for male. The p value 
for Levene's Test (Sig.) is ,076 with the F value of 3,242 (F), which is larger than a leve! 
· (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances assumed" test, the 
t va lue is ,883 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tai led)) is ,380, which is 
larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! hypothes is (Ho) is failed to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between females (Mean = 4,39) and males 
(Mean = 4,24) in tenns of their degrees of agreement that the factor of improv ing 
employees' working performance by providing them new know ledge and sk ill smay 
motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F7 (To meet the needs of some spec ial job skills) there are 36 females and 38 
males in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for male is a bit higher at 4,21 , 
compared with 4,17 for female. The p value for Levene 's Test (S ig.) is ,028 with the F 
value of 5,038 (F), which is smaller than a leve! (p< ,05), and equal variances were not 
assumed. With the "Equal variances not assumed" test, the t value is -,258 (t). The p 
va lue associated with the test (S ig (2-tail ed)) is ,797, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), 
and the nul! hypothesis (H0) is failed to be rejected . Therefore, no significant di ffere nce 
was fou nd between females (Mean = 4, 17) and males (Mean = 4,2 1) in terms of the ir 
degrees of agreement that the factor of meeting the needs-of some special job skills may 
motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
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For variable F8 (T &D is considered as one of the prerequisites for advancing employees) 
there are 36 females and 38 males in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for female 
is a bit higher at 4, 19, compared with 3, 79 for ma le. The mean lev el of agreement for 
male is a bit higher at 4,21 , compared with 4, 17 for fema le. The p va lue for Levene 's Test 
(Sig.) is ,005 with the F value of 8,230 (F), which is equa l to a leve! (p = ,05), and equal 
variances were not assumed. With the "Equal variances not assumed" test, the t value is 
1,998 (t). The P. value associated with the· test (S ig (2-ta il ed)) is ,050, which is equal to a 
leve! (p = ,05), and the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected. Therefore, sign ificant di fference 
was found between females (Mean = 4, 19) and males (Me~n = 3,79) in terms of their 
degrees of agreement that the facto r of promoti on considerat ion may motivate MNCs to 
provide T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F9 (Cost of T&D) there are 36 fema les and 38 males in the data set. The 
mean leve! of agreement fo r male is a bit higher at 3,50, compared with 3,47 for fe male. 
The p value for Levene's Test (Sig.) is , 180 with the F va lue of 1,835 (F), which is larger 
than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal variances were ass umed. With the "Equal vari ances 
assumed" test, the t value is -,1 13 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tail ed)) 
is ,91 0, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nu l! hypothesis (H0) is failed to be 
rejected. Therefore, no significant difference was fou nd between females (Mean = 3,47) 
and males (Mean = 3,50) in terms of their degrees of agreement that cost of T&D may 
hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
For vari able FlO (Lack enough time and resource) there are 35 fe males and 38 males in 
the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for female is a bit higher at 3,71 , compared 
with 3,50 for male. The p value for Levene' s Test (S ig.) is ,0 13 with the F value of 6,482 
(F), which is smaller than a leve! (p< ,05), and equal variances were not assumed. With 
the "Equal variances not assumed" test, the t value is ,847 (t). The p va lue assoc iated with 
the test (S ig (2-tailed)) is ,400, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the nul! 
hypothesis (Ho) is fai led to be rejected . Therefore, no significant difference was found 
between fema les (Mean = 3,71) and males (Mean = 3,50) in terms of their degrees of 
agreement that lacking enough time and resource may hinder MNCs from providing T&D 
to HCNs in China. 
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For variable Fil (Consider that employees experience and language skills for 
international communication are limited) there are 35 females and 38 males in the data 
set. The mean leve! of agreement for male is a bit higher at 2,79, compared with 2,77 for 
female . The p value for Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,74 1 with the F value of , Il 0 (F), which is 
larger than alevel (p> ,05), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equal variances 
assumed" test, the t value is - ,065 (t). The p value assoc iated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) 
is ,949, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is failed to be 
rejected . Therefore, no significant difference was found between females (Mean = 2,77) 
and males (Mean = 2, 79) in tenns of the ir degrees of agreement th at the factor of 
employees' experience and language skill s for intern ational communication may hinder 
MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F12 (Fear of staff turnover) there are 35 females and 38 males in the data set. 
The mean leve! of agreement for male is a bit higher at 2,79, compared with 2,57 for 
female . The p value for Levene 's Test (Sig.) is ,2 11 with the F value of 1,59 1 (F), which 
is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and equal vari ances were assumed. With the " Equal 
variances assumed" test, the t value is -,789 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig 
(2-tailed)) is ,433, which is larger than a leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothesis (Ho) is 
fail ed to be rej ected. Therefore, no significant difference was found between fe males 
(Mean = 2,57) and males (Mean = 2,79) in tenns of the ir degrees of agreement that staff 
turnover may hinder MNCs from prov iding T&D to HCNs in China. 
For variable F13 (Fear that newly trained employees demand a promotion or pay rise), 
there are 35 females and 38 males in the data set. The mean leve! of agreement for male is 
a bit higher at 2,79, compared with 2,46 for fema le. The p value for Levene 's Test (S ig.) 
is ,006 with. the F value of 8,014 (F), which is smaller than a leve! (p< ,05), and equal 
variances were not assumed. With the "Equal variances not assumed" test, the t va lue is -
1,183 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,241, which is Jar ger than 
a leve! (p> ,05), and the null hypothes is (Ho) is fa iled to be rejected. Therefore, no 
significant difference was found between females (Mean = 2,46) and males (Mean = 
2,79) in terms of the ir degrees of agreement th at the factor of emp loyees' requirement for 
a promotion or pay rise may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
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Tab l~ 3.2 1 
Independent Samples Test (Female versus Male) 
Independ en t Samples TeS! 
EVA = Equal Leve:ne'~ Test for 
Variances Equality of Variances t.te:st for Equality ofl\'fe:ms 
assumed 95% Confidence 
EVNA = Equal lnttrval of the 
variances not Sig. l\-lean Std. Error Difference 
assum ed F Sig. T Df (2-t>il< d) Oiff~rence Diffeunce Lower 1 Upper 
FI EVA 2,804 ,098 ,999 72 .32 1 ,254 ,255 -,253 .762 
F2 EVA 5,574 ,02 1 1.526 72 ,13 1 ,423 ,277 -, 129 ,974 
EVNA 1,538 68, 179 ,129 ,423 ,275 -,126 ,97 1 
F3 EVA 4,665 ,034 -, 127 71 ,900 -,026 ,202 -.427 ,376 
EVNA 
-,127 59,639 ,899 -,026 ,200 -,426 .375 
F4 EVA 3,45 1 ,067 ,635 72 ,527 ,114 ,180 -,244 ,472 
FS EVA ,950 ,333 ' ,862 72 ,391 ,168 ,195 -.22 1 ,557 
F6 EVA 3,242 ,076 ,883 72 ,380 ,152 ,172 -,191 ,495 
F7 EVA 5,038 ,028 -,255 72 .799 -,044 ,172 -,386 ,299 
EVNA 
-.258 63,430 .797 -,044 ,170 -,383 ,296 
FB EVA 8,230 ,005 1,975 72 ,052 ,405 ,205 -,004 ,8 14 
EVNA 1,998 63,405 ,050 ,405 ,203 ,000 ,810 
F9 EVA 1,835 ,180 -,113 72 ,9 10 -,028 ,246 -,5 18 ,462 
Fl O EVA 6,482 ,0 13 ,838 71 ,405 .2 14 ,256 -,296 ,724 
EVNA 
,847 68,47 1 ,400 ,214 ,253 -,290 .7 19 
Fll EVA ,110 ,741 -,065 71 ,949 -,018 ,279 -,574 ,538 
Fl2 EVA 1,59 1 ,2 11 -.789 71 ,433 -,2 18 ,276 -,769 . ,333 
Fl3 EVA 8,0 14 ,006 -1,166 71 ,247 -,332 ,285 -,900 ,236 
EVNA 
-1,183 66,448 ,241 -,332 ,28 1 -,893 .228 
Fl4 EVA ,000 ,999 ,962 71 ,339 ,268 ,279 -,288 ,825 
For variable F14 (Corporate culture reflects an ignorance of Trai ning and Deve lopment 
for Chinese employees) there are 3S females and 38 males in the data set. The mean leve! 
of agreement for female is a bit higher at 3,40, compared with 3, 13 for ma le. The p value 
for Levene's Test (S ig.) is ,999 with the F va lue of ,000 (F), which is larger than a leve! 
(p> ,OS), and equal variances were assumed. With the "Equa l variances assumed" test, the 
t value is ,962 (t). The p value associated with the test (Sig (2-tailed)) is ,339, which is 
larger than a leve! (p> ,OS), and the nu l! hypothes is (Ho) is fai led to be rejected. 
Therefore, no significant difference was found between females (Mean = 3,40) and males 
(Mean = 3,13) in terms of the ir degrees of agreement th at corporate culture reflecting an 
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ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to 
HCNs in China. 
In summary, results from this in dependent sam pies t-test indicated th at there is no 
significant difference between females and males in perceiving the relationships between 
variables of FI, F2, F3, F4, FS, F6, F7, F9, FIO, Fil , F12, F13, Fl4 and MNCs' T&D 
provision to HCNs in China. And there is a sign ifi cant difference between females and 
males in perceiving the relationships between the F8 and MNCs' T&D provision to 
HCNs in China, which means the degree of agreement in which F8 (T&D is considered 
as one of the prerequisites for advancing employees) motivated MNCs to provide T&D to 
HCNs in Chinais significantly different between female and male. 
3.4 Pearson 's correlation coefficients (r) 
3 .4.1 Correlations ofF 1 to F8 for Research Question 1 (RQ 1) 
Pearson 's correlation was used to assess the relationships between the first eight factors 
of company's regulation (Ft), related law (F2), security consideration (F3) , inspiring 
emp loyees' working motivation and learning enthus iasm (F4), employees ' job 
satisfact ion , loyalty and comm itment (FS), employees ' working performance (F6), needs 
of special job ski lls (F7), consideration of promotion for employees (F8) for the first 
research question. The Pearson correlation results were presented in Table 3.22. The 
Pearson Correlation (r) in the Table 3.22 represented the strength of the relationship 
between the variables and the significance leve! (p value) was labeled as Sig. (2-tailed) in 
the table. Recall that a p value of less than 0,05 was considered statistically significant. 
Correlation results indicated a significant inter-correlation between the eight factors and 
detailed analysis of the statistical resu-lts is followed. 
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Table 3.22 
Correlations of Fl to F8 
Correlations (Fl to F8) 
Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 FS 
. Fl Pearson Correlation ,488 ' ' ,479 '' ,169 ,11 0 ,03 1 ,275 ' ,149 
Sig. (2-tai led) ,000 ,000 ,1 50 ,349 ,792 ,0 18 ,205 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
F2 Pearson Correlation ,488' ' ,446" -,067 -,007 ,036 ,196 ,074 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,573 ,955 ,759 ,093 ,533 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
F3 Pearson Corre lati on ,479 " ,446" ,4 13" ,378" ,337 " ,357" ,092 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,00 1 ,004 ,002 ,44 1 
N 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 
F4 Pearson Correlation ,169 -,067 ,4 13" ,535 " ,664" ,400" ,339" 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,150 ,573 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,003 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
F5 Pears on Correlation ,11 0 -,007 ,378 " ,535 " ,344" ,41 2" ,494" 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,349 ,9 55 ,001 ,000 ,003 ,000 ,000 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
F6 Pearson Correlation ,03 1 ,036 ,337 " ,664" ,344 " ,496" ,398" 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,792 ,759 ,004 ,000 ,003 ,000 ,000 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
F7 Pearson Correlation ,275 ' ,196 ,3 57" ,400" ,412" ,496". ,419" 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,0 18 ,093 ,002 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
FS Pearson Correlation ,149 ,074 ,092 ,339" ,494" ,398" ,4 19" 
Sig. (2-taile d) ,205 ,533 ,44 1 ,003 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 74 74 73 74 74 74 74 74 
**. Correlationis significant at the 0.0 !leve! (2-tailed) 
• .Correlation is significant at the 0.05 leve! (2-tail ed) 
The correlation results between the variable Fl (Company's regu lation required) and 
other seven variables of factors indicated that the factor of company's regulation towards 
the factor of related law (F2) (r = ,488, p = ,000), the factor of company 's regulation 
towards the factor of security consideration (F3) (r = ,479, p = ,000), and the factor of 
company's regulation towards the factor of needs of special job skills (F7) (r = ,275, p = 
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,0 18) showed positive significant relationships . Overall , the factor of company's 
regulation significantly correlated with factors of re lated law, security consideration and 
needs of special job ski ll s. This indicated that increases in the factor of company's 
regu lation with increases in factors of related law, security and needs of special job skil 1s. 
And factors of re lated law, securi ty and needs of special j ob ski ll s cou ld also be predicted 
from knowing the factor of company ' s regulation. 
The correlat ion results between the variab le F2 (related law) and other seven variables of 
factors indicated that the factor of related law towards fac tors of company's regulation 
required (Ft ) (r = ,488, p = ,000) and the factor of related law towards the factor of 
security consideration (F3) (r = ,446, p = ,000) showed positive significant re lationships. 
Overall, the factor of re lated law significantly correlated with factors of company 's 
regulation and security consideration. This indicated that increases in the factor of related 
law with increases in factors of company's regulation and security considerat ion. And 
factors of company's regulation and security consideration can be also predi cted from 
know ing the factor ofrelated law. 
The COITelation results between the variable F3 (Consideration of security, to prevent 
workplace accidents) and other seven variables of factors indicated that the factor of 
security consideration towards the factor of company ' s regulation required (FI) (r = ,479, 
p = ,000), the factors of security considerati on towards the factor of related law (F2) (r = 
,446, p = ,000), the factor of security consideration towards the factor of employees' 
working motivation and learning enthusiasm (F4) (r = ,41 3, p = ,000), the factor of 
securi ty consideration towards the factor of employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and 
commitment (FS) (r = ,378, p = ,001 ), the factor of security consideration towards the 
factor of employees' working performance (F6) (r = ,33 7, p = ,004) and the factor of 
securi ty cons iderat ion towards the fac tor of needs of spec ial j ob sk ill s (F7) (r = ,357, p = 
,002) showed positive significant re lationships. Overall, the factor of security 
consideration significantly corre lated with factors of company's regulat ion, related law, 
employees' working motivation, learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty, 
commitment and working performance, as we il as the factor of needs of spec ial job ski lis. 
This indicated that jncreases in the factor of security consideration with increases in 
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factors of company's regulation, related law, employees' working motivation , learning 
enthusiasm, job satisfaction , loya lty , commitment and working performance, as weil as 
the factor of needs of special job skills. And factors of company 's regulation, related law, 
employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction , loyalty and 
commitment and working performance, as weil as factors of needs of special job ski ll s 
can also be predicted from knowing the factor of security consideration . 
The corre lation results between the variable F4 (To .inspire employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm) and other seven variables of factors indicated that 
the factor of inspiring employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm towards 
the factor of security consideration (F3) (r = ,413 , p = ,000), the factor of inspiring 
employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm towards th e factor of 
employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment (FS) (r = ,535, p = ,000), the factor 
of inspiring employees' working motivation and le&rning enthusiasm towards the factor 
of employees' working performance (F6) (r = ,664, p = ,000), the factor of employees' 
working motivation and learning enthus iasm towards the factor of needs of special job 
sk ills (F7) (r = ,400, p = ,000) and the factor of inspiring employees' working motivat ion 
and learn ing enthusiasm towards the factor of promotion consideration (F8) (r = ,339, p = 
,003) showed positive signitïcant relationships. Overall, the factor of inspiring 
employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm s ignitïcantly correlated with 
factors of security consideration, employees' job satisfaction , loyalty and comm itment 
and working performance, as weil as factors of needs of special job skills and promotion 
consideration. This indicated th at increases in the factor of inspiring employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm with increases in factors of secu rity consideration, 
employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment and working performance, as weil 
as factors of needs of special job sk ills and promotion consideration. And factors of 
security consideration, employees' job satisfaction, loya lty and commitment and working 
performance, as weil as factors of needs of special job ski ll s and promotion consideration 
can also be pred icted from knowing the factor of inspiring employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm. 
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The correlation resul ts between the variable FS (To maintain or improve employees' j ob 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitment to the company) and other se ven vari ables of factors 
indicated that the factor of employees ' job satisfacti on, loyalty and cotnmitment towards 
the factor of security consideration (F3) (r = ,3 78, p = ,00 1 ), the factor of employees' job 
satisfaction , loyalty and commitment towards th e factor of inspiring employees' working 
motivation and learning enthus iasm (F4) (r = ,535 , p = ,000), the factor of employees ' job 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitment towards the facto r of employees' working 
yerformance (F6) (r = ,344, p = ,003), the factor of employees ' job satisfaction, loyalty 
and commitment towards the fac tor of needs of special job skill s (F7) (r = ,412, p = ,000) 
and the factor of employees ' job satisfaction, loya lty and commitment towards the factor 
of promotion consideration (F8) (r = ,494, p = ,000) showed positive signifi cant 
relationships. Overall , the factor of employees' job satisfaction, loya lty and commitment 
significantly correlated w ith factors of security considerati on, employees ' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm and working performance, as weil as factors of needs 
of specia l j ob skills and promotion considerati on. This indicated that increases in the 
factor of employees' job sati sfaction, loyalty and commitment w ith increases in factors of 
security considerat ion , employees ' working moti vation and learning enthusias m and 
working performance, as weil as factors of needs of spec ia l job sk ills and promotion 
consideration . And factors of securi ty considerati on, employees' working moti vation and 
learning enthusiasm and working perfo rm ance, as we il as factors of needs of special j ob 
skills and promotion considerati on can also be predicted from knowing the factor of 
employees' j ob satisfaction, loya lty and commitment. 
The correlat ion resul ts between the variable F6 (To improve employees' working 
performance by prov iding them new knowledge and skills) and other seven vari ab les of 
factors indicated that the fac tor of employees ' worki ng performance towards the fac tor of 
security cons ideration (F3) (r = ,3 37, p = ,004), the factor of employees ' working 
performance towards the facto r of inspiring employees ' working motivation and learn ing 
enthusias m (F4) (r = ,664, p = ,000), the factor of employees' working performance 
towards the factor of employees ' job satisfaction , loyalty and commitm ent (FS) (r = ,344, 
p = ,003), the factor of employees' working performance towards the factor of needs of 
special job ski ll s (F7) (r = ,496, p = ,000) and the factor of employees ' working 
performance towards the factor of promotion consideration (F8) (r = ,398, p = ,000) 
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showed pos itive signiti cant re1ationships. Overall , the factor of employees' working 
performance signifi cantly corre lated with fac tors of security considerati on, employees' 
working motivation and learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loya lty and commitment, as 
weil as factors of needs of special job ski lls and promotion consideration. This indicated 
that increases in the factor of employees' working performance with increases in factors 
of securi ty considerat ion, employees' working motivation and learning enthus iasm, job 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitm ent, as wei l as factors of needs of specia l job skills and 
promotion consideration. And fac tors of security consideration , employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyal ty and commitment, as we ll as 
factors of needs of special j ob skills and promotion cons ideration can also be predicted 
from knowing the factor of employees' working performance. 
The correlation results between the variable F7 (To meet the needs of some spec ial job 
skill s) and other seven variables of factors indicated that the factor of needs of spec ial job 
ski il s towards the factor of company's regulation (FI) (r = ,275, p = ,01 8), the factor of 
needs of special job sk i li s towards the factor of security consideration (F3) (r = ,337, p = 
,002), the factor of needs of special job skills towards the factor of inspiring employees' 
working motivation and learning enthusiasm (F4) (r = ,400, p = ,000), the factor of needs 
of special j ob skill s towards the factor of employees' job sati sfaction, loyalty and 
commitment (FS) (r = ,344, p = ,003), the factor of needs of special job sk ills towards the 
factor of employees' working performance (F6) (r = ,496, p = ,000) and the factor of 
needs of special job ski ils towards the factor of promotion consideration (F8) (r = ,419, p 
= ,000) showed positive significant relationships. Overall , the fac tor of needs of special 
job skills significantly corre lated with factors of company's regul ation, securi ty 
consideration, employees ' working motivation and learni ng enthusias m, job sati sfaction, 
loya lty and commitment and working performance, as we ll as the facto r of promotion 
consideration. Thi s indicated th at increases in the factor of needs of spec ial job skills with 
increases in facto rs of company's regu lat ion, securi ty consideration, employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty and comm itment and 
working performance, as weil as the factor of promotion consideration. And factors of 
company's regu lation, security consideration, employees' working motivation and 
learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment and working performance, 
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as weil as the factor of promotion consideration can also be predicted from knqwing the 
factor of needs of special job skills. 
The correlation results between the variable F8 (T&D is considered as one of the 
prerequisites for advanè ing employees) and other seven vari ables of fac tors indicated that 
the factor of pro motion consideration towards the factor of inspiring employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusias m (F4) (r = ,339 p = ,003), the factor of promotion 
consideration towards the factor of employees' job satisfaction, loya lty and commitment 
(FS) (r = ,494, p = ,000), the factor of promoti on consideration towards the factor of 
employees' working performance (F6) (r = ,398, p = ,000) and the factor of promotion 
consideration towards the factor of needs of special job skill s (F7) (r = ,41 9, p = ,000) 
showed pos itive significant relationships. Overall , the fac tor of promoti on consideration 
significantly correlated with factors of employees' working motivation and learning 
enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment and wo rki ng performance, as weil 
as the factor of needs of special job ski lls. This indicated that increases in the factor of 
promotion considerat ion with i11creases in factors of employees' working motivation and 
learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment and working performance, 
as we il as the factor of needs of special j ob sk ill s. And factors of employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment and 
working performance, as we il as the fac tor of needs of special job skills can also be 
predicted from knowing the factor of promotion consideration. 
3.4.2 Corre lat ions ofF9 to F l 4 for Research Question 2 (RQ2) 
Pearson's correlation was used to assess the relationsh ips between the last six factors of 
T&D cost (F9), time and resource (FlO), employees' experience and language skills for 
internati onal communication (Fll ), staff turnover (Fl 2), employees' requirement for 
promotion or pa y ri se (Fl3), and corporate culture retlect ing an ignorance of T &D for 
Chinese employees (F14) for the second research question. The Pearson correlation 
results were presented in Table 3.23 . The Pearson Corre lation (r) in the Tab le 3.23 
represented the strength of the relationship between the variables and the significance 
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leve! (p value) was labeled as Sig. (2-tai led) in the table. Recall th at a p value of less than 
O,OS was considered statistically significant. Correlation results indicated a sign ificant 
inter-correlation between the six factors and detailed analysis of the statistical results is 
followed . 
Table 3.23 
Correlations ofF9 to Fl4 
Correlations (F9 to Fl4) 
F9 FlO Fll Fl2 Fl3 Fl4 
F9 Pearson Correlation · ,349 •• ,286. . 38o·· ,43 1 •• ,264. 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,002 ,0 14 ,00 1 ,000 ,024 
N 74 73 73 73 73 73 
FlO Pearson Correlation ,349 •• ,234 . ,2 1S. ,170 ,220 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,002 ,047 ,068 ,I SO ,06 1 
N 73 73 73 73 73 73 
Fll Pearson Correlation ,2 86. ,234. ,S39 •• ,493 •• ,179 
Sig. (2 -tailed) ,0 14 ,047 ,000 ,000 ,129 
N 73 73 73 73 73 73 
Fl2 Pearson Correlation ,380 .. ,21S ,S39 •• .82r .sos-· 
Sig. (2-tai1ed) ,00 1 ,068 ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 73 73 73 73 73 73 
Fl3 Pearson Correlation ,431 •• ,170 ,493 •• .s2r .sor 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,I SO ,000 ,000 ,000 
N 73 73 73 73 73 73 
Fl4 Pearson Correlation ,264" ,220 ,179 .sos·· .sor 
Sig. (2-tailed) ,024 ,061 ,129 ,000 ,000 
N 73 73 73 73 73 73 
**.Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
*.Correlation is signifi cant at the O.OS lev el (2-tailed) 
The correlation results between the variable F9 (Cost of T &D) and other five variables of 
factors indicated th at the factor of T &D cost towards the factor of ti me and resource 
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(FIO) (r = ,349 p = ,002) , f the factor of T&D cost towards the factor of employees' 
experience and language skill s for international communication (Fil ) (r = ,286, p = 
,014), the factor of T&D cost towards the factor of staff turnover (F12) (r = ,380, p = 
,001), the factor of T&D cost towards the factor of employees' requirement for a 
promotion or pay rise (F13) (r = ,43 1, p = ,000) and the factor of T&D cost towards the 
factor of corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees (F14) 
(r = ,264, p = ,024) showed positive significant relationships . Overal l, the factor of T&D 
cost significantly correlated with factors oftime and resource, employees' experience and 
language skills for international communication, staff turnover, employees' requirement 
for a promotion or pay rise and the factor of corporate cu lture reflecting an ignorance of 
T &D for Chinese employees. This indicated th at increases in the factor of T &D cost with 
increases in factors of ti me and resource, employees ' experience and language ski ll s for 
internationa l communication, staff turnover, employees' requirement for a promotion or 
pay rise and the factor of corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Ch inese 
employees. And factors of time and resource, employees' experience and language skills 
for international communication, staff turnover, employees' requirement for promotion or 
pay rise and the factor of corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese 
employees can also be predicted from know ing the factor ofT&D cost. 
The correlation results between the variable FIO (Lack enough time and resource) and 
other five variables of factors indicated that the factor of ti me and resource towards the 
factor of T &D cost (F9) (r = ,349 p = ,002) and the factor of ti me and res ource towards 
the factor of employees' experience and language skill s for international communicat ion 
(Fll ) (r = ,234, p = ,047), showed positive significant re lat ionships . Overall , the factor of 
time and resource significantly correlated with factors of T&D cost, employees' 
experience and language ski lls for international communication. This indicated that 
increases in the factor of ime and res ource with increases in factors of T &D cost, 
employees' experience and language skills for international communication. And factors 
of T &D cost, employees' experience and language skills for international communication 
can also be predicted from knowing the factor oftime and resource. 
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The correlation results between the variab le Fll (Cons ider that employees expenence . 
and language skill s for international communication are limited) and other five variables 
of factors indicated th at the factor of employees ' experience and language skill s for 
international communication towards the factor of T&D cost (F9) (r = ,286 p = ,014) and 
the factor of employees' experience and language skills for international communicat ion 
towards the factor of time and resource (F IO) (r = ,234 p = ,047), the factor of 
employees' experience and language skills for international communication towards the 
factor of staff turnover (F12) (r = ,539, p = ,000), and the factor of employees' experience 
and language skills for international communication towards the factor of emp loyees' 
requirement for a promotion or pay rise (F13) (r = ,493, p = ,000) showed positive 
significant relationships. Overall , the factor of empl oyees' experience and language skills 
for international communication significantly corre lated with factors of T&D cost, time 
and resource, staff turnover and employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise. This 
indicated that increases in the factor of employees' experience and language skills for 
international communication with increases in factors of T &D cost, ti me and resource, 
staff turnover and employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise. And facto rs of 
T&D cost, time and resource, staff turnover and employees' requirement for a promotion 
or pay rise can also be predicted from knowing the factor of employees' experience and 
language skills for international communication . 
The correlation results between the variable Fl2 (Fear of staff turnover) and other five 
variables of factors indicated th at the factor of staff turnover towards the factor of T &D 
cost (F9) (r = ,380 p = ,00 1) and the factor of staff turnover towards the factor of 
employees' experience and language sk ill s for international commun ication (Fil ) (r = 
,539 p = ,000), the factor of staff turnover towards the factor of employees' requirement 
for a promotion or pay rise (F13) (r = ,827, p = ,000) and the factor of staff turnover 
towards the factor of corporate cu lture reflecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese 
employees (Fl4) (r = ,505, p = ,000) showed positive significant relationships. Overall , 
the factor of staff turnovei· significantly correlated with factors of T&D cost, employees' 
experience and language skills for international communication and employees ' 
requirement for a promotion or pay rise, as we il as the factor of corporate culture 
reflecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese employees . This indicated that increases in 
the factor of staff turnover with increases in factors of T &D cost, employees' experience 
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and language ski lls for international communication and employees' requirement for a 
promotion or pay ri se, as we il as the factor of corporate cu lture reflecting an ignorance of 
T&D for Chinese employees. And factors of T&D cost, employees' experi ence and 
language ski lls for international communication and employees' requirement for a 
promotion or pay rise, as weil as the factor of corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of 
T&D for Chinese employees can a lso be predicted from .knowing the factor of staff 
turnover. 
The correlation results between the variab le FI3 (Fear that newly trained employees 
demand a promotion or pay rise) and other five variab les of factors indicated that the 
factor of employees' requirement for a promotion or pay ri se towards the factor of T&D 
cost (F9) (r = ,43 1 p = ,000) and the factor of employees' requirement for a promotion or 
pay rise towards the factor of employees' experience and language skills for international 
communication (F il ) (r = ,493 p = ,000), the factor of employees' requirement for a 
promotion or pay rise towards the factor of staff turnover (F12) (r = ,827, p = ,000) and 
the factor of employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise towards the factor of 
corporate culture refl ecting an ignorance ofT&D for Chinese employees (F14) (r = ,507, 
p = ,000) showed positive significant relationships. Overall , the factor of employees ' 
requirement for a promotion or pay ri se significantly correlated with factors of T &D cost, 
employees' experience and language ski ll s for international communication, staff 
turnover and the factor of corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese 
employees. This indicated that increases in the factor of employees' requirement ror a 
promotion or pay rise with increases in factors ofT&D cost, employees' experience and 
language skills for international communication, staff tu rnover and the factor of corporate 
culture reflecting an ignorance ofT&D for Chinese employees. And factors ofT&D cost, 
employees' experience and language skill s for international communication, staff 
turnover and the factor of corp.orate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Ch inese 
employees can also be predicted from knowing the factor of employees' requirement for a 
promotion or pay rise . 
The correlation results between the variable Fl4 (Corporate culture reflects an ignorance 
of Training and Development for Chinese employees) and other five variables of factors 
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indicated that the factor of corporate cu lture reflecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese 
employees towards the factor of T&D cost (F9) (r = ,264 p = ,024), the factor of 
corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees towards the 
factor of staff turnover (F12) (r = ,505, p = ,000), and the factor of corporate culture 
reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees towards the factor of employees' 
requirement for a promotion or pay rise (FI3) (r = ,507, p = ,000) showed positive 
significant relationships. Overall , the facto r of corporate cu lture reflecting an ignorance of 
T&D for Chinese emp loyees significantly corre lated with factors of T&D cost staff 
turnover and employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise . This indicated that 
in cre ases in the factor of corporate culture retlecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese 
employees with increases in factors of T&D cost, staff turnover and employees' 
requirement for a promotion or pa y ri se. And factors of T &D cost, staff turnover and 
employees' requirement for a promotion or pay ri se can a Iso be predicted from knowing 
the factor of corporate cu lture reflecting an ignorance ofT &D for Chinese employees. 
3.4.3 Correlations ofMNCs' subsidiaries estab li shed years in China and the 14 factors 
Pearson' s correlation was used to assess the relationships between the variable of MN Cs' 
subsidiaries estab lished years in China and the 14 factors of company's regu lation (FI), 
related law (F2), security consideration (F3), inspiring employees' working motivation 
and learning enthusiasm (F4), employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment (FS), 
employees' working performance (F6), needs of spec ial job skill s (F7), considE<ration of 
promotion for employees (F8), T &D cost (F9), ti me and res ource (FI 0), employees' 
experience and language skills for international communication (Fil ), staff turnover 
(Fl2), employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise (F13), and corporate culture 
retlecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees (F14) for the two research 
questions. The Pearson correlation results were presented in Table 3.24. The Pearson 
Correlation (r) in the Table 3.24 represented the strength of the re lationship between the 
variables and the sign ificance leve! (p value) was labeled as Sig. (2-tai led) in the table. 
Recall th at a p value of Jess than 0,05 was considered statistically significant. Correlat ion 
results indicated a negative significant inter-correlation between the variable of MNCs' 
subs idiaries established years in China and sorne of the 14 factors, and detailed analys is 
of the statistical results is followed. 
Table 3.24 
Correlat ions ofMNCs' subsidiaries established 
year(s) in Chi na with the 14 factors 
Cor r<l ations (JyiNCs' subsidiaries established vear(s) in China and ù1e 1 ~ factors) 
years ofl'vlNCs' subsidiaries Pearson Correlation 
establish ed in China Sig. (2-tail ed) 
N 
FI Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-ta il ed) 
N 
F:2 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2 -tailed) 
N 
F3 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
F 4 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
FS Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
F 6 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
F7 Pean.on Correla tion 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
FB Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
F9 Pea rson Correlation 
Sig. {2-tailed) 
N 
FIO Pea rson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Fll Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-ta iled) 
N 
F l 2 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Fl3 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Fl4 Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
• .Corre lation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
yearsofivlNCs' subs.idiaries 
esta blish ed in China 
73 
-, 104 
,383 
73 
-,054 
,6 53 
73 
-,038 
,ï50 
72 
-,2 5 ï' 
,028 
-,09ï 
,4 15 
73 
-,186 
,116 
73 
-,245 " 
,03 ï 
73 
-,293 . 
,0 12 
73 
-,208 
,Oïï 
73 
-,2~8 · 
,035 
72 
-,03 1 
)93 
ï2 
-, 189 
,113 
ï2 
-,12ï 
,288 
72 
-,265 " 
,024 
72 
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As data indicated, the vari able of MNCs ' subs idiar ies estab lished years in China towards 
factors of inspiring employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm (F4) (r = -
,257 p = ,028), the variable of MN Cs' subsidiaries established years in China towards the 
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facto r of needs of spec ial job skills (F7) (r = -,245 p = ,037), the variable of MNCs' 
subsidiaries establi shed years in China towards the factor of promotion consideration (F8) 
(r = -,293 p = ,012), the variable of MNCs ' subs idiaries established years in China 
towards the factor of time and resource (FlO) (r = -,248 p = ,03 5) and variable of MN Cs' 
subsidiaries establi shed years in China towards the factor of corporate cu lture reflecting 
an ignorance of T &D for Chinese employees (F14) (r = -,265 p = ,024), showed negative 
significant relationships. Overall , the variab le of MN Cs' subsidiaries estab li shed years in 
China significantly correlated with factors of inspir ing employees' working motivation 
and learning enthusiasm, needs of special job skill s, promotion consideration, time and 
res ource and the factor of corporate culture refl ecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese 
employees. This indicated that increases in the variable of MNCs' subsidiaries 
established years in China with decreases in factors of insp iring employees' working 
, motivation and learning enthusiasm, needs of spec ial job skill s, promotion consideration, 
ti me and resource and the factor of corporate cu lture refl ecting an ignorance of T&D for 
Chinese employees. And factors of inspiring employees' working motivation and learning 
enthusias m, needs of special job ski ll s, promotion consideration, time and resource and 
the factor of corporate culture retlecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese employees can 
be also predicted from knowing the vari able of MNCs' subsidiaries establi shed years in 
China. 
3.4.4 Correlations ofMNCs' total employees numbers and the 14 factors 
Pearson's correlation was used to assess the rel ationships between the variable of MN Cs' 
employees' total numbers and the 14 factors of company 's regulation (Ft ), re lated law 
(F2), security consideration (F3), inspiring employees ' working motivation and learning 
enthusiasm (F4), employees' job satisfaction, loya lty and commitment (FS), employees' 
working performance (F6), needs of special job skills • (F7), consideration of promotion 
for employees (F8), T&D cost (F9), time and resource (FIO), employees' experience and 
language ski lls for international communication (Fil), staff turnover (F12), employees' 
requirement for promotion or pay rise (F13), and corporate culture reflecting an 
ignorance of T&D for Ch inese employees (F14) for the two research questions . The 
Pearson correlation results were presented in Tab le 3.25 . The Pearson Correlation (r) in 
the Tab le 3.25 represented the strength of the relationship between the variables and the 
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significance leve! (p value) was labeled as Sig. (2-tai led) in the table. Recall that ap value 
of less than 0,05 was cons idered statistically sign ificant. Correlation resu lts indicated no 
sign ificant inter-corre lation between the variable of MN Cs' subsidiaries estab lished years 
in China and any of the 14 factors and therefore, the nu l! hypothesis (1-1 0) for the Pearson 
correlation coefficient stated that there is no association between the two variables (r = 0) 
were fai led to be· rejected. 
Ta ble 3.25 
Corre lations ofMNCs' employees ' total 
numbers w ith 14 factors 
Co rrelatio n s (MN Cs' employees' total numbers and the 14 factors) 
number of total employees 
number of total Pearson Correlation 1 
employees Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 74 
Pearson Correlation -,044 
f..l Sig. (2-tailed) ,708 
N 7.4 
Pearson Carrela ti on - ,140 
D. Sig. (2-tailed) ,235 
N 74 
Pearson Correlation -, 150 
F3 Sig. (2-tailed) .205 
N 73 
Pearson Correlation -,13 4 
F4 Sig. (2-tailed) ,254 
N 74 
Pearson Correlation -,120 
FS Sig. (2-tailed) .307 
N 74 
Pearson Corre la ti on -, 188 
F6 Sig. (2-tailed) ,1 09 
N 74 
Pearson Correlation - ,157 
F7 Sig. (2 -tailed) ,181 
N 74 
Pearson Correlation - ,055 
FS Sig. (2-tailed) ,640 
N 74 
Pearson Correlation -,066 
F9 Sig. (2-tailed) ,579 
N 74 
Pearson Correb.tion -,057 
FlO Sig. (2 -tailed) ,632 
N 73 
Pearson Correlation -,031 
Fil Sig. (2-tailed) ,793 
N 73 
Pearson Correlation ,003 
Fl2 Sig. (2-tailed) ,980 
N 73 
Pearson Correlation ,016 
Fl3 Sig. (2-tailed) ,893 
N 73 
Pearson Carrela ti on -, 090 
Fl4 Sig. (2-tailed) ,447 
N 73 
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3.5 Summary 
Presented in · Chapter IV are research findings of the data collected from the survey 
respondents (N=74), basing on the analys is of descriptive statistics (frequency analysis), 
independent samples t-test and Pearson's correlation coefficients (r). 
The first sub-chapter deals with the results from the descriptive statistics on the 
demographie characteristics of the survey respondents and MNCs through the measures 
of central tendency. · Then, data analys is of the 14 independent variables (14 factors) in 
addressing the two research questions for this study were di scussed by combining the 
measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion. Findings from descriptive 
statistics indicated thaf factors of related Jaws (F2), secur ity consideration (F3), 
employees' working motivations and Jearning enthusiasm (F4), job satisfaction , loyalty 
and commitment (FS), working performance (F6), needs of special job skill s (F7), 
consideration of pm motions (F8), ti me arid resources (FI 0) and corporate cultures (FI 4) 
were considered be associated with the provision of T&D. However, three factors of 
employees' experience and language skills for international communication (Fil), staff 
turnover (FI2) and employees ' requirement for a promotion or pay ri se may (FI3) were 
mostly rejected by respondents to be considered as factors influencing the provision, and 
Jess opinions were collected for factors of company's regulation (Fl) and T &D cost (F9). 
The second part of this chapter discussed about the data analysis through three 
independent samples t-tests for the measurement of the differences in the degree of 
agreement to the 14 factors between leaderships and employees, North America and other 
regions, as we il as females and males. Results from the first two tests showed that there is 
no significant difference between leaderships and employees, or between North America 
and other regions, in perceiving the relationships between the 14 factors and MNCs' 
T&D provision to HCNs in China. Only one significant difference were found from the 
Jast independent samples t-test between females and males in perceiving the relationships 
between the 14 factor and MNCs' T&D provision to HCNs in China, wh ich was the 
factor of promotion cons ideration (F8). This indicated that the degree of agreement in 
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which consideration of promotion for employees may motivate MN Cs to provide T &D to 
HCNs in China is significantly different between females and males . 
The last part in this chapter presented the data analys is from the test of Pearson 's 
correlati on coeffi cients (r). Significant positive inter-correlati ons between the 14 
independent variables (the 14 faCtors} in address ing the two research questions were 
respectively examined. ln addi tion , resul ts of Pearson's corre lation coeffi cients (r) found 
that variab le of MNCs ' subsidi aries estab lished years in China on ly has a signi ficant 
negative correlation with factors of employees' working motivations and learning 
enthusiasm (F4), needs of special j ob ski lls (F7), consideration of promotions (F8), time 
and resources (FI 0) and corporate cultures (F14), and no significant corre lation was 
found between the variable of MNCs ' employees ' tota l. numbers and any of the 14 
factors, 
Provided in Chapter IV was a summary of the research findings and data analys is. 
Numerous tables were presented in this chapter to prov ide stat istical support for the 
survey results. A conclusion of this research is presented in Chapter V, includ ing the 
discuss ions of the research findings, the implications of this research as we il as the 
recommendations for future study . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --
CONCLUSION 
Overview 
Recall that the ultimate goal of this study is to exp lore the possible factors that guide 
MNCs' T&D decisions for their local employees in China. The body of practical and 
theoretical knowledge about T&D in Chinese settings and IHRM literatures was firstly 
reviewed. In arder to develop a thorough understanding of MNCs' T&D decisions, two 
central research questions were addressed by asking both pos itive and negative factors 
that associated with the T &D provision issue. These two research questions were 
respectively asked "What factors may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in 
China?" and "What factors may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China?" 
The ·proposed theoretica l framework in thi s study further indicated that both selection and 
rejection factors can have a significant impact on firms ' dec isions of T&D provision to 
employees (Banks et al. , 1987). 
Drawing on the literature review from past study, 14 main factors were inferred as the 
reasons that determine MNC' s decision-makings of T&D provisions to HCNs in Ch in a. 
Eight selected factors were used to measure the first question, indicating th at factors of 1) 
company 's regulation, 2) related law, 3) security cons ideration, 4) employees' working 
motivation and learning enthusiasm, 5) employees' job satisfaction, loyalty and 
commitment and 6) working performance, 7) needs of special job ski Ils and 8) promotion 
consideration may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HC]\Js in China. Six rej ected 
factors were used to measure the second question , indicating th at factors of 1) T &D cost, 
2) time and resource, 3) employees' experience and language sk ills for international 
communication, 4) staff turnover, 5) employees' requirement for promotion or pay rise 
and 6) corporate culture reflecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese employees may 
hinder MN Cs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. 
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A quantitative methodology by using an instrumentation of se lf-completion online survey 
was developed for this study. Research patiicipants were asked to indicate the ir strength 
of agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert Scale regarding the proposed 8 
selection and 6 rejections factors associated with MNCs' provision of T&D to local 
employees in China. Data gathered were analyzed through descriptive statistics 
(frequency analysis), independent samples t-test and Pearson's correlation coefficients 
(r) , which were presented in the preceding chapter. 
Presented in Chapter V is the final pati of this research. A summaty and discussion of the 
research findings were firstly carried out. Then, significant implications of this research 
and relevant recommendations for future study were indicated. At last, an overall 
summary concluded this research . 
Discussions of research findings 
The quantitative methodology employed in this study yie ld severa! important research 
findings. Further discussions regarding those findings are presented as fol lowed. 
Firstly, research findings from descriptive statistics (frequency analysis) indicated th at 
factors of related laws, security consideration, employees' working motivations and 
learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, loyalty and commitment and working performance, , 
needs of special job ski lls as weil as the consideration of promotions may motivate MN Cs 
to provide T&D to HCNs in China, and factors of lacking time and resources and 
corporate cultures may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in China. , lending 
supports to most arguments from prior studies (Al-Khayyat and Elgamal, 1997; Banks et 
al., 1987; Coetzer et al., 2012; Gibb, 2011; McDowall and Saunders, 2010; Olian et al., 
1998; Saks and Haccoun, 2009; Swanson and Holton Ill, 2009; Toh and Denisi, 2003). 
However, data from descriptive statistics analysis also found that most respondents did 
not agree that MNCs do not provide T&D to HCNs in China due to employees! limited 
experience and language skills for international communication, the fear of staff turnover 
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or the factor of employees ' requirement for a promotion or pay rise. These reversed some 
of the research findings from previous studies (Caldwell and Xiong, 2011; Cooke, 2012; 
Shen and Darby, 2006). Two main reasons may explain these three contentious factors . 
Firstly, China's opening-up po li cy and growing supply of university undergraduates and 
graduates largely boosted their local talents. Working abilities of Chinese local 
employees from an international leve! is no longer questioned as before, but more likely 
to be a competitive advantage. This just further proved the statement from Toh and Deni si 
(2003), contending that more and more HCNs in MNCs are we il tra ined and educated in 
favor of the rapid economie deve lopment and soc ial progress and the they should be 
accorded the same treatment as expatriates. Secondly, even the staff turnover rate was 
reported to be higher than before (Kundu, 2006), prob lems of employees' loyalty did not 
constitute an important reason that discouraged global firms from providing T&D to their 
Chinese employees. Indeed, during the past period with SOEs stiJl dominating the whole 
market, systems such as " iron rice bowl" and fixed sa laries guaranteed a high leve! of 
employees' loyalty. Wh ile with the large influx of foreign investment, the traditional 
pattern of China's tabor market changed and more and more Chinese emp loyees shifted 
their loyalty from SOEs to MNCs. Findings from this study just proved that problems of 
staff turnover and emp loyees' treatment do not constitute a big threat to MN Cs, however 
it may be a worry within SOEs . 
In addition, results from descriptive statistics analysis failed to provide evident statistical 
support in stating that company's regulation may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to 
HCNs in China; and cost of T&D may hinder MNCs from providing T&D to HCNs in 
China. This may due to the limited sample size that fa il ed to provide adequate response 
sources. 
With the analysis of independent samples t-test, resu lts indicated that there is no 
significant difference between leaderships and employees in perceiving the relationships 
between the 14 factors and MNCs' T&D provision to HCNs in China. Most previous 
studies have highlighted the crucial role of leaderships in T&D decisions within a 
company (Banks et al., 1987; Coetzer et al., 2012; Mühlemeyer and Clarke, 1997; 
Sillince, 1993; Westhead, 1998), while perspectives from employees were barely 
1 j _ _ 
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investigated. Findings from thi s study, however, indicated that leaderships and employees 
may hold similar points of view in perceiving the factors th at may guide company's T &D 
provisions. 
Dow ling and Welch (2004) used to state that national cu lture of the parent company may 
influence multjnational management in dealing with subsidiary units. Hofstede ' s (2013) 
cultural dimensions further exp lai ned this. However results from the t-test also found that 
there is no significant difference between North America and other reg ions, in perceiving 
the relationships between the 14 factors and MNCs' T&D provision to HCNs in China. 
Two explanations may be given. Firstly , questions regarding the proposed 14 factors with 
companies ' T&D decisions cannet really represent a cultural diversity from a national 
leve!. Seéondly, subs idiaries of MNCs in China, to some degree, were not influenced by 
cultures from parent company; but more integrate in China' s local market. 
Only one significant difference were found from the last independent samples t-test 
between females and males in perceiving the relationships between the 14 factor and 
MNCs ' T&D provision to HCNs in China, which was the factor of promotion 
consideration . This indicated that the degree of agreement in which consideration of 
promotion for employees may motivate MNCs to provide T&D to HCNs in China is 
significantly different between females and males. Rare studies have been conducted 
be fore to investigate companies' T &D decisions from different genders. This fin ding just 
provided another poss ibility in suggesting the future research from thi s aspect. 
With the 1ast analysis method of Pearson's correlation coefficients (r), positive inter-
correlations were found between most proposed factors to each research question . The 
purpose of the Pearson 's correlation test was to exp lore the inter-relationships between 
the factors influencing T &D deci sions . Understanding the relationships between the 
factors can help T &D decision makers, training providers or even employees to predict 
the poss ible factors that may affect T &D decisions from knowing another and so th at 
sorne work of prevention can be developed. For example, with the first research question, 
ohe striking fin ding ind icated that the factor of security consideration was fou nd to be the 
- --- -- - -- - - - - - - --
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most significantly correlated one with other seven fac tors, including factors of company's 
regulation, rel ated law, employees ' working motivation, learning enthusiasm, job 
satisfaction, loyalty, commitment and working performance, as we il as the factor of needs 
of specia l job skills. This indicated that if the factor of security consideration is highly 
valued to the decision of T&D provision within MNCs, factors of company's regulation, 
related law, employees' working motivation , learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction , 
loyalty , commitment and working performance, as we il as the factor of needs of spec ial 
job skills will be accordingly highly valued as weil. And factors of company 's regulation , 
related law, employees' working motivation and learning enthusiasm, job satisfaction, 
loyalty and commitment and working perform ance, as weil as the factor of needs of 
special job skills can also be predicted from knowing the factor of security considerati on. 
With the second research question , the factor of T &D cost was found to have strong 
positive correlations with most of other factors, inc luding factors of time and resource, 
employees' experience and language ski ll s for international communication, staff 
turnover, employees' requirement for a promotion or pay ri se and the factor of corporate 
culture reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese employees. -This indicated th at if the 
factor of T&D cost is considered to be an impotiant reason hindering MNCs from 
providing T&D to Chinese employees, factors of time and resource, employees' 
experience and language skill s for international communication, staff turnover, 
employees' requirement for a promotion or pay rise and the factor of corporate culture 
reflecting an ignorance of T&D for Chinese em ployees can be the very reasons as we il. 
And factors of time and resource, employees' experience and language skills for 
international communication, staff turnover, employees' requirement for promotion or 
pa y ri se and the factor of corporate culture retlecting an ignorance of T &D for Chinese 
employees can also be predicted from knowing the factor ofT&D cost. 
In addition, the last important findings indicated that the more of MNCs' subs idiaries 
established years in China, the Jess that fac tors of inspiring emp loyees' working 
motivations and learning enthusiasm, needs of special job skills and consideration of 
promotion are considered to motivate MNCs to provide T&D to local employees in 
China; and the more of MNCs' subs idiaries estab li shed years in China, the less that 
factors of ti me and resources and corporate cultu res are cons idered to hinder MN Cs from 
providing T&D to local emp loyees in China. This indicated that T&D decision policies 
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may varies depending on MNCs' years of business experience m China. MNCs, with 
more business years in China, can be more familiar with the culture of China's market 
and the way how they deal with their local employees in China can be various as weil. 
Factors such as inspiring employees' working motivations and learning enthusiasm or 
consideration of promotion turned to be less important reasons for MNCs with more 
business experience in China to provide T&D to their local employees in China. 
Similarly, factors oftime ana resources, and corporate cultures turned to be less important 
reasons for MNCs with more business experience in China not providing T&D to their 
local employees in China. More researches regarding the years of business experience in 
deciding the decision-makings ofT&D within MNCs should be further explored. 
Implications 
The implications of thi s research are in the domain of IHRM . Within IHRM literatùre, 
there has always been a bias towards T&D of expatriation while less emphasis bas been 
laid in exploring the training needs for HCNs within MN Cs (Ban ai and Reisel , 1993; Lee, 
2007; McDonald, 1993 ; Tung, 1987; Zakaria, 2000). This study has contributed a body of 
knowledge in the development of IHRM regarding HCNs' access to T&D opportunities 
within global firms. 
Findings from this research !end support to sorne arguments from previous literatures in 
measuring the factors associated with the provision of T &D within companies. Factors 
such as rigid regulations, security considerations, employees ' motivations, job 
satisfaction, loya lty and commitment, working performance associated with the job skill s, 
consideration of promotions for employees, time and resources as weil as corporate 
cultures have been fu rth r confi rmed to be associated with the provision of T &D through 
quantitative statistical evidence from this study. However, some findings from this study 
have also raised arguments against prior study. In this research, factors of Chinese 
employees' international working abili ty, staff turnover and demands for better working 
treatment did not tu rn to be major worries for MN Cs to pro vide T &D in China, which 
challenged the arguments · of Caldwell and Xiong (20 Il) and findings from Shen and 
Darby (2006) 's research. Any divergences from research findings revealed that 
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controversy of these relevant arguments sti ll ex ists and additional attentions should be 
given for a further research for interpreting the results in thi s area. 
In addition and just as mentioned above, prior studies in investigating companies' T&D 
decision makings usually gathered information only from leaderships (Banks et al., 1987; 
Coetzer et al., 20 12; Mühlemeyer and Clarke, 1997 ; Sillince, 1993; Westhead, 1998), 
perspectives from employees, however, were always neglected. Since findings from this 
study indicated that leaderships and employees might hold similar points of view in 
perceiving the factors that assoc iated with company' s T&D provisions, future researches 
in investigating opinions from employees may be also necessary and helpful for relevant 
studies. 
Another striking finding from this study was the significant positive correlations betw.een 
proposed factors th at assoc iated with MN Cs' provision of T &D to HCNs in ·China. This 
indicated that an intrinsic and necessary connection existed between severa! factors . 
These findings just provided the corre lation evidence to the sc ientific knowledge 
concerning the study of T &D provision, and enab le researchers to make predictions of 
one factor from knowing another with which has correlation . For example, the factor of 
security consideration was found to have positive correlations with factors of regulat ions 
and laws in this study. Therefore, if the securi ty factors are highly valued for a company 
to con~ide r the provision of T &D to employees, a more accu rate prediction of factors 
about regulations and laws can be also made as highly related to measure the decision 
making of T &D provision within the company. In general, a better understand ing of the 
inter-relationships between the factors associated with MN Cs' T &D provisions can help 
T&D decision makers, training providers or even employees to predict the possible 
factors that may affect T&D decisions from knowing another and so that some work of 
prevention can be developed. 
As more and more MNCs enter China's market, the proviSIOn of T&D to Chinese 
domestic talents has become of great importance to their success in China. So far, little 
has been know about MNCs' decis ion makings regard ing Chinese employees' access to 
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T &D. This study just provided a starting point for carrying out other researches in related 
with relevant studies of T&D. On the one hand, findings from this study could have a 
practical implication for T&O decision makers and providers, or owners within MNCs in 
terms of the ways in which T&O oppmiunities are provided as weil as the measurement 
of criteria in making T&D decisions. Explanations for MNCs' ignorance of T&D 
provisions to Chinese employees were g iven and tested in thi s study , which can more or 
Jess encourage leaderships with related T&D responsibilities or employers within MNCs 
to develop a more appropriate policy in measuring the training needs for their local 
employees in China, and therefore avoid the .occurrence of uneven provisions of T&D 
within the company. Furthermore, information gathered from employees may help 
leadersh ips to develop a T &0 decision from another standpoint in understanding how 
the ir employees perce ive the management decisions of T &0. On the other hand, this 
study may also have a potential contribution for those local Chinese employees from 
MN Cs, especially for th ose who have been always actively seeking to the access of T &0 
opportunities for the development in the ir future careers. Findings from this study can just 
provide sorne valuable information for them to better understand the decision making of 
T&O provision within the companies, and help them to be more proactive in finding the 
ways of improvement to be in accord with the directions and principles of the companies 
in their own case. The meanwhile, understanding companies' managerial decisions, to 
sorne extent, can be beneficiai for deepening a mutual understanding and promoting 
bilateral co-operation and trust between employees and leaderships. 
Last but not !east, even the target market of this research is in China, findin gs from this 
study may also be applicable for MNCs in other countries, especially for those 
developing countries having similar contexts like China. 
Recommendation for future study 
Findirigs from this study, on the one hand , served to answer the basic research questions; 
on the other hand, raised more issues as consequences for further research in seeking for 
complete understandings . 
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Discussions above have already ra ised three recom mendations fo r future study. Firstly, 
differing fro m the arguments of Caldwell and Xiong (2011 ) and fin dings from Shen and 
Darby (2006)'s research, findings from this study indicated that factors of Chinese 
employees' international working ability, staff turnover and demands for a better working 
treatment were not considered to be main reasons that may hinder MNCs from provid ing 
T&D to HCNs in China. Various reasons could have led to the divergent results, which 
need further research to help interpret. Secondly, since responses from leaderships and 
employees were fou nd similar in this study in perce iving the factors that associated with 
company's T &D provis ions, future study in investigating opini ons fro m employees may 
be also necessary and valuable for measuring the facto rs in dec iding T &D provis ions. 
Thirdly, as the las t fi nding indicated that T&D decision policies might vary depending on 
MNCs' years of business experience in China. Future study regard ing the years of 
business experience in deciding the dec ision-mak ings of T&D within MNCs should be 
recommended. 
In addition, due to the limitation of the research sample size, regions of surveyed MN Cs' 
headquarters were recorded into two main categories, which are North America and other 
regions, and results from data analys is did not find signi ficant di fference in perceiving the 
relationships between the 14 factors and MNCs' T&D prov ision to HCNs in China 
between these two categories . Future studies are recommended to investi gate MNCs' 
T &D decision factors from different countri es by furth er subdi vid ing regions from 
severallevels. 
It is clearly that more empirical studies are needed to complete the understanding of the 
factors influencing the decision-makings regarding HCNs ' access to T&D. Various 
research methodologies and analysis methods can be empl oyed for future studies. 
Findings fro m this study were bas ically supported by quantitati ve stati stical data through 
the instrumentation of ah onlin e se lf-completed questionnaire. A study using a qualitative 
or a mixed method is also recommended for further confirming the research findings and 
exp loring additional fin dings. Data from thi s study were mainly measured by three 
analysis methods of d; scriptive statistics (frequency analysis), independent samples !-test 
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and Pearson 's correlation coefficients (r) , more poss ibilities may be exp lored through 
other analysis methods, which are also recommended in future studies. 
Summary 
Employees' access to T&D is always critical to the success of any business. This study 
was expected to raise extens ive attentions regarding the provision of T&D to host 
national employees working in the subsidies of MN Cs. Findings of this study served as a 
basis for promoting the development in the study of relevant field. Undoubtedly, much 
work concerning the topic remains to be done. 
APPENDIX A 
SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
Section I General information about your company 
(Please provide the appropria te response) 
'1. Please select the region in which your company's headquarter is located i~~ t±l :ffl: 
0'iil é'-:J ,~JffiYf{f !Ril!:X: 
a) North America ~~~1)+1 
b) South America WIT~~+I 
c) Europe ®\ ~·1·1 
d) Asia (except China) .illUJH ( ~'fl~ .J;!,:$1-) 
e) Africa ~ P:Hi 
f) Australia ~~·li 
2. How many years has your company estab li shed subsidiary or subsidiaries in 
China? 9t~~ 'êfl{f"J=l[!l i)t:31: :5J:t} 'iiJBRf'f JL~T? 
3. Please estimate how many full -time and part-time people are currently employed 
in China by your company :ffl:~~ 'ii] 0 M{f "P OO J~I OOé'-:l~ !{,~ D'j IfiJ ~!{,~D'j Ié'-J~jc 
i!J'J/-J : 
Full-time employees ~!{,~D'jI : ____ _ 
Part-time employees 3!ft i{R f]JI : _ ___ _ 
4. Please indicate the range that best approximates your company 's annua l revenue 
in China (amounts in USD dollars) :ffl:0 '§'] -ro,~{f 'f! [!Jé'-:P.§'illt. ll5c.ï\.~'J/-J ( ~~ 
Jë/-J .!ljê.{îz:) : ----
5. Please estimate what percentages of total revenue in China does your company 
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spend every year in Training and Development for loca l Chinese employees? :61:0 
'§1 mfF)] "P ~ ~1 ~±fu ffi I 11Htt:±'&i)li -9-6tli ~1~ ffl 31 S :!tf:E "P ~ e:fF~1 ,~, §!; ~ 
W-!~a?J-z?90/'? 
-----
Section II Assessment of factors that guide Multinational Corporations' Training 
and Development decisions for loca l employees in China 
Key: 1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Moderately Disagree; 3 = Neither Agree nor 
Disagree; 4 = Moderately Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree 
(Piease read each item carefu ll y and cycle the number of the response which best 
expresses your feel ing) 
Items Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 
}tg:r:ili :!1, 5.$ ?.!! })[ Sl'.t ~~~~~ 
RQJ : What factors do you think may motivate your company to provide Training and 
Development to local employees in China? 
/!fiA /J (f~ §51% ï3J i&fJEIJ!ft!!i~ f5J !if ffi tE cp ID flY }ff Jtf!;JJ I !fl{:lfi!if i/1/ .!§ JtD ? 
1. Company 's regulation requ ired 1 2 3 4 5 
0~t!J;l~l!l1J J.t~;:K 
2. Required by related law *§~1!1-f~;:j<: 1 2 3 4 5 
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3. The consideration of security, to prevent 
workplace accidents 1 2 3 4 5 
~~JjiJ ~:i:~*' :!JTiH~I11=*iSJ: 
4. To inspire employees' working motivation 
and learning enthusiasm 1 2 3 4 5 
tJ~6t!f.l Ié'-JI {"i=f.R tR't':tf-P~ >] f.~fi!f 
5. To main tain or improve employees' job 
satisfaction, loyalty and commitment to the 1 2 3 4 5 
company t7 T ttfi'f9Ji:f!Ër.>i m Ié'-J I 11=m§~ 
il 0-.&:Xi:û:: ~ é1 ,'i!';, i~lî 
6. To improve employees' working 
performance by provid ing them new 1 2 3 4 5 
knowledge and skills imtJJJlHtU.ffé1f-oi.Rf-P 
t1~~Jd {lm':r.>i !f.l Ié1 I {'!=~fi] 
7. To meet the needs of sorne specia l job skill s 1 2 3 4 5 
:!JT~Jt§;F!:-~~~Jiçi{1=t1~~fffi'i< 
8. Training and Development is considered as 
one of the prerequisites for advancing 1 2 3 4 5 
employees 
±.gi}li46t~~i!f7t .D1 Ié'-JMt~Z.-
RQ2: What factors do you think may hinder your company from providing Training and 
Development to local employees in China ? 
ft!Ii)jJft~ f5L~ ï5JJ6 .@ffftfj} 5J!§ff3f# tE cp !JllfiJ§ft!IffJ I!flfftiffi/t/.!§JtB ? 
9. Cost of Training and Development 1 2 .., 4 5 .) 
±.cg iJi14 :&~ é1 pj(:;<js;: ~ * 
1 O. Lack enough ti me and res ource 1 2 3 4 5 
~ir JE1;j$ é'-JB>Jï8Jf-P i5]:'~ 
Il . Consider that employees' experience and 
language skills for international 
communication are limited . 1 2 3 4 5 
~ ~JjiJ m IOO ~jf,{l:::'X':t.iTEé1~?:~ft fp iS § t1 
tl~/F.@ 
12. Fear of staff turnover *'tB !f.l I~~Efif 1 2 3 4 5 
13. Fear th at newly trained employees demand a 
1 2 3 4 5 promotion or pay rise 
t!Hs±.giJII!§"é'-J m I~3:fUt1i~JJowr 
14. Corporate culture retlects an ignorance of 
Training and Development for Ch inese 1 2 3 4 5 
employees ::il:: ~Jt 1Utqw ;tl,:f.!A! T ::<1 r:fl 00 m 
Ié1:&~-9-J:%iJII 
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Section III Y our Persona! Background 
(Piease provide the appropriate response) 
l. Your gender 1~s~·t~IJ.JU: 
a) Female -!;;::. 
b) Male ~ 
2. Y our year of the birth 1~i'J<J tb:±.if1n' : 
3. How many years have you worked in current company? 1~ ô~~Œ §1 Mé~-0'61 I 11= 
JLfF.T? 
4. Which of the following titl es most close ly matches your job leve!? tJ- rnJJB - 1-ij,R{ll: 
~1*i!îf~é~I1'FMHJU ? 
a) The Owner of the company 0 ii] i'J<J1J=!Jfï1lf 
b) Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in Ch ina J:j:l ~lx:§ lttJ:L1T'g 
c) Human Resource Director/Manager or Training Manager 
A *if~.:t îrl~~f:!~±ffiJrl~~f:! 
d) Director of other department (except Human Resource Department) 
1~ A~ if~ lJ-71, B~ if~ i'l .:t "Œ 
e) Employee ~Rm 
APPEND!X 8 
LETTER OF IN VIT A TION 
Dear Madam 1 Sir, 
I am a graduate student of Schoo l of Management (ESG) from Quebec University in 
Montreal (UQAM). I am currently conducting a research project to understand the factors 
that associated with the provision of training and deve lopment for Chinese employees in 
mu ltinational corporations . More specifica l!y, this research a ims to find poss ible factors 
that may influence multinat ional corporations' tra ining and development dec is ions for 
their local employees in China. 
As part of this research, 1 deve loped an online questionnaire consisting of severa! related 
questions, which will take approximate ly 5 minutes to complete: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/XLC87D N. You are s incerely invi ted to take part in 
my research by sharing your opinions in this questionnaire . Al ! answers are kept stri ctly 
confidentia l - only aggregate statistics will appear in the survey results. Y our pa1ticipation 
in thi s research is completely voluntary . There are no foreseeab!e risks associated w ith 
this study. However, if y ou fee! uncomfortable answering any questi ons, y ou can dec line 
to participate or withdraw from the sm·vey at any point. It is very important for me to 
learn your opinions. 
lf you have any questi ons about thi s survey or the procedu res, please fee! free to contact 
me at +1-514-467-4434 or by emai l at xiang jackie@yahoo.com. 
Thank you very much for your cons iderati on, 
Best regards, 
Wang XIANG (Jackie) 
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ftJË!M::lt3'ï::k$:~*HU1J\5J-1x (UQAM) tf tf$:~% CESG) 8<:!-!61iJfJU±. ft§ 1lû 
iE 1:E 7f M--i'-1iJf JE Jffi !'§ , '!§' 1:E T Wi~~~ Œl 0 ~SI] 9=J 00 iJJ I tJËf~tihJil fo tst~ é~t§ *lEI* o 
J!A{i.fs:±fui5t · i*~~é~ !'§ é~JË)JT ~*PJtl5~PrPJ~~Œl~~~Sii9=J Œl~ ±1!2i)JitlË1MfhJI[ 
fotst~ é':J <;R: ~ IZSl * o 
~J;;~Jffi~~~-$5]-, ft~~~~~T-ffi~*~~~~~. ~ffi~~*h·~ 
5 :53'-trpff,;tPJ f.!.~JJ)G : https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/XLC87DN. {:EJ.It, fti)lt~tili 
&~®~4~Jffi~~. #~~m~~~rp)J-~®~•mo ®~~~~~~F~~@ 
- #~~~-*~%ttm~~~~~*9=Jo~~~-~~tt~~ ~~~Œffl4~ 
~~~m*~PTmmm~o @JË, ~*~~~r:p~~a#®~~~~. ~~f.!.lliffi 
#4~~ŒfflH•illm~~o ®~am~~~~#~-~ 
!lo*f~Siii* IQJ~~flEFf:~H:fiïT~}f:I'OJ, il1t~ifiBi4.:$:JdfF0+ 1-5 14-467-4434 mGtsti!Eê. 
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APPENDIX C 
INSTRUCTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Survey of Multinational Corporations ' Training and Development for local 
.employees in China 
Instructions : This is a questionnaire designed to gather data learning the issue of 
multinational corporations' training and development for local employees in China. The 
objective of this survey is to find poss ible facto rs that may influence multinati onal 
corporations' training and deve lopment dec isions for ·their local employees in China. This 
survey is divided into three sections. The first section requests the general information 
about your company. The second section represents possible opinions that you may have 
to assess the factors guiding your company's training and deve lopment dec isions for loca l 
employees in China. The third section requests that you provide some. informat ion about 
you and your background . 
i~~JJ : il1?t~~l'ôJ~~H:X1f.ï :*~f5'00:1}'i5J:X1 "P 00 ~tf!!. w Ié'-Jt{fiJ!I-9-btli~PJ~: :§::é~ f;3 ,~, 
~~t~l&~o }!{?J'~~~é"J ê é"J i§':f:E~ :::Kï=iJtî~~P[ii)~f5'000iil:W=pOO ~ tfuw It:IHJ:Ufi-i}li 
-9-btgé'-J~•~•o il&~~~~~~~~~~illft.m-~*~~~xM0'i5Jé"J 
-~~*Œ~ m=~~~WT~ï=ii~~~é"J~*~•~~~~0iil~"Poo~~m 
IJ'JrdMfi-iJII-9-btgfl'-){~· o ~.=: 'îm:5H!W~f$m1#-®W *1$-fPf$ B<Jif§*~~fg ,!@,. 
*Obtainingfeedbackji-om you is vital to the review process. Y our lime in completing the 
following survey will be highly appreciated. ft should take about five minutes of your 
lime. Y our res pons es are voluntary and will be jully confidential. Responses will not be 
identified by individual. 
·~~&œ~W$tiW~*•~o #~-~~--9-~~}!ffi~~~~o }!~~~~ 
~~~é"J~~ o *~~~*ffl~~~h~, -~~fi~~~~F~*Wo 
APPENDIX D 
INFORMED CONSENT 
Informed Consent for the survey i'OJ~im!itfl'l"J~twfPJ~f) 
Thank you for participating in this survey. Y our feedback is important. Please answer the 
following questions as honestly as possible. These questions concern the issue of 
multinational corporations' training and development for local employees in China. The 
purpose of this survey is to help the researcher measure poss ible factors that may 
influence multinational corporations' training and development decisions for the ir local 
employees in China. 
~w~~4~~~~~~. ~é"J&~ffi~•~. m~~~~~~@~fflT*I'l"J~. 
3.2\:® IPJf@l?;!i; &î%000iil>:;fi:J=l 00 ~ ±i!!m Ié~±~î}l[-9-~J.ié~tê**1L 32:1'lfi~~I'OJ~é~ 
~ é~~J;J TM fl)J ~ ~1~H~rii ~~~ PfÎi] @l§:OO 0 iil :xii:J=l oo ~±il! m Itif:!t±~iJrl-9- ;$t~é~~-* 
miZSI*o 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with this study. Your participation is strictly 
voluntary and you may withdraw your participation at any time without penalty. Ali 
information collected will be used only for the research and will be kept strictly 
con fidential . 
~~~~~~ft~ffi*~~~ID~~. ®~--9-~%~~~~. ®~YB~illW~ 
~~~~~~~~a~~~. M~a~é"Jffi~~~~~m+~~*~YF~*m. 
If you have any questions regard ing this research , please fee! free to contact the 
researcher (Wang XIANG) at + 1-514-467-4434 or by email at xiang jackie@yahoo.com . 
For answers to any questions you may have about your rights as a research subject, please 
contact the Research Ethics Boards (CERPE): 
Po*10>:1î*r.9!1iJfJl:if1f1iiJ~fiPJ, iU'liBi-9-iiJf~:if (Î<'J ~ ) ~**: + 1-514-467-4434 ~ 
~*àl~{tj::~ xiangjackie@yahoo.com, fF};J-1;-IiJf~:X;f~, YD101f1f1iiJ1&&1f:*10 
· S~t)(fi] IPJ~, 1~~4Jlî:f~1i3f~~m~ CCERPE ) ~** : 
' 
Mr. Nicolas Riendeau 1 Nicolas Riendeau 7t~ 
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Associate Vice-Dean Research 1 1i}f JE ~Jt jilj ~Jt tt Il)J l_!l 
Offi ce of the Vice Dean of Research 1 :U}f Jt:~.Jt ffilj~.Jttt fJ'~~~ 
School of Management (ESG) 1 1?IJ.~~3t CESG ) 
Quebec University in Montreal (UQAM) 1 ti~U~*~~!f,'fflj ~)\)J-1~ ( UQAM ) 
Email Eê. -Tf!l~$"i : riendeau .nicolas@ugam.ca 
Tel. Eê.1li: 5 14 987-3000; Extension 7:1\. t!L : 3237 
Fax . {~~ : 514 987-4142 
By clicking " Yes" below indicate that you have read and understand the above 
instructions and explanation of the research and you voluntarily consent to part icipate in 
th is survey. lfyou do not w ish to participate in thi s survey , please dec line parti cipation by 
clicking on "No" below. 
A\ IlJ T :JJ é"J" ~" :îVrd@:\ c ~~ r~ 1~ H l.!l ~~ ...t J2t if:* 1~ iiJf ~ é"J 15t ~Jl -9-~~ n , 31- Êl ~ f5J ~ 
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Do you wish to participate in this survey 1@:\~~~~*.!=5~{)\-îmJ~ J'O]~? 
Y es ;!îk 
No -N 
APPENDIX E 
REGIONAL MAP OF CHINA 
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